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For centuries the Albanian people haae taaged, a long and heroic uar to u:in their lreedom and independ,ence, but it
assumed greater proportions especially in the Last quarter of the 19tlt centurv and in the beginning of this centutv. The
heroic spirit o! the Albonian people in their uar lor freedom and. independence is sAmbolicaLlU represented in the tableau entitled *Mic Sokoli- ba the painter Soli Shijoku. The ooliant patriot, Mic Sokoli, from the Notthern Highlands of
, Albania, threw himselt upon the mouth ol the enemg cannon in order to enable his felloulighters to attack the enemll un-

(

ho.ossed.

The foreign inoaders and the neighbourLng chauuinists resotted to all means to maintain the Albanian people in ignorance, because, in this monnet, theg hoped to be better able to realize their predatorg intentions. Theretore, alter the
liberation ol the countrA, the work of the teachers is highly ualued in Albania,
The loue and respect of the entire people for their uork is manifested in a speciol manner eDerA gear on the 7th ol
March, which bt1 special decision is proclaimed. *The Teochers' Dag+.
The best wishes to our teochers on the 7th ol l\tarch,
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Ihe Albqniqn leogue founded
qt Frizrelr w0s the continuolion of the
struggle of our people through the cenluries for their freedom ond inde
for their honour qnd lroditions. ll wos the continuotion of the
in the remorseless tempesls of lhe centuries, ond rose

This year the entire Albanian people will commemorate one of the most outstanding events in the centuries of
their history. On the lOth of June this year, 100 years are
completed froru the clay when the national organization,
*The Albanian League", with its centre in prizren, was
fouucletl. In the stormy years of the great Eastern crisis,
the Albanian League plared itself at the head of the entire
people and fought, arrns in hancl, for the rights of the
Albanian natlon, in defenee of the territory of the Homeland, and for its unification in a national state, for their

rights wlrich had been brutally violated by the Ottoman
rulers, by the intentions of the imperialist Great powers
and the annexionist plans of the neighbouring chauvinist
monarchies of the Balkans.

A

of

political-social and cultural-scientific actions are in preparation all over the country to commemorate this event of special historic importance, which
marked a higher stage in the Albanian national movement
series

towards independence and to rnake it even more thoroughly
know-n arnong the rnasses of working people. On this occasion, comrnernorative meetings wiil be helct in Tirana,
in a number of, tora,ns which were important centres of the
activity ot the League, such as KukEs, peshkopia, Gjiro-

kasfra, Shkodra, Korga, Frashir, while there will

be

scientific conferences and sessions, scientific and literary
publications, concerts, exhibitions and films dealing with
the [,eague and its various aspe0ts.
I'he Party and comrade Enver Eloxha have macle a
high assessment of the Renaissance in general, and of the
League of Frizren and the period from l8?8 to 1g81, in
particular. They have defined it is a period of struggles
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anil efforts of great irnportance to the fate of our people,
as a period which is characterized by ceaseless uprisings,
by a determined struggle for freedom, indepenclence, democracy and erlucation.

In the study of the creation and activity of the Albanian League, we are guirletl, as always, by the MarxistLeninist teachings, by historical materialism, Totlay, 100
years later, armed with the teachings of the Party antl
comrade Enver Hoxha, anrl relying on the allrountl studies mar[e so far in our country, it has become possible to
bring out more clearly the place, the role, the national and
international significance of the Albanian League of Prizren.

The l,eague of Prizren was the direct protluct of the
struggle of the Albanian people, of the historical and social conditlons in which they found thernselves at the time
of its creation. It was not, antl could not have been a movement behincl which stood foreign powers, as bourgeois
and revisionist historians have sought to present it. The
activity of the League, its batties on the internal antl international plane, were trhe result of the objectlve conditions in which our people liveil, of their entire historical
development, of the active efforts of a formed nation fighting in defence of its vital political and economic interests.
The Albanian League fountled at Prizren was the continmation of the struggles of our people through the centuries for their freedom ancl inclependence, for their land

and language, for their honour and traditions. It was
the continuation of the heroic struggles by which the Albanian people escaped extinction in the remorseless tempests of the centuries, ancl rose above them proud and
inclomitable, with the banner of the uprising in their
hands.
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The popular movement against foreign occupation, which
lecl to the formation of the [,eague of Prizren, was prepared by the movements of the broad masses in the 30's
and 70's of the l9th century, which were outbursts of the
long accumulated discontent as a result of the national oppression, economic exploitation and abuses on the part of
the bureaucratic centralizetl adrninistration set up by the
Sublirne Porte in the period of the Tanzimat. Atlileil to this
was the discontent which resulted from the ever more
pretlatory intentlons of the neighbouring chauvinist monarchies, Montenegro, Serbia, Bulgaria, etc, towards the
Albanian territories, and frorn the persistent anti-Albanian
policy of the Sublime Porte, which denied our nation even
its rnost elementary aspirations.
Efforts were rnade, on the basis of the popular movements, to give them the national political program, to organize them in all regions of Albania. The crisis which
broke out in 1875 rvith the first uprisings in the Balkans
and which grew into proportions of a general crisis of
the East, found a number of the regions of our Homeland
in armed revolt. The Albanian uprisings were an inseparable part of the anti-Ottoman struggles of the peoples of
the Balkans. tsut the intervention of the Great Powers
to exploit the crisis triggeretl off by the uprisings of the
oppressert peoples in favour of their predatory policy and
designs, as

well as the endeavours of the monarchies of

the Balkans to turn the just people's war for national liberation into a war for unrestrained expansion, gave this
crisis another direction, especially one contrary to the interests of the Albanian people, In these conditions, in
their struggle for national liberation, our people relied, as
always, on their own forces.

The entry of foreign armies into the Albanian territo-

ries, the open declaration of expansionist intentions' the
predatory policy and the expulsion of the Albanian inhabitants from their mother soii, pursued especially by the governrnents of Serbia and Montenegro, the signing of the

San-Stefano Treaty, which, with the support of Czart'st
Russia carried the borclers of tsulgaria, deep into the Albanian territories, including Tetova, Gostivar, Kdrgova'
Dibra, Struga, KorQa, etc, enilangered not only intlivitlual
border areas, but all the Albanian territories. These acts
imparted a new powerful impulse to the peoples rnovements in defenoe of the supreme national interests ancl the

efforts towards a unitied organization. To this enil, in
the <<Central Committee for the defence of the rights
of the Albanian nationalityo was formecl in Istanbul'
Unitecl in its ranks were the most distr'nguished figures
of the .A,lbanian people, the brothers Abtlyl anit Sami FrashEri, Pashko Vasa anil Jani Vreto, Zlia Prishtina, ltrasan
187?

Tahsini, and others.

In order to lead the rnovernent of the masses which
hacl broken out in different regions of the country antl to
carry out the tasks imposed by the historic mornent, under the auspices of the Committee of Istantrrul, the *Albanian League" was forrnetl with its centre in Frizren, comprised of representatives of the various regions of the
country anil clifferent strata of the population. It formulaterl the politieal program of the Albanian national movement and set up its organs of political and military leadership and arrned units for the realization of this prograrn all over the country.
It was the League lvhich raised its voice for the first

time on behalf of the entire Albanian nation, regardless
of regional anrl religions clistinctions, in defence of the Albanian territories, declaring before the entire world that
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no one hatl the right to lay a hancl on the lands inhabiteil by Albanians which belonged to them historically,
that no one had the right to use them as a tol(en for
barter, that they belonged to the Albanian people
alone.

From its very first acts and memoranda and throughout all its activity, the League fought for the realization
of the fundarnental goals of the national movernent: for
the recognitlon of the Albanian nation as an intlivisible
rvhole, and respect for its rights as a nation in all directions,
for the defence of the inviolability antl iniegrity of the Albanian national territories, antl for the uniting of the A'lbanian lands into a single unit untler Alhanian adrninistration, These were three links inseparablo frorn one another,
the territorial integrity and unity was a fundamental condition for the national unity and the national union had to
be realized in the context of a national state.
When the Great Powers went on to the implernentation of the decisions of the Congress of Berlin, heedless
of the legitimate demands of the Albanians, the League
took the fate of the Albanian nation into its own hands
and fought to clefend it.
Through a dense network of Cornmittees antl branches, the Central Committee in Prizren built contacts with
all the regions of the country to direct the masses of the
people who had risen to their feet against the danger t'hat
their Homeland would tre partitioned, Those regions, which
were the object of the expansionist plans of the chauvinist monarchies of the Balkans, such as Kosova, Dibra,
Shkotlra with its Northern Highlands, Gjirokastra, antl so
on, became powerful centres of this movernent. Thus, a
broad front was created, in which all the patriotic forces
of the nation were united in defence of the fundamental
national and economic-social interests, which were endangered by the partitioning of the country as the chauvinist governments of the Balkans antl the anti-Albanian
pollcy of the Turkish Empire intentled, It rvas especially
the patriotic spirit of the masses of the people and their
persevering struggle against the Turkish administration
rvhich gave the League inexhaustible strength in the
struggle in defence of the territorial integrity and for the
autonomy of Albania.
In the opinion and activity of the League, autonomy
meant the creation of a single .4,lbanian autonomous territorial administrative unit, rvith Albanian civil and military atlministration, with the Albanian language and with
its own capital. This was an important step forward for
the political union of the Albanian people. This Albanian
autonomous territorial adminr"strative unit rvas to serve as
a starting-point for the creation of a state with a progressive economic-social content, with a clemocratic character,
which, in favourable conditions wouid be transformed
into an indepenrlent Albanian national state. In the context of this autdnomous administrative unit, the League
includetl the territories of the then existing four vilayets,
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a cornpact whole

the majority of the population.
The deterrnineil fight of the League

in

defence

of

and
the

fhreateneil .4.lbanian territories, such as Flava and Gucia,
I{ot and Gruda, Ulqin and others, was evidence of an already forrned natlonal consciousness and a clear political
and urilitary strategy. The fact is that this struggle ctit not
permit the Great Fowers and the neighbouring states to
carry out completely the anti-Albanian decisions of the

international Congress of Berlin anrl forced them to acknowledge the irnportance of the Albanian factor in the
solution of the Balkan crisis. But in the conditlons when
the Great Powers were not interestecl in the complete liquidation of the Turliish domination in the Balkans, the
struggle of the .A,lbanian people under the leadership of

the League coulcl not achieve final victory. It was savagely suppressed, in its final stage, as a result of the concertecl aciions of the Great Porvers, Turkey and the Balhan states, and major portions of the Albanian regions
were torn from the national territory.
On account of the internal and external circumstances,
the road of the League was very complicated, but regardIess of its zig-zags, it is characterized by consistent growth
and developrnent, try the intensification of the struggle
against the foreign invaders in all the Albanian regions.
In this tlifficult struggle, fought on many fronts, the
outstanding figures Abdyl Frashdri, and Sulejman Vokshi (G,iakova) ctistinsuisheil thernselves as political and military leatters, rnany others such as Iliaz Fasha Dibra and
Shuaip Spahiu (Frizren), Omer Prizreni antl Mustafa Tetova, Daut Borigi, Filip Qeka, Setim Qoba (Shkotlra), Mihal
Illarito and Fetro Meksi (Gjirokastra), Dhimit6r Kolea (Berat), Thimi Mitko antl Eftimi Brantll (KorQE), Mehmet Ali
Vrioni (Fier), Haxhi Zeka (PeiC), Oelhise Kasneci (Himara)
and others ll,ere active in it, and people's fighters, such
as Mic Sokoli and All Ibra (Tropoja), Isuf Sokoli (Shkotlra),
Metrrrnet tseci and Mehmet GJyli (Ulqin), Jakup Ferri
(Gucia), Ramadan Zaskoci (Luma) and rnany others form
different regions of Albania, were outstanding.
In the course of the internal struggle between its progressive antl conservative wings, the League gradually
w-ent over to more adrzanced positions' Its organs replaceit the Turkish arlrninistration in a number of regions and
exercised state functions on an internal and international
plane, it set up military rletachrnents, organizetl local
courts, anrl so on, antl exercised its power in the liberatecl
Albanian territories, implementing the principles it hail
proclainretl about respecting equal rights for all citizens,
regarclless of their religion ancl nationality. Untler its tlirection, the masses gave proof of their conscious discipline
and organizational abilities, conditions indispensable for
existence as a state,
A constituent and inseparable part of the rnovement
for national liberation at this periocl was the cultural movernent, with its demands for the Albanlan language,
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school and literature. The task of proving with facts antl
defending the demands of the League at this lleriod, set
iu motion the most brilliant mintls of the Albanian people
and imparted a powerful impulse to creative cultural activity of a national character, To serve the struggle of the
League, the Soclety of Letters was set up, school text-books

a militant publicist literature developed,
the patriotic therne emerged broatlly in the literature of
the time and real masterpieces rrzere created, such as is
rn,ere published,

ttre poem by Pashko Yasa, ..Mori Shqypni, e mjera Shqypni. (My Albania, suffering Altrrania).
The advanced national content of the League and the
strength of its movement aroused a tiite of enthusiasm even
outside the Albanian territories a.rnong the Arberesh of
[taly ancl Greece, among the colonies of Albanians in
Egypt, Rumania, ancl other countries, who were in soliclarity with the struggle of the Albanian people ancl rnade
a valuable contribution to maklng it knor,vn to the outside
world.

Fought in the conditions of the Eastern crisis, which
had set in motion not only the governrnent circles of the
interested states but also the broarl public opinion of the
r,vorld, the struggie of the League also exerciseal its infiuence upon and attracterl the attention of European democratic progressive circles, rvhich spoke out in favour
oi the legitimate rights of the Albanian people.

Its patriotic national platform was the basis of ou{
w-hole national movernent. At the key mornents of the
rnovement, the ,A,Lbanian patriots invariably referred to
the Albanian League of the years 1878-1881 and to its
for the inviolability of the Albanian territories, for their unification into a single, autonomous territorial adrninistrative unit, as a transition
stage to the independence of Albania. The historic act of
the .Assembly of Vlora with the Froclamation of IncliJrendence and the formation of the Albanian State, in Nove:nber 1912, carrietl this demanrl of the tr eague of Prizren
through to the en.J, but in the tlifficult international conditions of the Balkan War it coulcl not carry out the other
fundarnental task of the League, the defence of the territorial integrity of the I{omeland, because of the trarge arnputations made from the bocty of the Albanian national terrifundarnental clernands

tory.

The Albanian-League, founded in Prlzren a century
in the life of our people,
in their history carved out with the sword and written
rrith theil blooil. It ereatecl a solid basis for the later
ago, constitutes a historic evcnt

struggles

for freeilom, independence and social

progress.

The brilliant patriotic traditions of this fight for free-

5

dom, independence and social justice were revived with
great strength in the stormy years of the Anti-fascist National-liberation War, when, under the leadership of the
Party, our people wrote the most brilliant pages of their
history.
Today,

in commemorating the 100th anniversary of the
,dlbanian League, we rernember with deep respect the heroic struggle of our forefathers for national union anal llberation, during which our people reaffirmed themselves
as an inilornitable freetlorn-loving, patriotic and valiant
people determined to achieve their aspirations, as a people, who, despite thcir small numbers, with their vitality,
courage, valour and sensc of justice, imposed their will on
the capitalist and imperialist world.
Together with us, in comrnemorating this marked
event, are our brothers of Kosova, Macedonia and Montenegro, who, as part of the Albanian nation, are inseparatrrle from its history of struggles for freedom and independence through the centuries. In the battles and efforts of
the teague of Prizren, Kosova, Plava, Gucia, Dibra, all the
rcgions inhabitect by Albanians in the Montenegro and Maeedonia, became rnajor centres of the struggle for the
autonomy and defence of the territorial integrity of Albania" Uniterl with their rnotherland, Albania, in their hearts
ancl minds, on this anniversary are our brothers in emigration in rnany parts of the world, who will remelnber
and honour this historic jubilee with love and national
pride.
The cornmernoration of the great work of the League
of Prizren faces the Party organizations, the state organs
and the organizations of the rnasses with important tasks.
trt is a rluty of honour for all the institutionb and the broad

circles of activists, rvhich will take part in this political
and social action, to rnake every effort to ensure that the
activities envisaged in the program are carried out at a
high level and in such a manner that this rnarked event,
rvhich comrade Enver Hoxha has called an <unprecedentetl challenge* that the .A,lbanian people threw out to the
imperialists and chauvinists to secure the freedom and
territorial unity of the countryo, should emerge in all its
rnagnificence.
,4,11 these manifestations dedicated to the centenary of
the ,&llaanian League rnust serve thc further preservation
of the revolutionary spirit and lotty patriotism which
characterize the rnasses of our working people, the strengthening of the unity of the people rounal the Party, and
the preservation anil developrrent of our glorious traditions. They must contritrute to the great work which is
being done in our country, under the leadership of the
Party, for the strengthening of the freeilom, independence
anil deience of the Homeland, for the rnobilization of the
laroad masses of the people to fight with determination to
srrrmount the difficulties resulting from the imperialistrevisionist blockarle and encirclement in order to carry
forwartl the construction of socialism in Aibania.
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fi{ THE POIITICAI FIETD
IN TI{E PERIOD OF SOCIAI,ISM
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The defence, strengthening ond the lurther revolutionizotion
of the Porty, the constont enhoncement ol its leoding role in the entire life
of the country, in every field ond of oll levels,
constitutes one of the fundomentol directions of the closs struggle in the politicol
field during the whole historicol period of sociolism.

THE PABTY OF LABOUB OF ALBANIA HAS WAGED

THE

CLASS

THE STAGES OF THE REVOLUTION AND
IN ALL ITS PBINCIPAL POLITICAL, ECONOMIC AND IDEOLOGICAL DI'
RECTIONS. AT GIVEN PERIODS, ONE OR THE OTHER FOEM OF THE
CLASS STRUGGLE IIAS EMERGED AS MOST IMPORTANT' BUT IN EVERY
CASE, AS THE ?TH CONGBESS OF THE PARTY STRESSED' THIS STRUGGLE
HAS BEEN WAGED ON ALL FRONTS AND HAS CENTRED AROUND THE
QUESTION OF STATE POWER. IT HAS BEEN A CONTINUOUS AND FIERCE
STRUGGLE, TIIEOUGH WHICH THE CONTINUOUS ADVANCE OF THE SOCIALIST REVOLUTION HAS BEEN ENSURED. TIIE EXPERIENCE OF ALBANIA IS ANOTHER CONFIRMATION OF THE MARXIST-LENINIST TRUTH
THAT IN THE PROCESS OF THE CLASS STRUGGLE FOE THE OVERTHROW
OF THE OLD WORLD, IN THE STBUGGLE TO DEFEND AND CONSOLIDATE
THE VICTORY, IN THE WORK FOE THE CREATION OF THE NEW SOCIALIST
ORDER, TTIE PROLETARIAN HEROISM IS EVEN GREATER THAN THAT
BEQUIEED FOR THE SEIZURE OF STATE POWER.
Both the establishment of the social- strug8le anrl the ways to attain them,
ist order and the maintenance and con- The Party organizes, etlucates and motinuous strengthening of it are indisso- bilizes the working class and all its
lubly iinked with the leading role of allies and leads them in the complicatthe Marrist-Leninist party. It is in this ed struggle to establish the 6ictatorship
that the leading role which the work- of the proletariat and buikl socialing class plays in socialist society finds ism..(t)
its concetrated expression.
This implies that the defence, streng*Only the revolutionary party of the
and the further revolutionizathening
working class, armed with the MarxParty, the constant enhantion
of
the
ist-Leninist theory", says comratle
its
leading role in the entire
cement
of
Enver Hoxha, <can make the working
in every field and
country,
life
of
the
class conscious of its historic mission
one of the funconstitutes
at
all
levels'
and clearly define the obiectives of its
damental directions of the class struggle
VAHID LAMA - Deputg member of
potitical field during the whole
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in the

historical period of socialism.

1. The class struggle in the
political field to safeguard,
strengthen and perfect
the dictatorship
of the proletariat.
The overthrow of the political domination of the exploiting classes and the
establishment of the dictatorship of the
proletariat is an indispensable condition
for putting an end to the system of oppression and for the construction of the
neur socialist society. The completion
of this task constitutes the main objective of the class struggle that the proletariat wages in the conditions of the

exploiting order, because the essence
of this struggle, as the classical writers

of Marxism-Leninism

emphasize, boils

down precisely to the question of state
power. From the time of the NationalIiberation War, which, in the conditions
of Albania, assumed the character of a
true people's revolution, the PLA, with

comrade Enver Hoxha at

its

head,

of state power
as fundamental, closely linked the
struggle for national liberation, with
the struggle for the creation of the new
considered the question

people's power and merged them into
one. Cornrade Enver Hoxha says, ..The

Party never allowed the internal and
external enemies to take the Power
from the people, so that the PeoPle's

LAMA and GRAMOS HYSI
blood would have been shed in vain,
but it followed a consistent line, thanks
to which it became possible that there
was only the new people's power in
existence and functioning in Albania,
and after ihe liberation of the Homeland, it began to carry out the functions of the dictatorship of the prole-

for stern struggle
that all Marxist-Leninists, everywhere
in the wo'rtrd, must wage against it.

tariat.,'
The enemies, too, irrespective of the
fietrd in which they have waged their

The dictatorship of the proletariat not
only constitutes the essence of the class
struggle during the entire historical pe-

struggle, have always aimed this strug-

riod of socialism, but is albo the main
weapon for waging this struggle on all
the fronts of socialist construction. In
fulfilling its function, it carries the socialist revolution through to the end
and performs its historic mission, which
is the buitrding of communism. The process of the continuation or interruption
of the socialist revolution itself is decided by whether the dictatorship of
the proletariat is maintained or overthrown during the waging of the class
struggle. Both these possibilities h^Ve
been confirmed by historical experience, and the Marxist-Leninist summingup of this experience constitutes an
achievement of great importance to the
struggr.e of the international proletariat
to carry this struggle forward on the

gle at the state power, with the objective of the liquidation of the dictatorship of the proletariat and the re-establishment of the dictatorship of the exploiting classes, as their activity in the
past and the activity of the groups uncovered in recent years has shown.
Hence, the class struggle, which con-

tinues throughout the whole historical
period of socialism, is, in the final analysis, a struggle over the question of
state power, for the dictatorship of the
proletariat.

The dictatorship of

the

proletariat

constitutes the fundamental question of

Marxism-Leninism, and the attitude
towards it marks the dividing line bet-

ween Marxist-Leninists, on the

one

hand, and opportunists of all hues, on
the other. In striving to preserve the
rule of the bourgeoisie where it has
not been overthrown, or to re-establish
it where it has been overthrown, the
enemies of the revolution and socialism
have dir,ected their blows against the
dictatorship of the proletariat, just as
the Soviet, the Yugoslav and other modern revisionists are doing today. To
this end, they spread all sorts of ..theori€s'>, 'sgg5 as those about ..the state of
the entire people", the .system of direct self-administration by the produceres>, or ..democratic socialism> without the dictatorship ot the proletariat.

The PLA has continually exposed the
anti-Marxist views of the modern revisionists. The ?th Congress of the PLA
Iaid strong emphasis on the great
harm that

the revisionist

propaganda

does, and the neoessity

road of success and guaranteed progress,
avoiding defeat and barring the way to
any turning-back in order to ensure the
complete triumph of the cause of the

in which the dictatorship of the
proletariat has stood rock-firm, and the
socialist revolution has gone steadily
forward towards its complete and final victor)', has demonstrated this. This
experience, whlch has found its full

PSRA,

reflection and synthesis in the new
Constitution of the People's Socialist
Republic of Albania is a valuable contribution to the theory and practice of
scientific socialism.
The Party of Labour of Albania and
comrade Enver Hoxha have stressed
that it is possible to preserve, strengthen and perfect the dictatorship of the
proletariat only by keeping up the class
struggle, always leading this struggle

correctly, unwaveringly, and with determination. In this vital question it is
important to clearly define the objective at which this class struggle for the
defence of the dictatorship of the proletariat, both from the armerl counterrevolution and from the ..peaceful" revlsionist counterrevolution, is directed.
The danger of the armed counterregolution has long been recognized. It
was used to crush the Paris Cornmune
in 1871 and later, after the First World
War, the proletarian states which were
established in Germany and Hungary,

pointed out: .It is completely possible
that, once it is established, the dicta-

were similarly crushed. But in other
instances this counterrevolution has
been defeated by the blows of the revolution. Such is the experience of the
Soviet state power of the time of Lenin
and Stalin, which put down the armed
counterrevolution through a protracted
struggle. The experience of our country
likewise demonstrates the nipping in

torship of the proletariat can be kept
permanently unblemished, intact and

terrevolution.

revolution and socialism.
In summing up the new historical experience of the dictatorship of the pro-

letariat, comrade Enver Hoxha

unshakeable

in all its links

has

and direc-

tions, whitre being continuousIy developed and Ferfected>(2). The revolutionary experience of the PLA and the

the bud of any attempt at armed counTherefore the repelling and complete crushing of the arrned counterrevolution is placed before the victorious
proletariat as an inalispensable antl enti-
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rely possible task. What is required in
this direction is the constant maintenance oI keen vigilance towards the
external and internal enemy and the
dealing of prompt and decisive blows
at its activity. This the Party of Labour of Albania and the Albanian state
have always born in mind, considering the struggle against the class enemy
as ..a task of first rate impgrtance for

our Farty, state and working

Peo-

Ple'(3).

The activity of the class enemY

carried on

is

in all directions, and mani-

fests itself both inside and outside the
country. Inside the country, it is mani-

in the resistance of the class enein their attempts at restoration, whereas outside the country its
manifested in the aggressive aims of
imperialism, socialimperialism and
other reactionar-ies to strangle and to
destroy the socialist order, as well as
in the ideological means which the capitalist-revisionist world uses against
fested

mies and

us.

The external and internal enemies
act in close connection and coordination
with each other. Wherever the activity
of the internal enemy shows up, behind it stands the support and aid of
the external enemy, and likewise,
wherever the activity of the external
enemy appears

it

encourages and ma-

kes use of the activity of the internal enemy, too. The history of the construction of socialism in our country
testifies to this merging of the activity
of the internal and external enemies in
a single united front. Many acts of sabotage, terror, diversion, etc. have been
undertaken on the basis of this joint
action, going so far as armed revolts,
such as those of the enemies in Koplik

in

1945 and

in

Shkodra

in

1946. Parti-

cularly ferocious was the hostile activity carried on also bY armed bands,
which were introduced from abroad
or set up within the territory of our
country in the first post-liberation
years, and which arriounted to 84 bands
of more than 1,500 fugitive criminals.
A fierce and bloody fight, in which
463 martyrs gave their lives, was required to annihilate these bands completely.

It was in the same basis of this link
up and coordination that the attacks
of the external enemy on socialist AI-

bania were carried out; that the brutal interference and the savage provocations of the Anglo-American imperialists and their lackeys were organized; that the sinister schemes of the
Jugoslav revisionists, whose aim was
the annexation of our country and the
elimination of our national indepenrience, were concocted; that the ioint
plots were hatched up and the savage
blockades of the capitalist and revisionist states, which became even more
dangerous with the emergence on the
scene of the Khrushchevite revisionists,

were undertaken. Under the present
socialist Albania is
holding high the banner of the revolution and socialism, which has been
rejected by the modern revisionists,
led by the Soviet revisionists, the activity of the external and internal enemy
has become very intense, and ihe coordination of their activity even more
conditions, when

dangerous.

But, besides the aimed count€rrevoIution, history has also known a counterrevolution of another nature, the
.<peaoeful", revisionist counterrevolution, with consequences iust as bitter
and terrible for the proletariat as the
armed counterrevolution. This occurred
with the coming to power of revisionist
cliques. What Kerensky, Kolchak and
Denikin, the Entente or the l{itlerite
hordes failed to achieve by the force
of arms, the Khrushchevite revisionists
achieved in a ..peaceful" manner. In
the Soviet Union, the dictatorship of the
proletariat was overthrown, everything socialist was demolished anC capi-

talism restored. This ..peaceful" degeneration took place in the other former socialist countries, too.

As historical experience confirms,
there are tv/o main enemies which aid

the peaceful degeneration of the dictatorship of the proletariat: bureaucracy

and liberalism.
Bureaucracy attacks the dictatorship

of the proletariat at its nerve centres.
It leads to sclerosis of the party and
the working class and undermines its
leading role, it disrupts the links of the
state power with the people and hinders the participation of the working
masses in the government of the country, it paralyses socialist democracy
and cultivates conceit in the cadres,
with all the evils that this brings, such

TODAY

for oneself and scorn for
the masses.
Liberalism is just as dangerous,
Through liberalism, tendencies to laxity
towards the policy and ideology of the
enemy, to renunciation of the norms of
proletarian morality, to the spirit of
conciliation with the bourgeois-revisionist way of life and with shortcomings
anci weaknesses, etc, penetrate into the
Party of the ',vorking class, the socialist
state, and the masses of working peop1e. Liberalism often presents itself
with misleading slogans about "freedom" and ..democracy", and poses as
<<an opponent of bureaucracyo, with the
aim of sowing its poisonous seed more
as <<respect>

easily.

BureaucracY and liberalism, as two

lethal dangers to socialism, are entagled with each other, comPlement and
foster each other. This can be seen
clearly in the negative example of the

revisionist countries. In Jugoslavia, the
main trend of revisionism and the capitalist restoration was the liberal one,

but the bureaucratic apparatus was
created along with it' In the Soviet
Union, the typical road was that of bu-

reaucratic degeneration, but this was

closely connected with the manifestations of liberal-bourgeois degeneration,
such as those in the field of culture and
art, in the way of life, etc, or the notorious campaign of ..destalinization" itse1f, which began precisely under the
slogan of liberalism.
Socialism, due to its nature, does not
constitute a source either of liberalism
or of bureaucracy. These manifestations

are not characteristic of

socialism.

However, as long as the class struggle
continues, as long as the hostile pressure from within and without is active,
and as long as the blemishes frorn the
past, together with the essential diffe-

rences between mental and physical

work, etc, are still preserved, these manifestations cannot be completely avoided in socialism. The sarne holds good
also for the other forms of their manifestation such as technocratism and intellectualism, which pose the same potent dangers and which find their expression in the absolutization of the

role of equiPment, science and the
technical intelligentsia, in the overrating of mental work and underestimation of the role of the masses, in the
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displacement of the working class from
the leadership of the state and socialist society.
In its class struggle to constantly
strengthen and perfect the dictatorship
of the proletariat and to carry forward
the revolution and socialist construction, the PLA has struck continual
blows against any manifestation of Ii-

beralism and bureaucracy, The measures taken agarnst them have been po1itica1, ideological, economic and administrative. The teaching of the Party

of Labour of Albania and

comrade
Enver Hoxha on the causes which keep

bureaucracy and liberatism alive under socialism, as well as on how to
handle them potitically and ideologically, seeing these phenomena as expressions of reactionary world outlooks,
and the struggle against them as an
important constituent part of the class
struggle, are of great theoretical and
practical value.
Summing up Albanian and internatlonal experience in connection with
manifestations of liberalism and bureacracy in socialist society, the pLA and
comrade Enver Hoxha have emphasized that manifestations of bureaucracy
and liberalism constitute a great danger for socialism, but when they are

not allowed free fields of action and
when they are combatted continuously
and resolutely then the consequences of
tllern are fully avoidable, These consequences came about in the former socialist countries, but thev have been
avoided in Albania. Thanks

to the continuous measures that the PLA has
taken, bureaucracy and llberalism have

never found the terrain to
proletarian character of

the

alter

the
Albanian

state.

The

essence

of the class

struggle

against bureaucracy and liberalism consists of the establishment and imple-

mentation of correct relations between
democracy and centralism, between the
elected organs and the organs of the
administration, between the cadres and
all other officals, on the one hand, and

the masses oi r,vorking people, on the
other, between the freedoms and rights
of the citizens, and their dlscipline and
duties towards the state and the socialist
society, at aII times A11 the measures
the Party has adopted for the eradication of manifestations of bureaucracv
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and liberalism, are conected with this

of the problem.
The organization and functioning of
the system of the dictatorship of the
proletariat, of all socialist state and social life, are alurays based on the principle of democt:atic centralism, the core
of which is centralized leadership of
the life of the country by the working
class through its Party and state, the
combination of the centralized direction with the creative initiative of the
local organs and the masses of working
people. The correct relationshi.p betessence

ween democracy and centralisrn, which,

in a genuinely socialist cour.try, are 'n
dialecticai unity, complemrjnt and assist each other', is preserved through
the class struggle. In the process of
this struggle, the estabUshment and implementation of the concrete relationship between cen/,ra1ism and demo-

cracy, is ensured on the basis of

thorougA knowledgz: of the problem connected with this relationship; which has
its own special features, differing at
various periods of d.evelopment, in various fields of life in different countries.

It is also important to maintain correcb relationships bettr.een the representative organs and the organs of the

administration. The r.epresentative organs constitute the political foundation
of our socialist state. AlL the executive
organs are elected by them, are subordinate to them, and render account
to them. This is a major question of
principle which has to do with the essence of the democratic character of
our state. In this case, our class struggle

is aimed at eradicating any manifestatlon of formalism in the activity of the
representative organs, and at the complete and effectice subordination of the
activity of aii other state organs to
them.

The correct :.'elations between the cadres and all other office-workers, on
the one hand, and the masses of work-

ing people, on the other, in the pRS
of Albania are determined on the basis of the Marxist-Leninist principte
that the class in power, together with
aII the working people, govern the socialist state, while the cadres are their
servants. The Party of Labour of Atbania and comrade Enver Hoxha have
alwa;,,s emphasized the necessity of the

class struggle
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to protect the

o

cadres

from bourgeois-revisionist degeneration,
so that they are imbued with proleta-

rian qualities, merge with the people,
and place the interests of the peopie
and socialism above everything.
In the class struggle for the maintenance of a proper balance between the
freedoms and rights of citizens, on the
one hand, and their discipline and obligations, on the other hand, the Party

of Labour of Albania has instructed

r,.rat the struggle must be waged on two

Ironts: both againsb the centralistbureaucratic tendencies to restrict socialist democracy and make it formal,

as well as against the liberal-anarchist

trends and concepts of democracy,
which lead to undermining the dicta-

torship of the proletariat. Therefore, the
struggle is concentrated, on the one
hand, against the bureaucratic manifestations or some officials and cadres
who do not take the rights of the working people into account, in particular,
their right to participate in the governing of the country, who adopt arbitrary

attitudes and stifle criticism from beIow; on the other hand, it is concentrated on irresponsible tendencies and
actions

of some working people, as
at the ?th

comrade Enver Hoxha said

think that *being
have rights only
and no duties at all, that the state and
the society have obligations to them,
which they never fail to demand,
while they themselves are free to behave and act as they like. to vioLate
discipline at work and social dispicline, the laws of the state and social
standards, without a care in the
Congres of the Party,

in a democracy, they

wor1d.

(/r).

The important measures \Mhich have
been and will be taken in the struggle
against bureaucracy and liberalism are
not merely organizational, but are out-

standing, in the first place for thelr
pro{ound ideological and political con-

of these
in their treatrhent of manifestations of bureaucracy
and liberalism as manifestations in
tent. The ideological aspect
measures

is

expressed

practice of the infl.uence of alien ideo.
logies. Their political aspect is expressed in their defence of the interests of

the working people, in the deepening
of the line of the masses, and in the
other measures for strengthening the

dictatorship of the proletariat. Finall,y, the organizational aspect of these

The direct workers' and Peasants'
control is indispensable to waging the

in

the

measures (which, without doubt, have a

class struggle successfully, a1so,

deep ideo-political significance) is
closely connected with bringing the
state power ever closer to the people,
with the curtailinent of unnecessary

alien influence and manifestation in the

links and officials in the administrative
apparatuses, with the sending of cadres
and office workers to work directly in
production together with workers and

cooperativists, with the systematic circulation of cadres, etc.
In the struggle for the defence and
strengthening of the socialist order, the

proletarian control, both that which is
exercised from above, through the Party
and state, and that exercised from be-

low, the direct workers' and peasants'
control, is of great importance' The

field of how the officials and cadres
carry out their duties, to oombat any
work of our cadres, organs und aPParatuses. Implementing the direct control by the workers and peasants puts
into practice the great teaching of the
Paris Comrnune that ..in order to avoid
losing its newly-won power, the workink class, must, on one hand, destroY
the entire oid oppressive machinery,
which was used against it, and, on the
other hand, protect itself against its

own deputies and officials, it must take
measures to ensure that othe state and
the state organs are not transformed

need to exercise this control frorn above

from servants of the society into masters of the society-(s).

and below, which responds to the fundamental principle of organization and

ses,

direction of the entire life of socialist
society, democratic centralization, and
its role, are felt in every field of our

life. Howeve,r, in the struggle against
bureaucracy and liberalism, the direct
cohtrol by the working class and the
peasantry from below, under the leadership of the Party, has particular importance. From their very nature, bureaucracy and liberalism are anti-popular, thereforg the masses of working
people themselves are deeply interested
in the struggle against them. The direct

participation of the masses of working
people in the struggLe against liberalism and bureaucracy is the indispensable condition for the development of
this struggle with success.

Marxism-Leninism teaches

us,

and

the experience of the socialist construction in Albania has provided confirmation, that the direct workers' and pea-

is an effective weapon
for strengthening
struggle
class
the
in
the dictatorship of the proletariat and
a school for the class to master the art
of government. This is the case not
only at the time when the new state
apparatus has just been set up, but also
when the sociaiist state has achieved
a relativety high level of development
and the working class in power, in aIliance with the cooperativist peasantry, has created a great number of
young cadres loyal to socialism.
sants' control
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Without the organizations of the maswhich are a very important consti-

tuent part of the system of the dictatorshlp of the protretariat, all these pro-

blems would be meaningless. When we
speak of the strengthening and revolutionization of the dictatorship of the
proletariat the strengthening and revolutionization of the organizations of the
masses is automatically implied. They
have the major task of permanent and
aotive participation in the political
field, just as in all the other fields of
the class struggle. The waging of the
class struggLe for the defence, strengthening and perfecting of the socialist
state, for the continuous extension and
deepening of socialist democracy, is inconceivable without inoluding in the
current of this struggle the activity of
the rnass organizations, which, under
the leadership of the Party, play an irreplaceable role in the revolution and
the construction of socialism' The role

of the organizations of the masses, is
in no way diminished under the conditions of the dictatorship of the proletariat, but, on the contrary, is steadily
increased.

In the practice of socialist construction, the PLA has clearly defined the
place and role of the organizations of
the masses in the system of the dictatorship of the proletariat and has exposed the preachings and practices of
modern revisionists about the socalled
oindependence" of the organizations of

the masses from the party of the working class, and about their transformation into appendages of the state appa-

ratus. The Party of Labour of Albania
has always fought for the continuous
enhancement and enlivenment of the
role of the mass organizations as im-

portant organisms which link tne
Party with the masses. The essence of
this struggle is to link the organizations
of the masses closely with the Party,

and to ensure the continuous streng-

thening of the leading role of the Party
in them. The Party has never permitted and never will permit any counterposing of the organizations of the mas-

ses to the state of the dictatorship of
the protretaria,t, allegedly for the 'defence" of the interests of the workers.
Any tendency to transform the organizations of the masses into appendages
of the state apparatuses and to inhibit
the control of the masses over the state
organs is also alien to our PartY.

2. The class struggle in the
political field for the defence
of national indePendence
and the socialist Homeland.
The only course for the defence of
national independence and the socialist
Homeland just as for the defence of all
the other victories of our revolution is
that of determined class struggle against
any violation or weakening of these
victories. The struggie for the defence
and strengtheni.ng of national indepen-

dence and the socialist Homeland is
waged with particular severity in the

conditions

of the

capitalist-revisionist

encirclement of our country. The Party
and comrade Enver Hoxha have continually emphasized that this encirclement is by no means passive or merely
geographical, but a threatening and active encirclernent, which is fighting us
in all directions and fields.
To cope successfully with the pressure brought to bear upon us bY the

capitalist-revisionist encirelement requires that our people have a profound
class understanding

of the

internatio-

nal situations, that they live with

these

situations and consider all the problems
from this angle. They consider this

ALBANIA
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in all the variety of forms and

with which it is exerted, as an
expresslon of the continuous struggle
which the capitalist-revisionist world
means

is waging against socialist A1bania, and
respond to it with their determined
class struggle under the leadership of
the Party.

In our class struggle, to break and
defeat the encirclement, we do not remain passive. On the contrary, our
counter-action is active and our blows
are directed both against the efforts of
theimperialist-revisionist coalition at
bringing socialist Albania to its knees
and against the internal enemy, which

collaborates with and places itsell in
the service of the external enemy.
The imperialists and revisionists ne-

ver relinq,uish their intentions to
strangle or to impede the revolution
and socialism. ..The imperialists and revisionists*, says iomrade Enver Hoxha,
ohave trained their rifies on Albania,
but we have our heavy artillery trained
on them. This coalition is up and doing,
but we are up and doing, too. We have
matched our strength against them and
we have won, again we are matching
our strength against them and again
we are winning. And this is what will
go on happening in the future. Therefore, the victory will be ours, our people's and our Party's till the end.*(6)

.
one with that for the overthrow of ttre
power of the exploiting class, collabo-

rators of foreign invaders,

who

had

sold thernselves to imperialism. But
even today, the preservation of the in-

of the country is inseparable from the existence and the

dependence

strengthening of the dictatorship of the
proletariat. In the special conditions of
Albania, against which the savage ca-

pitalist-revisionist encirclement is active, and in an international situation,
rvhen the plots and rivalry of the two
imperialist superpowers are becoming
more and more manifest, it is impossi-

ble to have cornplete independence of
the country without the dictatorship of
the proletariat. In these conditions,
only the people, with the working class
and its revolutionary vanguard at the
head, are determined to the end and
capable

of defending genuine

indepen-

dence.

Defence

of the independence of

the

country is an important objective of the
class struggle in the political field.
This has been expressed n the Consti-

tution, in whieh it is elearly stated
that the Albanian people, under the
leadership of the PLA, will defend
their socialist Homeland at any cost
and in any circumstance, that any aggressor or group of aggressors that lays
a finger on socialist Albania will be
The activity of the internal enemy, burned to ashes in the fire of the peoold or new, also shows that, despite the ple's war. In Albania, the signing of
powerful blows it has been dealt, it, any act of capitulation or acceptance
too, has not given up its counterrevoluof the occupation of the country, or
tionary aims in the field of national any possible speculation intended to
independence and defence of the socialput the independence of the Homeland
ist Homeland, or any other field.
up for sale, is condemned as treason.
Nevertheless, however savage the Sirnilarly, the road has been barred to
activity of the internal and external possible attempts by enemy or traitor
enemy, however coordinated, organized
elements to call for ..aido allegedly in
and strongly it is directed against us, the narne of the Albanian people and
its annihilation is completely possible, to ..legalize" intervention by imperialThis requires that we wage the struggle im, socialimperialism or other reaetioagainst the internal and external ene- nary forces. The solernn declaration
mies consistently and ever more fier- that nobody, other than the organs decely.
fined in the Constitution, can exercise
The Party cif Labour of Albania and the sovereignty of the people and any
the Albanian people value our national of its attributes in the name of the

a great victory and
of it inseparable from the dictatorship of the proindependence as

PRS of Albania, also serves the defence

consi:der the maintenance

of national independence. The prohibition of the establishrnent of foreign military basis or forces in the territory
of socialist Albania, serves the same

letariat. During the National-liberation
War, the struggle for the liberation of

the Homeland from the fascist invaders was closely linked and merged into

purpose.

Independence, which characterizes a
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genuine socialist state in every instance, can be realized in a non-socialist

state also.

At the present time,

the

struggle of various states and peoples
to ensure their independence against

the plundering neo-colonialist policy

of imperialisrn and

socialimperialism,

has assumed great impetus. The struggle
to win and safeguard the independence
of states, even when it is not connect-

ed with the struggle for socialism, is
important to the general struggle
against imperialism and socialimperial-

while defending its
in all fields and
forms, in its foreign policy, socialist
Albania also wages a stern class
ism. Therefore,

own

independence

struggle against any form of aggression,

colonial exploitation, tutelage, dictate
and hegemony, national oppression and
racial discrimination. It upholds the

principle of the self-determination of
peoples, the exercise of complete national sovereignty and the equality of all

countries in international relations. In
this direction ii has denounced any
neo-colonialist ..theory", such as those
on the so-called ..interdependence of

nations',, and <limited sovereignfy,',
with which American imperialism and
Soviet socialimperialism try to justify
their enslaving practices for domination of the other countries and states.
A genuine socialist country, as the
PSR of Albania is, does not accept any
form of dependence, intervention and
dictate imposed from abroad for itself, and opposes their imposition on
others.

The defence of the socialist llomeland

has been secured and is secured
through stern class struggle. This
struggle stands out not only in our
correct Marxist-Leninist concepts

on

defence, which are diametrically opposed to the concepts of our enemies, but

also in the particular importance that
the question of defence assumes in the
conditions of our country.
In leading the defence of the country, the Party has always considered
this question as a duty above all du-

ties and has linked the realization of
it with the military training of the
whole people organized in the Armed
Forces. *Our Homeland belongs to the
entire people, therefore it is defended
not only by the regular army, in uniform, but by the entire armed people,
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military organized and trained"(7), says
comrade Enver Hoxha. The Party of
Labour of Albania has put into practice
the Leninist teaching about replacing
the *barracks army> with the armed
people, making <<every citizen a soldier, an every soldier a citizen-. It has
based the whole military activity and
training of the people on the waging of
people's urar on the principles of the
popular military art. This constitutes an
important contribution of the PLA to
the defence and further development of
the Marxist-Leninist ideas on the armS'
and defence.

Historical experience has confirmed
that even after the revolutionary army
of the dictatorship of the proletariat

is

conditions, it
created,
can degenerate and be transformed into

under certain

a

."veapon

for domination over

the

people, as occurred in the revisionist
Soviet Union and in the other former
socialist countries, or as the putschist
group in our army,'which was discovered and smashed in recent Years,
endeavoured to do in our country. In
the Albanian People's Army the proletarian policy is in command, and this
is e guarantee that it will remain a
conscious army of the revolution always
to the PeoPle and socialism.

1oyal

Putting politics in command, means
that in our army of the dictatorship of
the proletariat the political factor has
superiority over the military factor. This
in no way underrates the role of weapons and military training. On the contrary, supplying the army with mo-

dern armament and equipment, as weII
as its military training, are at the cen-

tre of attention of the Party and the
state of the dictatorship of the proletariat. In the Process of the class
struggle, the problems of defence have
been tackled by the Party at all times
from the class political angle, establishing a correct dialectical report

between man and weapons, which, as
the Party teaches us, play a major role
in the war, but not the decisive one,
because this decisive role belongs to
man, to his ability and determination,
to his lofty consciousness and readiness
to shed his blood in the field of battle

in order to triumph over the

aggres-

sors.

The measures that the PLA took at
the proper time for the reestablish-
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ment ot the function of the political
commissar, for the creation of party
committees in the ArmY, for the
abolition of mi'itarY rank, and so on,
have contributed greatly to strengthening the defence of the Homeland. These
measures found the unanimous aPproval of the PeoPIe and, at the same
time, aroused the anger and opposition
of our enemies, who, as the ?th Congress of the Party stressed, until the day
rvhen they were discovered, r'vere trying
to introduce the detestable methods and
practices of bourgeois and revisionist

armies into our Arml'.
The struggle to strengthen our defence has alwaYs been guided bY the
principle of self reliance. Applying
this principle consistently, the Party
led the people in the revolution dur-

ing the National-liberbtion War and
rvon. And now, relYing on the inter-

nal factor, on the military readiness of
the people to coPe with anY aggression or coalltion of aggressors, at any
time and under any circumstance, our
clefence is secure, regardless of the
sacrifices we shal1 have to make'
The principle of relYing on the internal factor in the field of defence
assumed particular importance after
the betrayal b;z the Khrushchevite revisionists, who attempted, in the most
brutal fascist war., to intervene in the
internal atfairs and jeopardize the independence of Albania. If these enemies did not get awaY with the methods ."l,hich they have used elsewhere
with success, this was because they did
not find any breaches in the rant<s of
the Party and the PeoPle.
The defence of the countrY has been
strengthened

in

constant struggle aga-

inst the external and internal enemies,
against their savage criminal activi-

ty

against the Party and the people.

The freedorn-loving, valiant and indomitable Albanian people and their Armed Forces have been educated by the

Party so that, in case of aggression,
they will not limit themselves merely
to the task of repelling the eneinies,
but will fight till their complete and
tinal annihilation. At the same time,
they will ahvays be beside the peoples
fighting to win their freedom, or to
defend it from the superpowers or
from the aggressive activity of other
capitalist and revlsionist states'
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3. The class struggle in the
political field for the
preservation and strengthening
of the unity of the people
around the Party

The defence and strengthening of
the unity of the people around the
Party is an important direction of the
class struggle in the political field.
Wlthout this unity it would have been
impossible to establish and consolidate
the dictatorship of the proletariat itself, to secure the independence of the
countr.y, and to def end the socialist
Homeland. The steel unity of the people around the Party and its Central
Committee, with

comrade Enver Hoxha

at the head, is the

source

victories achieved up

to

of all

the
date and the

guarantee of even greater victories in
the future.
The Party and comrade Enver Hoxha

teach us that the unity of the people and the class struggle are not

mutually exclusive. On the contrary,
betr.veen them there is a dialectical
connection, which is expressed in the
fact that, on the one hand, the unity
of the people around the Party constitutes a powerful weapon for the successful waging of the class struggle,
while, on the other hand, the consistent and correct waging of the class
struggle itself, is an impulse to the preservation and strengthening of this
unity.

The implementation of the line of
the Party for the construction of socialism and the defence of the Homeland has been and still is the fundamental question of the class struggle

in the political Iield. At the present
stage of the class struggle, it is a task
of a very great importance to study
the line of the Party ever more deeply,

so that thls line becomes thoroughly
understandable for the masses, not only
ln its general directions, but in all
its aspects, so that the masses become
even more solidly convinced of the
eorrectness of this iine and mobilize
themselves to put it into pracJice. Secialism is a social order which is built.for
the masses and by the masses, under
the leadership of the Party, therefore
the more -conscious the masses become, the more profound their knowledge of the line of the Patry which
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leads them, the more active will they
be in the struggle for the construction of socialism and the deferice of

the

Homeland.

The dissemination and implantation
of Marxism-Leninism ever more deeply
among the masses is another important objective of the class struggle,

only on the basis of the revolutionary world outlook of the
working class it is possible to secure
the construction of socialism and defence of the Homeland as well as to
safeguard the unity of the people around
because

the Party. In Albania,

Marxism-

Leninism is the ruling ideology. The
entire socialist social order, develops
on the basis of its principles, and it
sets the tone and conditions the entire

development of the spirltual life of
the country. On the basis of Marxism-

I eninism and in stern class struggle
against old blemishes and the bour-

geois-revisionist ideoLogical aggression,
a process of major importance is developing, the most profound and com-

plicated in our whole battle against
the old world, the process of the for.
mation and tempering of the new man.
In the stern class struggle against
the influences of the bourgeois and
revisionist ideology, against the remnants and bad customs from the past,
and petty-bourgeois outlooks and psychology, our people become imbued
with the proletarian world outlook
and morality, in the course of attacking and rooting out any concept and
phenomenon which vio ates the unity
of the people. The aim of the class
struggle is to ensure that the people always live in revolution, are characterized by a high level of political consciousness, by examplary heroism at work and

the spirit of sacrifice for the interests
of the Party, socialism and the Homeland.

The struggle for the protection and
strengthening of the socialist property,

which constitutes the foundation of
the socialist order, is also a struggle
for the strengthening of the unity of
the people. In this case, the class
struggle is aimed at the uninterrupted
development of the productive forces
and the continuous perfecting of the
socialist relations of production, which
constitute two aspects of the new mode of production, at the protection and
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best possible administration of
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socialist property; at the gradual elimination of the hang-overs and blemishes which the socialist relations of
production inherit from the past, such
as ..bourgeois right. in the field of

distribution, the distinctions between
mental and physical work, and between town and countryside.
The alliance of the two friendly
classes, the working class and the cooperativist peasantry, under the leadership of the working c1ass, constitutes
the foundation and highest principle

of the dictatorship ot the proletariat. The
class strugg'e to strengthen the alliance
between these two friendly classes is a

struggle to strengthen the unity of the
people. These two classes make up the
overwhelming majority of the people,

in the construction and defence of socialism is theirs,
just as it was in the National-liberation
and the decisive role
War.

The preservation and strengthening
of the unity of the people around the
Party is a continuous pl'ocess, which
runs parallel with the deepening of
the socialist revolution itself. This unity

is achieved not by artificially covering
up the contradictions, but by recognizlng them and resolving them correctly
through class struggle. If we were to
dodge contradictions and fail to wage
the class struggle to resolve them, this

would have grave consequences fot:.
our unity itself. This applies both to
the contradictions between us and
the enemies, rvhich are mainly resolved by means of violence, and to the
people,
contradictions among the
which are resolved by means of persuasion thorough educational worlt.
Resolving contradictions among the
people, too, calls for a constant struggle, ne\uer becoming reconciled to
shortcomings and mistakes, to alien
manifestations and attitudes. If these
are covered up and thorough-going
criticism of them is not made, allegedly for the sake of unity, it would
not be real unity, but a false and
formal unity.
Hence, in waging the class struggle
to defend and constantlSr strengthen
the unity of the people around the
Party, it is important to recognize and
resolve the two types of contradictions
which exist in socialist society, Fai-

Iure to understand the character of
the two types of contradictions which
exist in our society correctly, confusion of
antagonistic with non-antagonistic conbradictions, says comrade Enver Hoxha,
harms the line of the Party, by leading
to sectarian and opportunist stands, to

the detrimeni of the unity of the people. In waging the class struggle correctly and consistently for the strengthening of unity, it is important that the
following two points are always kept in
mind:

First, care must be taken to always
maintain a clear line of demarcation
with the class enemy. There is not
and ,cannot be unity with and a conciliatory attitude towards the class enemy. The contradictions with the enemy are antagonistic and irreconcilable and can never be treated as
contradictions among the people. On
this issue there must be stern struggle against any tendency for the artificial easing of the class struggle against the remnants of the overthrown
classes or new enemy elernents. The
Party of Labour of Albania not only
has maintained a determined, clearcut and severe stands towards the
class enemy in the practice of our revolution, but it has also continually
exposed the preaching of modern revisionists about the relaxation or dying-out of the class struggle against
the enemy element in socialisrn. Acting
as disguised enemies of the working
class, the modern revisionists distort
the real nature of the contradictions
with the class enemies in socialism and
present the question as though they
lose their antagonistic character once
the basis of socialism has been built,
therefore <instead of struggle against
them there must be rapproachement
and agreement". In reality, however,
there can be no talk of any softer
attitude towards, or reconciliation
with, the class enemy, because such
reconcilation wo'uId cost the proletaliat and socialism dear, just as it did
in the Soviet Union and the other
countries that followed it.
Second, attention must always be
paid to the struggle, on the other
flank, against any tendency to treat
contradictions among the people as
contradictions between us and the
enelny. In the process of the class
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struggle to strengthen and defend
unity we must attack and uproot sectarian and liberal stands in the resolution of non-antagonistic contradictions, which might transform them
into antagonistic contradictions.
For the correct resolution of contradiction among the people, the
combination of the method of conviction with that of compulsion is very important.
The Party and comrade Enver Hoxha
attach great importance to thorough
understanding and strict implementation of a correct balanoe between per-

ment, also, has an educational character, would lead to the encouragement of conduct contrary to the norrns
of justice and socialist morality. On
the contrary, the use of methods of
compulsion out of place and neglecting the method of persuasion would
lead to friction between the masses
and their state. which would have
extremely grave consequences, because it would undermine the unitY
of the people with the PartY and
endanger socialism.

suasion and compulsion. The method
of persuasion is the main one, because the struggle against negative phenomena which show up at work and

in the life of society is, to a large
extent, a struggle which is waged
among the peopie. With this fact in
mind, Lenin wrote: ..First we must
convince, and then constrain. We must
at all costs first convince and then
aorrr11s1n,, (B).

It is

necessary

to apply compulsion

against those, who through condem-

nable actions, commit acts directed
against the laws and regulations sanctioned by the socialist state. The administrative or penal measures taken
during the implementation of compulsion by the proletarian state serve

mainly to put an end to negative
phenomena, be they crimes or mere
infringements. They are intended to
combat the consequences resulting
from actions contrary to law, but
they are not enough to eradicate the
roots of the evil which lie hidden in
the alien concepts in people's minds.
The latter aim is achiev6d by the
method of persuasion.
In the socialist state, the method
of persuasion and that of conpulsion
are realized in combination with
each other. Overdoing one or the
other method, contrary to the con-

crete conditions, destroys the correct

balance, that must be maintained.
Thus, it is erroneous to overlook

serious mistakes, or to be satisfied
with continuous criticism, allegedly
as educational work and conviction,
even when the offences are grave or

to be punished.
Such a stand, which stems from
ropeated and ought

failure to understand that

punish-
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A MAJESIIC PROGRAM
OF THE STRUGGI.E
OF THE PROI.ETARIAT

FOR THE TRIUMPH OF COMMUNISM
by BUJAR HOXHA
The ideos ol the altlonifesto of the Communist Portyu
ore irreploceoble ond guide every genuine porty of the
working closs

130 YEAR,S AGO, THE BRILLIANT WORK OF THE GREAT TEACHERS
OF THE WOBLD PROLETARIAT, MARX AND ENGELS, <THE MANIFESTO
OF TIIE COMMUNTST PARTY>, WAS PUBLISIIED. THIS WAS THE FIRSI
PROGRAM OF COMMUNISM, THE MAJESTIC PBOGBAM OF THE STRUGGLE

OF THE PROLETARIAT. THE DEVELOPMENT OF EVENTS DURING THf,
TIISTOBY OF THESE 130 YEARS HAS CONFIRMED THE COMPLETE COBRECTNESS OF TIIE GREAT AND IMMOETAL IDEAS OF THE MANIFESTO
WHICH ABE, TO THIS DAY, AND WILL ALWAYS BE, POWERFUL WEAPONS
IN THE HANDS OF THE PROLETARIAT IN ITS STRUGGI,E TO SWEEP THE
ORDER, OF EXPLOITATION FROM THE FACE OF THE EABTH AND TO
BUILD THE CLASSLESS COMMUNIST SOCIETY.
In this work Marx and Engels give time they emerged. Marx and Engels
the Marxist concept of the cl,ass strug- linked this struggle with the idea of

gle. They point out that sinee the the dictatorship of the proletariat, the
time of the destruction of primitive idea of which we find formulated in
communal society -the history of all the ..Manifesto* as, ..raising the prolehitherto existing society is the history tariat to the position of the ruling
of class struggl,e-. Bourgeois so,ciety class" and ..winninB the battle of dedid not elirninate olasses and the mocracy>.
antagonism between them but simpliIn the ..Manifesto of the Communist
fied them to the maximum. The funda- party-, Marx and Engels show the inemental antagonistic classes of this vitability of the overthrow of the
society, with irreconcilable, diametri- bourgeoisie and the triumph
of the
cally
e prole- proletariat when they say that ..its
tariat
ch have elimination and the triumph ot the
been
rom the proletariat
are equally inevitable>. They
BUJAR HOXHA - Pro
show th,e proletariat its historic misthe c,hair of Dlalectical
_.
sion
as *the grave-digger> of bourMateriqlism qt tke TirL

geois society and the creator of communist society, as the only class in
bourgeois society which is revolutionary to th,e end, and which expresses

the int,er"ests of all
ses. The ..Manifesto

the working masof the Communist
PartY', of Marx and Engels and their
caII, .Proletarians of all Countries,
Unite", te]l the world that the fundamental contradiction of human society is now that between labour and
capital, and the proletariart, is the force
which will resolve it through revolution. In this way Marx and Engels
proved indisputably that the class of
proletarians had become the class to
which the future belongs, the bearer
of new socialist relations which would
replace the relations of oppression and
exploitatlon, the class which was the
hub of the epoch. They also proved
scientifically the inevitability of the
violent overthrow of capita ism, the
inevitability of the proletarian revoIution in which the proletarj.at plays
the hegemonic ro1e.
But this class can secure this hege-
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monic role only when it has its own
revolutionary party to lead it. In the

*Manifesto,' Marx and Engels lay
down the fundamental theses about
the Party of the proletariat, define its
historic role, show that without the
Party as its vanguard detachment,
the proletariat cannot liberate itself
fro'rn the yoke of capital, cannot iake
political power into its own hands
and carry out the revolutionary transformation of capitalist society to communist society.
In the -Manifesto of the Cornmunist
Party,' the gneat principle of pro,Ietarian internationalism, of the militant unity of the workers of all countries in their struggle for the violent
overL:hrow of capital to rnake thems,eh,,es masters of the means of production is formulated. In the *Manifesto of the Communist Party., Marx
and Engels make a,critical, all-sided
analysis of various pseudo-socialist
trends such as feudal-socialism, pettybourgeois-socialism and bourgeois-socialism, as well as a critical assesment
of utopian socialism and communism,
pointing out their positive and negative
aspects.

The brilliant ideas of the oManifesto
of the Communist Party. and of all
the work of Marx and Engels were

defended and further develop,ed by
their pupils and the continuers of their
rvork, Lenin and Stalin. In our days
the genuine Marxist-Leninist parties
carry out this great historic task. The

TODAY

geoisie as an objective phenomenon
and a motive force of bourgeois society, the revisionists have substituted

the view that these two antagonistic
classes can be reconcil.ed, can collaborate for the common good, and other
such palaver.
Exposing the fabrications of the revisionists in connection with the olass
struggle, comrade Enver Hoxha says
that they ..preach 'fraternity in divergence', fr"aternity and unity in order
to 'go to socialism through reforms'
everybody together, bourgeois, capita-

list, workers, police, the bourgeois army
and aII,'. The aim of these serlnons
is to hold back the revolution and
defend capitalism, to deceive the masses, the proletariat and the peoples
in order to divert them from the revolutionary struggtre.

From the time revisionism first
the revisionists have totally
rejected the great idea of the Manifesto of the Communist Party about
violent revolution as the means to
destroy capitalism. To this end, the revisionists, from Bernstein down to thoemerged,

se

of today, have worked out a whole

of views and theories intended
to negate the proletarian revolution.
Widespread in our days are the revisionist theories of *the peaceful parliarnrentary road of transition to so-

series

cialism" which began with Kautsky, of
*the transition to socialism in the

Party of Labour of Albania, headed
by comrade Enver Hoxha, has made
and is making its contribution on this
question in fierce struggl,e with the

conditions of democracy without class
struggle and expropriation of the bourgeoisie, without the party of the working class", the Eurocommunist views,
etc. To deny the necessity of the proIetarian revolution means to leave the

revisionist renegades.
The revisionists, as rabid enemies
of Marxism-Leninism, the revo,lution,

working class for ever under the oppression and exploitation of the bourgeoisie. Irresp,ective of the forms and

and the proletariat, have made unscrupulous distortions and falsifications of
all the fundamental theses and ideas

nuances whi.ch they give

of the ..Manifesto", replacing them
with pseudo-Marxist and anti-Marxist

The revisionists of all shades al,so deny
the historic mission of the proletariat
and its hegemonic role in the struggle
for the overthrow of capitalism and
the constructio'n of the new society.
They have invented all kinds of theo-

theories and theses.
In place of Marx's theory about the
struggle and irreconcilable antagonism
between the proletariat and the bour-

their theories, all revisionists deny this revoIution,
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ries to refute this idea of the <.Manif esto oI the Communist Party". fhLrs,
they have long been writing aboui
the changing class structure of capitalist socrety, aDout i.ts depro,tretarianization, apout the ..tr,anstormation of
p1 o,leiarians into owners>> and .. the
oourgeoisie into workers-, about the
rurnrng oI the proletariat into a workinr< c1ass, e[c, etc. The various revisionrsrs understand clearly tnat il one
speaks about the proletariat, which, in
capitalism, has nothing except the

of its own muscles, then it
is implied that this class musb light
against its exploiiers and oppressors
and must break its chains, It is prestrength

cisely this struggle, which has as iis
objective tlie destruction oI the old
state power of capital to its foundations, of which all the revisionist renegades and all international capital
are afraid.
'l'he revisionists have long been deny-

ing also the leading role of the proIetariat in the struggtre for socialism,
transferring this role sometimes to the
peasantry or the youth, sometimes to
the stuctenrs, the lumpen proletariat or
..sma].l resolute groups> as

the anarIn order to combat the i.dea
of the histonc mission of the proJ,etariat and iis hegemonic ro1e, the
..iheory of pluralism of classes" for
the transition to socialism has been
chists do.

created, considering the bourgeoisie as
3 *positive factoro in the construction
of the new society. And fina11y, <the
theory of Thr,ee Worldso ls a complete
deni.al of the historic mission and he-

of the proletariat.
The intention of all the anti-Marxist theories in this field is to place
other social classes and forces at the
gemonic role

hub of our epoch and to deny the place
which the proletariat objectively occu-

in it. Comrade Enver Hoxha,
stressing the role of the working cIass,
pi.es

says that, *no social class or strata
other than the working class can carry

out the leading role, either in
struggle for th,e establisirment of
dictatorship of the proletariat or in

the
the
the

construction
cietY".
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of the new socialist so-1 brilliant example which complete.lyproves that without the dictatorship of

By denying the historic mission and
the hegemonic role of the proletariat,
the revisionisis deny the leading role
of the proletarian party in the struggle
for the oyerthrow of the bourgeoisie
and the construction of communist
society, They have fabricated and
loudly advertised the most varied theories, such as that of the transition to
socialism with many parties, even of
the construction of ..socialism,' with
the contribution of non-prol,etarian
bourgeois parties, have invented the
..theory', of the *ParLy of the whol.e
people- and *the party as only an
ioeological and coordinating factor,,,

there may be polemics amongst the
revisionists around this question, the
aim of these polemi.,cs is not defence
oI the principle, but to find the ways
and forms to .combat it more effecti-

etc. Rejecting these revisionist fabrica-

ve1y.

tions, our Party defends the MarxistLeninist thesis that only the revolutionary party of the working class, armed

wit,h the Marxist-Leninist theory,
makes the class conscious'of itshisto,ric
mission and clearly defines the objectives of the struggle and the ways to
achieve them. The fundarnental thing
in the preaching of the revisionists is
denial of the dictatorship of the proletariat. For example, in their programs
the French, Italian, Spanish, Japanese
and other revisionists have compJ,eteJ.y
eliminated this fundamental demand of
Marx as the rneans, way, and decisive weapon to build communist society. But, as Lenin pointed out, only
he who extends acceptanoe of the class
struggle to acceptance of the dictatorship of the proietariat is a Marxist.

In regard to the historic necessity
of the dictatorship of the proletariat,
Marx has pointed out that socialism
..is the class dictatorship of the proletariat as an essential step to go .on
to the elimination of class distinctions
in general, to the elimination of aI1
relations of production on which these
distinctions are based, to the elimination of all social rel.ations which

to these relations of production, to the overthrow of all ideas
which stem from these social relarespond

tions,'.

The experience of our country is

a

the proletariat, there can be no talk

of socialism or communism.
In the course of their denial of the
ideas of the *IVlanifesto of the Communist Party,', the revisionists also
combat. the principle of proletarian
internationalism, interpreting it according to their own interests. They have
replaced this principle with such labels as ..socialist solidarity-, ofraterna1 collaboration>;, etc. And e'/en though

.r,'he *Manifesto

of the Communist
Party- says, <<a spectre is har,lnting
lJurope - the spectre of Communism.
A11 the powers of old Europe have
en[ered into a HoJ.y Alliance !o exorci-

ze this spectre,'. How real these words

of Marx and Engels sound even in
our days. Despite all their unceasing
etforts, no holy alliance of imperialists
and revisionists has been, or ever will
be, a,b1e to change the oourse of
history or to conquer the great force
of the immortal ideas of the Manifesto. Now the question of the revolution is no longer just an aspiration
or a prospect, but is a problem taken
up for solution,

Our Party, - together with all the
genuine Marxist-Leninist parlies, has
fought and is fighting to see the ideas
of Marx and Engels realised and materialized.

At the 7th

Congress

Party, comrade Enver Hoxha

of

the

said, <<the

world proletariat, weMarxist-I"eninists,
must go back to and study the doctrine
of Marx and Engels, their strategy and
tactics of the strugg.Ie and victory.
Marx and Engels are no longer alive
but their do,ctrine lives on anrd must
be our guide. They are our irreplaceable leaders". The ideas of the .Manifesto of the Communist Partyo €r1s
irreplaceable and guide every genuine
party of the working class.

J.Y. STAIIN'S WORK

Wru

HVE

Oil THROUGH
IHE CENTURIES
by SOTIR MANUSH!

Ihe question of the ottitude towords
Stolin remoins on importont question of principle ond
o line of demorcotion which diYides the lrue
Morxist-[eninists
ond revolutionories from
the renegodes ond revisionisls of ony shode,
the revolutionories from the counterreyolutionories

Twenty-five years have gone by since
the day when the heart of J.V.Sta'Iin,
the outstanding leader of the Bolshevik Party and the Soviet state, the
proletariat of the world and the international communist movement, ceased
to beat. His name and work will always serve as a brilliant inspiring
example and a battle flag for all true
Marxist-Leninist parties, for the proletariat and the peoples who are fighting for freedom and independence.
The question of th,e attittrde towards
Stalin rernains an important question
of principle and a line of demarcation which divides the true MarxistLeninists and revolutionaries from the
renegades a,nd revisionists of every
shad,e, the revolutionaries from the
eounterrevolutionaries.

AII the betrayers of Marxism-Leninism, the revolution and socialism, including the Trotskyites, Yugoslav revisionists, Togliattists, Eurocommunists
and other opportunists of every hue
have attacked J.V.StaIin with the hatr-

ed that characterises

them.

What need had the group of Khrush-

SOTIR MANIISHI

-

Professor, head of chair at the nV.I.LElVI.lVo PartA School

chev and ail the other revisionists
of these attacks against Stalin? TheJz
needed and still need them, as ou'r

made important new theoritical generalizations and develo,ped Marxism-Leninism on the building of socialist society in many matters of principle.
On the basis of the new revolutionary
exp,erience of the internatio,nal proletariat and world development in his

own tirne, he elaborated the questions

of the strategy and tactics of the international communist and worker's
movement, the national liberation mo-

vement, etc,

in a

creative manner.

Sta1in maintained Marxist-Leninist
stands regarding the question of the
revolution. He regarded the violent
revolution as a universal law. In struggle with all the enemies of Leninism,
Stalin defended the Leninist theory of
the proletarian revolution and developed it further.
The life and work of Stalin are
also a brilliant example of, a consistent

Party has stressed, in order to attack
to prepare the ground for
the rivising of Marxism-Leninism and
to disseminate their opportunist views
and course concerning the most important question of the present day
develo,pment of the international communist movement in the world. In
fighting Stalin, the rnodern revisionists
rejected all the revolutionary heritage
of the international proletariat and
Leninism,

communrsm.

I,n order to put their revisionist ptrat-

form into practice, N. Khrushchev and
his group fabricated their fiendish theses of the fight against ..Stalin's cult
of the individual and its consequenceso,
and against *stalinist dogmatism>>. However, the figure of Joseph Vissarionovich Stalin is the figure of the great

revolutionary and Marxist-Leninist, As
the loyal disciple of Leni,n, and continuer of his work and thought, which

he carried further forward,

Stalin,

fought with determination for the implementation of the great principles of
victorious Marxism-Lerrinism through-

out the whole of his life. On the
of the new experience of the
socialist construetion in the Soviet
Union relying on its o'um strength, he
basis

internationalist revolutionary. Stalin
has great merits for the contribution
he made to the development and
strengtheninpi of the communist, revolutionary and liberation movement
throughout the world, both at the time
of the Comintern and also later. The
merit of discovering and denouncing
the first manifestation of modern revisionism in power, Yugoslav revisionism, which was fighting the revolution and Marxism-Leninism with
zeal, belongs to Stalin.
J.V.Stalin defended and further developed Lenin's teachings on the Party
of the proletariat, on its leading role
in the proletarian revolution and in
the construction of socialism and communism.

Stalin linked the victory of the pro-

letarian revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat with the leading role of the true revolutionary party
of the proletariat. Only such a party,
the party of the new type, is capable of organising and leading the
proletarian revolution and building
cornmunist society. By attacking Stalin,
today's revisionists of all shad,es, with
their theories about the party as an
*ideological factor., othe party of the
whole people., permitting the existence

of two lines within the party,

and

so on, are attackingtheLeninistdoctri-

ne on the party, and denying the
leading role of the Marxist-Leninist
party in carrying out the proletarian
revolution and the eonstruction of, socialist and communist society. Today,
the revisionist parties have turned into
b'ourgeois and fascist parties, whi'ch
have slipped cormpletely into the positions of social-chauvinism, as comrade

Enver Hoxha pointed out
Congress

at the Tth

of the PLA.

J. V. Stalin was a resolute and indomitable fighter against imperialism.
He not only defended the Leninist
theory on imperialism, but he also de-

veloped it further, in conformity with
the new conditions and phenornena of
that time. Stalin always called for
vigilance against irnperialism and lts
chiefs, for a protretarian class stand towards it. Stalin considered imperialism
as the sworn enemy of the socialist system. From this he recognized
the danger of the imperialist encirclement and the necessity for the socialist countries to struggle against .it.
By atta,cking Stalin, the niodern revisionists of all hues wanted to open
the way to the dissemination of their
views on the change in the nature of
imperialism, that it had allegedly
become ..peacefu1,', to views about socalled peaceful coexistence a la Khrushchev, about peaceful competition and
allround collaboration with American

imperialism, and so

on.

In accusing Stalin of
the revisionists of all

*dogmatism",

shades have
rejected the fundamental teachings of
Marxism-Leninism, because to them
it is precisely these teachings that are
dogmatism.

Whatever they are or are not, all of
them have made and are making
great efforts to justify their abandonn,ent of the essential thesis of Marxism-Leninisrri on the seizure of power

by violence, through the revolution, in
order to spread the illusion of transi-

tion to socialism in peaceful, parliamentary, bourgeois, democratic and
other such ways. As the historic 7th
Congress of the PLA stressed, ..The
specific national roads to socialismo
which they advertize, in fact, simply
indicate the various roads followed by
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revisionist parties to betray socialism,
to undermine the revolution and to
split the proletariat, to sabotage the

indispensable weapon

peoptre's

liberation struggle.
The betrayers of Marxism-Leninism,
the revisionists of all shades and

ed,

descriptions, also level charges at Sta in

revolution through to the complete and
final victory of communism. The bitter
experience of the Soviet Union, Yugostravia, and other countries, proves
that any weakening of the dictatorship

over his stand toward,s Yugoslav revisionism, which they describe as a
..victim" of the <gross mistakes* of
J.V.Stalin. In this manner, the Khrush-

chevite renegades group, unilaterally
rejected the very correct conclusions
of the Information Bureau in regard
to Yugoslav revisionism, which emerged as an oppo,rtunist ideological tnend
and as a political practice to mndermine socialist society and the true communist parties from within. All those
who embarked on the road of revisionist betrayal end capritaUst degeneration, have found and still find readymade conoepts and ..tested ways>>
in Yugoslav revisionism. ..First the
Khrushchevites and then the Togliat-

tists and

others,>, stressed comrade

Enver Hoxha at the 7th Congress of
the PLA, ..have been insPired bY Yugoslav revisionism, and found support

to crush the resistance of the overthrown exp,loiters
and to consolidate the victories achiev-

in order to carry the prol,etarian

of the proletariat is coupled with dangerous consequ,ences for the fate of
the revolution and socialism. By attacking Stalin, the revisionists of the
former socialist countries smashed the
dictatorship of proletariat and resto,red
the bourgeois dictatorship. Today, the
Soviet Union has beco.rne a centre of
the counterrevolution, an aggressive,
neo-colonialist and war-rnongering imperialist superpower. Tbe bourgeois revisionist dictatorship, represented by
the stratum of bureaucrats and the
new Soviet capitalists, makes the law
everywhere. Meanwhile the revisionists

in the capitalist

countries have completely removed the dictatorship of the
proletariat fr'om their program, as Marchais did at the 22nd congness of the

and encounagement in it to fight socialism and the Marxist-Leninist ideo-

French revisionist party. The other
<<Eurocommunists" of the type of Berlinguer, Oarillo, etc. have done the

logY."

same thing.

Shamelessly distorting the reality, the

revisionists aocuse Stalin of stifling
d'emocracy, while they consider the

historic period when J. V. Stalin was
at the head of the Bolshevik Party
as a period of despotism and crirnes.
Their aim has always been to cancel
out and throw mud at this period, to
discredit the socialist system and the
dictatonship of the proletariart, to disBuise and jus,tify their counterrevolutionary course.
But facts are stubborn things and
they confirm the eontrary, J. V. Stalin
fought with determination to defend
and strengthen the dictatorship of the
prol,etariat in the Soviet Union, for the
oeaseless extension of socialist democracy. He regarded the question of
thq ;dictatorship of the proletariat as
a question of the fundamental content
af the -proletarian revolution,, as its

In his time, Khrushchev, after disall his heavy artill,ery aga-

charging

inst Sta1in, sornetirnes also said

TODAY

22nd and other congresses of the Sov.iet revisionist party, must be rejected,

that the revisionist Iine must be rejected in a l fields, that Khrushchevism
and the whole gang ruling in the Soviet Union today must be got rid of.
A11 this, of course, can be achieved
only by overthrowing the capitalist regime be means of the violent Pro1etarian revolution and by restoring the
dictatorship of the proletariat. There
is not and cannot be anY orther way.
Today, 25 years have gone bY since
the day of J. V. Stalin's death. He is
alive no longer, but his narne and

work are immortal. This work lives
on and will al.ways live on in the
heart of the proletariat of the world.
It is embodied in the revolutionary
activity of our PartY of Labour, of
the Marxist-Leninist parties which are
fighting for the triumph of the proletarian revolution, socialism and communism. Today, in commemorating
the 25th anniversary of Stalin's death,
our Party and peoPl,e together with
the workers, revolutio,naries and the
peoples of the whole world, express
their unwaver:ing conviction that, under

the banner of Marxisrn-I-e'ninism
anci with even greater confidence
in their own strength, they will steacli1y march forward towards the complete construction of sccialism.

some-

thing ln prise of him, purely for
demagogic purposes. And Brezhnev has
continued to use this tactic.
Once again in recent times, in the
Soviet press or in the speeches of the

revisionist leaders, Sta1in has

been

mentioned in passing, for example o,n
23rd of February thi,s year in a speech
by the Minister of War of Soviet so-

cialimperialism himself. But does this
mean that the question

of Stalin

has

been put in order? Not at all ! The
beautiful r,vords they may pronounce on
Sta1in are no,thing but demagogy to
mislead the Soviet people, to oppose

their discontent. But they can dup,e
only the naive and satisfy onlY the
sentimental. A truly principied stand
to,wards Statrin rneans that the 20th,
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THE PARTY OF LAB{}UR

OF ATBANHA
PURSUES

A CORRffiCT P(}EEflV

FOR THE RAflSENG
OF THE PEOPTE'S WETLBEITG
by NEZHDET HOXHA and BURIM HYSI

Ihe Pqrty of lobou] of Alboniq hos olwoys pursued o correct
revolutionory policy for the tronsformqtion of Albqnio from o profoundly

bockword ogrorion country into o country where
lhe moteriol ond culturol leyel of lhe brood working mosses ond
the entire people is continuously rising
IHE SUCCESSES ACIIIEVED IN THE YEARS OF THE PEOPLE'S STATE
POWER IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND DEEPENING OF THE SOCIALIST
REVOLUTTON IN ALL FIELDS DEMONSTRATE TTIE MAJESTY OF THE
COBRECT REVOLUTIONAR,Y POLICY THAT THE PARTY OF LAtsOUR OF
ALBANIA HAS PURSUED FOR, THE TRANSFOEMATION OF AtB.ANIA
i*nou A pnoFouNDr,y BACKWARD acRAEraN couNTRY rNT'o .& couldTRY WHERE THE MATERIAL AND CULTUEAT, LEVEL OF THE WOEKING
MASSES AND OF THE ENTIRE PEOPI,E IS BTSING CONTINUOUSLY.
THIS HAS ITS SOURCE IN THE VERY NATUEE OF OUB SOCIALIST
oRDEB'INTHEACTIoNoFTIIEoBJECTIVEEcoNoMICLAWSoF
SOCIALISM AND, II\ THE FIBST PI,ACE, OF TIIE FUNDAMENTAL ECONOMIC LAW OF SOCIALISM.
1.

The development of socialist production is directly subordinated to the
realization of the political and economic interests of the working peop1e, to the continuous raising of their
wellbeing. There can be no wellbeing for the broad masses of working
people outside the development of
NEZHDET HOXHA and BURIM HYSI

-

economists.

the economy on the road of socialism'
Precisely ecause of this, the fundamental economic 1aw of socialism,
which has as its principal requirement the fulfilrnent of the growing
material and cultural needs of the
entire society, is ahvays presented as
the law of the ceaseless developrnent

of socialist production. However, the
fundamental economic Iaw of socia-

Ilsm shows the necessity for the raising of wellbelng and the ways to
achieve it, while putting these things
into practice depends on the policy
of the Party, on how wellbeing is
conceived in theory and aPPlied in
practice by the Parly of the class

ln

poliver.

The Marxist-Leninist theory and the
experience of the construction of so-

cialism in Albania show that in the
first stage of communist society, in
socialism, the action oi the fundamen'

of socialism depends
on, and is conditioned by, the level of
development of the productive forces,
ta1 economic law

the degree of maturity which the socialist relatlons of production have
reached, the requirements of the fu-

ture developm,ent of the economY of
the country through its own efforts,
the international situation and the
tasks for the strengthening of the de-
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oI the country, in order
to saieguard the victories achlvied in
the construction of socialist society.
It is very important for the fate
of socialism to recognise and keep in
mind these specific features, in which
the fundamental economic 1aw acts
along with the other economic laws
of socialism, in order to correctly understand and reflect the dernands of
this law in the implementation of the
economic policy of the PartY, in the
planned developrnent of the economy and in the education of the masses of working people with the Marxist-Leninist world outlook on life,
work, socialist wellbeing, the str,engthening of the defence capacitY of
the Homeland, and so on. In all its
activity, our Parly has never conceived wellbeing in a one-sided woY,
isolated from the concrete conditions
in which the iundamental economic
Iaw of socialism acts, but always closely linked with these objective and
subjective conditions, with the concrete conditions of each stage of the
fenoe capacity

of socialist society, with
the need for rapid development of
the productive forces, for the consconstruction

truction of the material-technical base
of socialism, in order to create weI'l-

being not only for today, but also
for the future, not just for a few,

but for all the rnembers of socialist
society, not only for the city but
also for the countrysidg not only fo.r
the lowlands rbut also for the hiI1y
and mountain zones.
Only such a Marxist-Leninist treat-

ment of the pro;lolem of wellbeing
guarantees the construction of sociaI,ism with steady an'd sur,e steps. ..The
Party has always seen the construction of socialism and the raising of
the material wellbeing and the cultural leve1 of the working peopIe,"

comrade Enver Hoxha teaches us,

<<as

a single indivisible question of its poIicy and daily activity. It has fought
and will fight to ensure that the peois improved continuouspossibilities of our condltlons, always proceeding from the
correct revolutionary, Marxis't-Lenini;t

ptre's wellbeing

ly within the

understanding

of wellbeing in

soeia-

1ism, not to satisfy
whims, but to fulfil the plesent and
future material, cultural, and spiritual needs, to meet the needs for services and health, in other wolds, all
those needs which determine the lite
of the entire peopJ.e, in ail its dai1y,
economic and social valiety'>. (Enver
Floxha, Report to the 5th Congress
oi the PI-A, p. 70).
Whitre giving wellbeing such a revolutionary meaning, the Party of Labour of Albania has alwaYs fought
for the ceaseless uplift of the people's
wellbeing. It has correctly combined
personal with sociai interests, partial
interests with the general interests,
the interesbs of the present with those
t-rf the future, always giving priority
to social interests, to general interests
and to those of the perspective. Precisely for these reasons, in its 'economic policy, the Partjz of Labour of
Atrbania has been and is guided bY
the objective, in the first P1ace, of
petty-bourgeois

fulfilling the needs of extended socialist reproduction, ol strengthening
the independence of the Homeland,
the consolidation of the dictatorship
of the proletariat and the defence potentiaL of the Homeland, and the evqr
better fulfilment of the needs of thc
people by relying on the resourcei
and forces of the country. A11 these
things have been taken in unitY, because the more and the better socialist production develops, the stronger
its economic independenoe, the dictatorship of the proletariat and the
defence of the Homeland, the higher
and the more stabl,e the socialist economic-social development, the better
become the possibilities for the im-

of the living conditions of
the masses of u,orking people. Therefore, the economic policy of the Party
in the field of wellbeing embodies the
revolutionary concept of self-reliance,
narnely, that wellbeing is founded on
the work and sweat of the working
people, that it is not donated bY
others through alms and concessions.
Hereln lies the ideologlcal, political,
economic and social signiflcance of the
provement

uninterrupted growth of material production, as the secure base for the
systematic raisi.ng

being

of the general wdl-

ol the peoPle.

On thls Marxisb-Leninist road, in the
interests of the masses of working
people and the construction ol socia1ism, a sound basis of the production
of both means of Production and
consumer goods, has been created. It
is a major success of the correct economic policy of the FLA that the in-

in material production has been
and remains, in this five-year period
too, about three tlmes higher than
the rate of increase of the population,
and this under the conditions when
the population increase in our country is proceeding at the highest average annual rate in Europe and among
the highest in the world. Today, over
85 per cent of the needs of the Peop1e for consurner goods are satisfied
with loca1 products. On the basis ol
the ceasetress increase of social procrease

duction, the people's consurnption

has

steadily increased and its structure
has itnproved continuouslY.

In Al,bauia, special importance

is

glven to the establishment of a correct
relationship ,between the fund of accumulation and the fund of consumption, increasing the former at higher
rates than the rates of growth of the
Iatter. Thus, from a norm of accumu-

lation of 25.6 per cent in the 1-st five-year plan (1951-1955), it reached
the 35.8 per cent in the 5th five-year
plan (19?1-19?5). At the same time

the rate of growth of the fund
of consumption has be'en 2.4 times higher than the rate of increase of
the population. The maintenance of
a relatively high rate of accurnulation is dictated bY the need for
of social

production, because socialist accumulation is the onlY source for exten-

intenslve development

ded socialist reproduction. The funrl
of accumulation constitutes the material basis for the fulfitrrnent of the
growing needs of the PeoPIe and of
the economy for the Present and the
future. In the conditions of the deveIopment of heavy industrY at high
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rates and the intensification of social
production in general, which require
large sources of acoumulation, the

growth of the fund of accumulation
at rates higher than the rate of
growth of the fund on consumption is an objective necessity which
responds to the real conditions. The
Party of Labour of Albania, comrade
Enver ltroxha has stressed, could not
and cannot act differently, cannot sacrifice the general interests and those
of the future by impeding the d,evelopment of productive forces for the sake
of certain interests of the moment. If
we were to reduce the rates of accumulation and to increase those of
consumption, that would have grave
consequences for the overall development of the country, for the increase of wellbeing in the future, and
for the strengthening of the defence
potential of our socialist Homeland,
hence for the stability of this wellbeing and the rne,ans to guarantee it.
As a result of consistently pursuing
this Marxist Leninist course, the people's economy in Albania has developed at high and stable rates, making
the life of the people ever better and
happier. Taking the year 1950 as a
basis for comparison, the total social
product and natlonal income have increased at an average annual rate of
8-10 per cent. In 1975, total social
production had increased 16 fold in
comparison with 1939, 9 fold in comparison with the year 1950, and 2.8

fold in comparison with 1960.
Para1lel with the development

of

the productive forces, the socialist relations of production have been perfected, too. The development and
strengthening of the soeialist property
in its two forms have brought about
that the relations of distribution in
general, as well as those of individual distribution of the product in particular, have been perfeeted in ha'rmony with the conditions ereated in
the course of the construction of socialism in our country. It has always
been the aim of the Party of Labour
of Albania that distribution, on the
one hand, should fulfil the growing

needs

of

extended socialist reproduc-

tion and the defence potential of the
Homeland, and on the other hand,
shoutrd ensure the ceasetress raising of
the general material wellbeing and
the cultural level of the mass,es of
working people. In this context, a pay
system has been built in such a
way as to take into account the possibilities and needs of the country and
to correctly reflect the requirements
of the objective economic law of distribution according to work done. The
pay systern is unified, centralized and
diff erentiated according to the importance of the branch, difficulties of
the job, level of qualification, and ,io
on. It harmonizes the individual and
social interests correctly and serves the
of the
working people. This pay system, the

revolutionary class education

amount and structure of the income
of the working people, respond completely to the needs of the extended
reproduction of the labour force and
the population in general, as the de-

cisive factor for the rapid development of the productive forces.
The Party of Labour of Albania has
been especially careful to preserve a
fair proportion between the size of in-

the various groups of
working people, by continually narrowing 'the differences between the
working people of countryside and
city, between the working people of
physical r,vork and those of mental
work, between the working people
engaged directly in production and
those engaged in the non-productive
come among

sphere, and so on. The measures taken

in recent years as well as those

de-

cided by the ?th Congress of the Party for this five-year plan, are intended
to further reduce the differences in
the income of the working people, to
esta;b1ish the fairest possible propor-

tion between the pay of people working in the apparatus of the state and
the economy and the working people
of science and ,cultur.e, on the one
hand, and the pay of the workers in
production, on the other. At the same
time, further improvements are ibeing
made to narrow the differences bet-
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ween the levels of incbme o,f the
working people of city and those of
the countryside. The fundarnental aim
of all the measures taken by the Party in this field has always been to
ensure that the levels of income of
officials conform ever more closely to
the general av.erage level of the standard of Iiving of the wonking people
of city and countryside, not permitting the creation of unjustified differences, which may become a breeding ground from which privileged
castes of bourgeois outlook emerge.
A"s a result of the correct MarxistLeninist policy followed, never divorcing the irnplementation of the
principle of remuneration according
to work done from its revolutionary
content, the ratio between the highest
and lowest pay for workers at present
is 1 to 1.67, while that between the
average pay of workers and the
highest salaries of officials is 1 to 2.
These ratios are the lowest in the
world, and beyond any comparison
with those of the countries where the
revisionists are in po\Mer. Through
their legal salaries and bonuses, alone,
the new bourgeoisie in the revisionist
countries secures incornes 20 tirnes
higher than those of the workers,
without counting their other specula-

tive

appropriations.

Guided by the Marxist-Leninist

that ..socialism is not built
only in the town, j,ust for the working class, but also in the countryside
and for the peasantry as well", the
Party of Labour of Albania has taken a series of measures, from time
to time, to gradually narrow the essential distinctions between town and
countryside both in real per capita
income and in the standard of living.
Thus, in the last five-year plan, the
real per capita income of the population of the countryside inereased
at an average annual rate of 2,3 times
higher than that of the town. Already,
there are agricultural cooperativies, indeed even in the mountain zones, in
which the incomes of the cooperativists are close to or equal with those
principle

a
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of workers. Similarly, fro.m the standpoint of the standard of living, the
cultural level, ,education and health
of the peoptre, the countryside is
corning closer and closer to the trevel
of the town. Today, more than half
the population of the countryside lives
in new houses, built in the years of
the people's power. However, in spite
of aII the radical transformations made
in the countrysidg there still exist
relatively tangible distinctions between
th,e standards of living of the work-

ing people of the town and those of
the countryside, especially in certain
mountain zones. Therefore, continuing
the course it has followed so far, the
Pa,rty of Labour of Albania has envisaged and is adopting other important measures to reduce these differences, evaluating this as the main
way to strengthen the alliance bet-

woen the working class and the
cooperativist peasantry. For exarnptre,
in the field of investments, it is envisaged to provide additional finance
from centralized funds for land systematization schernes, afiorestation,
irrigation works and so on; in the
non-producing sphere, the state will
increase its spending for the maintenance of kindergartens, student hostels, houses of culture, permanent creches, out-patient clinics, maternity homes, etc. AII these things and, in the
first place, the fulfilment of the targets

on the plan for increased agricultural production, wiII make possible
that, in this five-year plan, the real
per capita income of the cooperativist
peasantry will increase at a rate three
times higher than that of the urban
population. As a result, in the year
1980, the income per head of the
rural population will amount to more
than 80 per oent of that of the urban
population, as against 71 per cent in
the year

1975.

,
In perfocting the relationships of
distribution, the Party of Labour of
Albania has pursued such a policy as
to fulfil, in the first place, the moit
essential needs

of the

economy, the

the working people,
the vital needs of the masses, in keeping with the level of development of
the productive forces, in the conditions of the imperialist-revisionist blockade and encirclement, while combatting petty-bourgeois concepts and
whims as weII as demands that go
beyond the real possibilities of our
economy or are premature.
The correct revolutionary understanding of wellbeing in socialism, requires, among other things, that we
imbue our people with the feeling of
modesty and frugality in the use of
material blessings, so that every member of society thinks, works, and lives
Iike a revolutionary, leading a simple
and unpretentious life, in keeping with
the real possibilities of our soI{omeland, and

ciety.

With the income they

secure

through their work, our working people not only cope with the daily needs
of life, but also have the possi;bility

to save a part of their in,corne.
As a result of the economic stability and the rapid growth of social production, the rise in weltrbeing has
b,een steady but reliab).e, harmonizing
all the roads which make such a
thing possible, in a revolutionary mann,er. In this context, the correct har-
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is a relative index of national character, which is directly linked with the
economic strength of the country, with
the structule of the consumption of
material blessings and various services, as well as with the course followed for raising the material wellbeing and the cultural level of the
\^/hole people. On the basis of the d,efi-

nition of the essential minimurn livelihood, proceeding from the data of
the'medical science and the dietory

structure of the population of the
country, it emerges that, at the exi;ting level of wages, the working people can ensure the necessary means
of subsistence for the families, with
normal fulfilment of their needs for
foodstuffs, clothing and footwear, housing, etc. In these conditions, the stability of the economy, the stability
of the market and prices, the regular

supplying of the market with the

for all the working
in town and countryside,
reduction of costs, the most correct
implementation of the policy of the
Party for the distribution of income
and all the material and cultural
goods necessary
people, both

blessings necessary

for socialist socie-

ty, which

hav,e a direct bearing on
the standard of Iiving of the masses
of working people, assume gr.eat im-

monization oI the increase in the num-

portance.

ber of workers employed in social
work, the j.n,crease of the average
pay, and especially of the income
of the cooperativists, with the systematic increase of the fund of social

The maln indicator of the wellbeing
of the people is the growth of individual consumption, which in this five-year plan, too, constitutes the basis of the growth of r.eal income. Our

consumption has been achieved. ..The

revolutionary practice, however, shows
that the development of social con-

Party considers that one of the principal ways for the systematic raising
of the standard of living,', said comrade Enver Hoxha at the 7th Congress of the PartY, ..is the emploYmerrt of all able-bodied citizens in
socially useful work'> (Enver Hoxha,
Report to the 7th Congress of the PLA,
p. 63). Thus the resources of labour
have increased continuously. Toda7,
two or three people in every family
are working.
The amount of income for every fami1y, both in town and countryside,

sumption at rapid rates is also of
great importance in raising wellbeing.
The general tendency is the continuous
increase in the specific weight of the

fund of social consumption in the to-

tal consumption of the people, both
in town and countryside. Thus, in the
5th {ive-year plan, the fund of social
consumption took 14,3 per cent of the
total fund of the consumption of the
people, as against 11.9 per cent in
th,e 4th five-year plan.

The state uses large resources for

ALBANIA

the development of education, health,
social insurance, communal servioes,
as well as for other vital services of
e so,cial-cultural character. Thus, it
spends about 660 leks Per head of
popi-rlation -per year for soilal-cultura1 needs. For every student on bursary the state spends about 5,500 leks
ahd for those without bursarY 2,800
),eks, for each hospital bed abouL
10,000 1eks, foi everY child in a creche about 3,000 leks, Per Year, etc'
The state lays out large tunds every
year tor the improvement of housing
ibnditions, while house rents are very
smal1, repr,esenting 'only 2-3 per cent
of the average family income. The
increase of the fund of social consirfiiption at higher rates than the
fund of individual ' consumption is a
correct tendency, which makes it possible to increase the 'benefits receiveC
by every member of society according
to his needs and also has an influence on narrowing differences in the
amount of remuneration, in the standard of living and waY of lif e, iu
the levels of cultural development
among various strata and grouPs of
the urban and rulal PoPulation, between the 'mountain and lowland zones, because the bull< of these funds

is used, first of all, to fulfil the
needs of f amilies r"'ith the smallest
income.

The high rates of the develoPment
off production, the stability of prices

for

2
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consumer goods, the abolition of
of tax and lev), on the po-

ever.y sort

pulation, the health service free of
charge" the expenditure made by the
state, for the educational, cultural and
pr.ofeSsional training of the working
peoptre, as .we1I as many other meas'ures that the Party has taken, constitute that complex of factors necessary to ensure a stable wellbeing which
is rising not in fits and starts, but gradually and steadily. This is a living
expression of the possibilities which
socialism creates for the all-round
emancipatioa and development of man
as an individual and as a member
of society. However, the Party has
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that in this lield there is stil.I
deal to be done in order to
reacrr a hrgner level oI eoonomrc and
socral cleveiopment anc[ progress, in
order to maKe the lite o.L our people
more beautrrul and mor.'e pi'ospel'ous.

within their countries, in the vassal
co'untries, and in the under-doveloped

The opposrie is happenrng ]n the
capitalist and revrsionlsts countries.
The working peopte in tnese countries are oppressed ancl exploited by
the ruling c.Lasses. The crises, inf Ia-

market, the wage freeze, etc., ar,e the

sfressed
a gr'eaL

Lion, unemploylnent, rising prices anC
orirer negative phenomena, which have

rne economies or the capitalist and
revrsionist countries by the throat, hit
tne hl,rng s[anclards or the r.yorking
peopLe,

lirst oI

In the

cap.italist
revrsionist countries, where the
a11.,

and
1aw of maximum profit and other
Iaws of the cap.italist economy operate
absolutely,unrestricted, rvhere there
is merciless competition and the law
oi vaIue, anarchy and spontaneity
or tne market act with all their force
and range, it is impossible to ensure
stability o{ hlgh rates of deveiopment.
'.l.,he dlstortions of the structure of the
economy

and disproportion

between

the branches of the economy or within
the same branch, between town and
countryside and so on, are inevltable
phenomena in the capitalist system.

The aim of production in capitahsm
is to secure profits, therelore production cannot serve the entire society directly, but only a small section
of it. It serves the working masses
only to the extent necessary to increase the capitalist exploitation of them.
In the conditions of the frenzied increase of military spending, of the increasing parasitism in society and,
in general, of the very heavy consumption of national incorne for nonproductive purposes, and so on, the
distrubances in the economy of the
capitalist-revisionist world ar,e becoming ever more profound. Therefor,e, in
order to keep their profits intact, the
bourgeoisie, the imperialists and socialimperlalists, ar;e striving rvith every

to find a way out through the
intensification of the exploitation of
the broad masses of rvorking people
means

countries.

The galloping inflation, rising prices,
mounting taxes, fees for services and

rents, the flourishing of the biack

that the bourgeoisie
is using to exploit the broad masses
of working people. This has resulted
in the constant deepening of the pheno(renon of polarization of bourgeoi*
and revlsionist society into rich and
poor, in the means of subsistence and
articles of consumer goods for the
ways and means

broad masses of working people grow-

ing ever more scarce, and the life of
the working people becoming ever
mone difficult and ins,ecure. In the United States of America, France, Japan,
Spain, etc., one fifth of the popula-

tion,

represented by the capitalists,
appropriates about half o the nationaI income, while the wages of the

workers are subject to a series of
deductions. For example, in the USA,
the worker is obbliged to pay a number of taxes, which, together with his
personal social security payments, take
on an average one fourth of the wor-

ker's pay, while comnaunal services
and rent take up about one third ot
a1I family expenditure. One day in hospitai costs the American worker no
Iess than 175 dollars,'r,vhile in order
to attend his studies, a student must
pay about 3,000 dollars a year.

As a result of the present economic crisis, a sharp drop in production is observed in the capitalist countries, with numerous enterprises going

bankrupt and millions of

wor:kers

being thrown out on the streets, thus

making their economic conditions
worse and worse. Today, in th,e capitalist and bourgeois-revisionist world,
there are over 300 million unemployed
and semi-unemployed, millions without

housing, about 12 thousand people
dying of starvation every year and
about one billion suffering from hunger, etc. In these countries, the prices
rf mass consumer goods are rising
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In this situation of crisis, into which the capitalist-revisionist world has been plunged, a worcontinuously.

ker's family needs twice as much money as ten years ago to secure the
means of livelihood. EverY daY, the

bourgeois press writes about nett
price rises for mass consumer goods,
about the mounting number of unemployed, inflation, increased taxes, and
so on. It is readily understood thal
all these things are greatly worsening
the living conditions of the masses of
rvorking people, without rnentioning
+he fear and insecurlty about the future, the host of social difficulties raiser1 for the ordinary working people
due to the unprecedented increase irt
crime, hooliganism, kidnappings, assaults, alcoholism, etc., which are the
spawn of the capitalist and revisionist system.
AII these things shorv that the theories of the bourgeois and revisionist
ldeologists that a1legedly capitalism
is nolv being transformed into a <<society of collective consumption", o{
*general rtreltrbeinB-, etc are utterly
false and mere demagogy. On the contrary, innumerable facts shorv that the
so

-ca11ed consumer society

is

nothing

but a society in decadence and decay,
rvhich is being ceaselessly eroded by
numerous irreconcilable contradlctions
between labour and capital between
the rvonking class and the bourgeoisie, as well as by the contradictions
among the imperialisl"s powers. Life is
demonstrating that the capitalist system is incapable of ensuring maxirnum
profit for the bourgeoisie and, at th,-:
same tirne, the preservation of an internal social equilibriurn, stability of
the Iivelihood of th,e broad masses of
working people. Contrasting this dark
and gloomy picture of the standard of
living of the masses of working people
in the capltalist and revisionist countries rvith the picture of stability and
the ability of our socialist economy to
guarantee the development oI social
production and the wellbeing of the entire people, at rapid and stable rates,

we see even rnore ctreariy the superiority and vitality of the socialist system,
the majesty of the rvhole economic poIicy of the Party of Labour of Albania
for the construction of socialism on the
basis of the Marxist-Leninist princpile
of self-r,elianee.

In the 6th five-year p1an, as in ali
lhe plans for the d.evelopment of our
economy, the increase in weltrbeing, the
ever better fulfilment of the growing
material and cultural needs of the
of rl,orking people, is one of
the main features permeating the
fundamental task of this five-year
plan. In broad outline, the directives
of this five-year plan give the stralemasses

gi,c orientation

of the economic policy

of the Party, ,both for the 6th fiveyear plan and for the new economic,
sociaL and material conditions which
will be created by the fulfilment of

this plan, in order to undertake still
greater steps in economic development in the future. This is based on
the ever better recognition, reflection
and application of the requirements oI
objective economic laws of socialism
and the wider implementation of the
principle of sellreliance. The objecti.ves envigaged under this five-year plan

for raising the wellbeing constitute a
great program of work for all the
working masses. A considerabtre increase of overall industrial and agricultural production strikes the eye irr
the directives of this plan. Thus, the
increase in the volume of the ovlerall
industrial production in 1980 in comparison with 1975, will be 41-43 per
cent, representing more than the tota1 volume of production realized in
the first three five-year plans taken
together. Overall agricultural production will increase 37-39 per cent fcr
the same period, and this is approximately equal to the agricultural production realized in the last two fiveyear plans" Thus the rate of increase

TODAY

oi

inclustrral and agriculturai productron is more than 3 tlmes hi,gher than
tne raie of increase oI population, and

rnis ensures the gladual i:ut stable
ilse in lne wellbelng ol our working
rnasses. As a resrrlt or the growth ot
the total social production, the national income, too, will increase 38-40
per cent in comparison with the 5th
Iive-year plan. As aiways, it is planned to distribule the national income,
in this five-year plan too, in the interests of the raprd deve).opment oi
extended socialist reproduction, the
complex fulfilment of the material and cul[ural needs of the masses
oI worxrng people, and the strengthening oI the defence potential oI the
country. 'lhe lund of accumulation
will be used, first of all, for the extension of production, for the development of industry and agriculture, for
rhe buildlng of mo|e than 220 important new projecrs, and so on. AII
this will accelerate tne burld-up of the
material-lechnical basis or socialism
ancl will lur[her strengLhen its economic base, As weII as this, during
this five-year p).an, further plogress
will be made in narrowing the distinctions between town and e ountryside, and so on,

The vigorous development of productive forc,es during the 6th {iveyear plan will create a powerful basis
for a further and bigger rise in wellbeing in the future. Thus, it is envisaged that the r'eal per capita income
of the population will increase 11-14
per cent in this five-year period, giving
greater priority to its increase in the
countrysidel the turn-over of retail
trade goods will increase 22-25 per
cent; 65 thousand new dwelling-houses will be buiit in town and countryside; over 18 thousand students
will graduate from the higher schools,
and 91 thousand pupils from secondary schools. Important measures are
envisaged also for the improvement
of services for the people, by aiming
at a qualitative rise in the work of
al1 the people engaged in the service
sectors.

The 8th session

of the 8th [egisloture
of the People's Assembly of the PSRA
The Bth session of the Bth legislatu-

re of the People's Assembly of the PSR
of Albania was held in Tirana on 20th
and 21st FebruarY 1978.
The People's Assembly discussed the

implementation

of the Plan and

the

state budget for the year 1977 and approved the larv on the state plan for

the devetropment of the
culture of the PSR of Albania for 1978
and the law on the state budget for
econorny and
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1978.

The report of the Council of Ministers ..On tl-re fulfilment of the plan
and the state budget for the year 1977
and on the draft-pla,n for the develoXlment of the economy and culture of
the PSR of Albania and the draft-state
budget for the year 1978- was delivered by the Chairman of the State Planning ComLrnission, Petro Dode. Among
other things the report said:
,.The Aear 1977 uas characterized by
the allround struggle of the masses of
working people to put into practice thd
d,i,rectioes and ori,entations of the historic 7th Congress ol the Partg and,
the d.ecisi.ons of the Znd and Srd plenums of its Central Committee. During
1977, the unreakable unitA of the people round tbe Party was turther steeled, the retsolutionarg uigilance anil, the

o! the Partg anil the masses
oI working people against internnl anil
etternal enernies, against imperialism
and, modern reuisioni.sm of eoerg hue,
against alien Liberal and, bureaucratic
concepts artd manilestations uas raiseil
to a hi.gh leoel, anil the ilictatorship ot
the proletarint anil the defence capaci,tg ol our socialist homeland uere further strengtheneitr.
Last year our people lought usith
greater mobilization, with readiness
and a loltA spirit of heroistn, andachieoeil i,mportant oictofies in the economic and cultural ileoelopment of the
country, copirlg witk the difficulties and,
struggle

obstacles

of the

sauage imperialist-re-

uith the conseof the satsage d,rought. In this
contert, the discouery of new oil and
gas field, and the fulfilment of the
needs of the people and the econonlA
u:ith home-produced bread grain in
uisionist blockade and

quences

7977, too, are tu:o mote m,ajor achieue'
ments of the correct Martist-LeninLst

Iine of the Partg, and the efforts
struggle of out" ruorking

ancl

PeoPle.

The successes tohich u:ere achieoed during 7977 consti,tute a, ne1.D ct'ushing
blous to the imperialist and, reuisionist
enemi,es, u:ho tried, in a thousand raags
to sabotage the socialist construction

in Albania anil to bring the Albanian
people to thei,r knees. Thetr d'iabolical
intentions, their despicable schemes and
plots agaLrxt our Party and people, haoe f ailed ignominiously and rar,ll al-

uays clo

so.

are also another testimony to the correctness of the Marur,st-Leninist li,ne of our Party, to the
uitality and supertonty of our socialist
Th,ese successes

order, to the loftA reoolutionarg patrioti,sm and, consclousness of our Daliant, lwrd-uorking aroil freedom-Louing people, in marchi,ng non-stop on
the roail of the complete construction

of

socialist socr,etg, The name, position
and authority of the People's Socialist
Repubtic of Albanta is ri,sing euer higher in the minds anl' hearts of the re-

uolutionary peoples of the whole roorld.
Our countrE is deuel,oping steadilg at
a time ushen the bourgeois and, reuisionist countries are sinking deeper and
d,eeper inlo a great, all,rounil economic
anil poli,tical crisis, rohich is manifested
tn the further sharpeni,rq of contrad,ic-

tions, the chaos, anarchE, and decline
of prod,uction, the great i,ncrease in
unemplogment, gal,loping inflation, ect.
The achietsements ol 1977 in the deoel,opment

of the

ecotuom,A

and

the

strengthening of our socialist oriler are
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a powerful and reliable base to march
forward ceaselepslg on the -course on,
ushich our PqrtAt s,nd con7to,d?.E.n-er.
tlotlts are leo,ding us, eDer fiiore .con:
sistently putting into p.ractice tfue. pri,nclple o! gelt-reli.ance, in. ord,er to. cope
succes.sfullA with ang epentuolitA..
Petr.o Dode.. t.urnished cencrete .data,

ort th.e fulfilment

ol the plan.and
l
,

the

state bud-get Ior J_977,

.*Thg -plan . oJ .operal,I industrial.pro-

f or the gear 1977,,, he said,
*uas fulfilled 98 per cent, recording a
growth of 6.6 per cent ouer 1976, ln
mang branches, sectors and, iliff erent
products of ind,ustrg, the tasks of the
plan uere tultilled and, ouerf ulfilled,,
such as in the extracti,on of chromium
ore, i,ron-nickel ore, anil caal, the production of blister copper, machinerg
and equipment, spate parts, chemical
iertllizers, tertiles and fabrics, stock-

duction

:l

,f

ings, readE-made clothing,

f

ootwear,

kitchen utensils, etc.

In addition to discooery of the new
oil and gas fiekl, the geological lDorkers achieued important results in i,ncreasing the ind,ustrial and geological
mineral reseroes especidllA for chrornium, coal, copper, iron-nickel ore, etc.

In agriculture, despite the difficult
'ueather conditions last gear, production of mang important

agricultural

and Tiue-stock pro(lucts inereased, as
against 1976, as follows: rice 5 per cent,
cotton

7 per cent, citrus truit 8

per

cent, and so on. Houeuer, total agri-

cultural production and many indiuidual agricultural anil liue-stock products did not ieaeh the targets set.
The planned uolume of fund,amental
inuestments and construction for the
gear 1977 was fulfilled about 89 per
cent, shouing a growtil of about 14

per cent in comparison with

1976,

Construction work utas completed in

many projects of difterent seetors of
the economg, thtts turther sfiengthenittg the material and technical base of
the people's economq.
Goad achieDements u)ere tecotded
also in the other branches and, sectors
of the economA, During last gear, a
better supply of mass eansumer goods
f or the populot'ion was ewsured. In

con'Lparison with 1976, sales of certain
goods recorded' the folloruing increases:
rice 77 per cent, beans 73 Pet cent,

sugar 5 per cent, fats and oils 5 Pet
cent, mil,k 7 per cent, eggs 4 Per cent,
cotton Jabrics and' readg-made clothiW 14 pet cent, knitueat 7 Per cent,
footuear 4 per cent, cenxent 73 Per
cent, bri.cks and til,es 25 per cent, furniture and utensiles 7 Pet cent, etc,

Further silccesses ttsere recorded olso

in the deuelopment of transqo'rt, in
the sectors of communal seruices, the
protection of the people's health, the
cleuelopment oJ educatLon, cul,ture, arts

and

science.

As a result of the achiexementsinthe
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fulfilment of the tasks of the plan, as
uell, as of th,e lurther strengthening ol
the sauings' regime, the income oJ the
state budget in 1977 usas realized, 90.3
per cent, ushil,e the erpenditure of the
budget uas rea,Lized about 89.3 per
cent, showr.ng a surplus of 2.4 per cent
of income ouer erPenditure.,,
Then, Petro Dode sPoke about the
d,raft-plan for the deoelopment ol the
economA and culture, and d,raft state
buclget

lor

1978.

,.In comparison uith the targets enuisageil, in the 6th tit:e-gear plan and
the achieuements of 1977, in the present plan of ind"ustrLal production a
number of ligures are set higher,o fus
said. *It is enuisaged that total industrial production in 7978 shoulil increase
bg 8.5 per cent in comparison uith
1977, There roill be considerable increa,ses i,n a number of nlain products
such as the ertraction of oil and gas,
coal, chrontium, and' iron-nickel ores,
steel production, the oarious copper
proilucts, the production of electric pouer, machinery and equi,gtrnent, spare
parts, products of the chemical industrg and manq naass consumer goods,
The Ministry oI Light Industrg and
Food,-Processing anil the other m,inistries connected usith the production of
consunl,er goods, cornplAing toith the
instructions giuen bA the Council of Ministers, haue taken measures o,nd are
striuing to ensure regular supplies of
larger aritounts of th,e uidest possible
ronge of high qual,ity goods ftom our

oun tndustrv for the market anil

the

people.

tlnder the 7978 plan, agriculture, as
the basic branclt, of the economg, uiLL
deuetrop lurther. Total agrLcultural production utill increase 28 per cent in
connparisol1, with that of 7977, whereas
production of bread' grdin LDiII increase
about 30 per cent, Consiil,erable increases are projected in production of potatoes, uegetables, tice, beans, sun'
flower, sugar-beet, cotton, etc. lmpottant tasks are foressen a,l,so for the deuelopment of the sectots oJ LiDe stock
raising, frwi.t-growing, and f orestry'
Targets tor the further strengthetuing
of the material and techrncal base oI
agriculture, in. particular, for the increase of the imigatio,L capacitA and,
for increased- suppties of chemical fertiliziers are also enuisaged, in the plon

for

1978.

The tasks of the Plan for 1978 lor

the sector o! agriculture are DerA greot.
But theg are reali.stic and' fullg atainable, if lDe keep in minil the aduonced erperience o! man1tr agricultural
ecoruornies

and the uerg dilficult weo-

conditions Last Aear, os ueLL as
the results of earlier gears.
The uolume of fund,amental inuestments and construction in 1970 is pro-

tker

to increase 77,8 per cent over
Construction and install'ation usurk
usilt, be completed on 37 impottant Ln'
d,ustrial proiects ond, on 36 projects ol

jected
7977.

agriculture, increasing the irrigation
capacitlJ by about 12 thousand' hectares'

Construction and installation work will
be completed on the hyd'to'ltouser station at Fierza, 'uthere tltree turbiness
usill commence prod,uction, on the d,eep
oil proccessing plant at Ballsh, on sonxe projects of t,he metollurgical com-

bine, on the iron-nickel m,ines at Pffenjas and, Guri i Kuq, on the Pmenias-

Guri i Kuq railroag, etc. As uell as
this, a nurnber ol Lmportant irrigation
anfl, drainage proiects' suclT as the re'
seruoir

ol

Lunxa,r

in

Mall'akastra, the

irrigation sAstenx trom the Giongi reseruoir in Korga, the lztsot' reseruoir
in Tepelena, the t'mproDenl,ent o! the
plains of Tragjas-Dukat in Vlora, ond,
mang oth.er prolects, toill be Sompleteil

and brought lullg into use. The agricultural cooperatitses roill make irutestments from their ousn resources to increase the fund of land, its fertilitg, to
increase the irrigation capacitg and for
other construction u:ork of a proilucti.ue character.
Important tasks are also foreseen for
the sector of transport wi,th the aim

of better anil timely fulfilment of the
grouing neeils of the economg. The
oolume ol uork in road transpert is
projected, to be 8 per cent larger and
i,n railuag transport I per cent largei
than in 7977,
Concrete nxedsures are also foreseen

for the lurther increase and improtsement of the postal and telephone seruices, especially to ensu,re better comrnunications uith the countrgsi,il,e.
In the efforts to i,mplement the directitses ol the Partg for the continuous
improuemen:t of the supplg of mass
consurLer good,s for the population, i,n
1978 the turn-ot:er of retai,l trade gooils
is projected to increase bg 7.4 per cent
as against 1977. In 1978, the sale ot

some main products suclt, as fats, meat,
milk, eggs, oegetabl,es, potatoes, truit,

tertiles and fabrics, footuear, furniture
and, utensils, etc,, is projected to increase
crease

at a rate double the rate of inof the population.

the 1978 pl,atu, seroices and
repair uork for the populati.on, uill
Und,er

increase 17 and 6 per cent respectiaelg
as against 1977. It is necessarg that
the ex.ecutiue conxn'LLttees of the people's cou;ncils in the districts, the ua-

rious communa,L services anil the usork-

ing people of the communal sector,
thoroughly analgse the measures for
the improuement of the quali.tg ol their
sensices and, reytair toork, as well as
for the increase of the range of seroices and the strengthening of sorne of
the eristi,ng seruices.
The social-cultural sectors will also
unilergo turther det:elopment. Th,e
number of pupils and students ol all
of

schools in the gear 7978
ui,II reach 730 thousanil The mtmber
of taorking people who usill aitend the

categwies

part-thne schools is enuisaged to be 70
per cent larger than in 1977, ushereas

the number of chililren incluiled in the
pre-school educati,on sgstem roill be
about 73 per cent larger than in 1977.
T,he workers of educati,on and the
respecti,ue state organs face the task
of intensi.fyi.ng their elforts and, taking the proper rneasures to ensute the

fulfi.lment of the planned contigents
of pupils in the uocational secondarg
school,s of cities to ensure qualified
usorkers for agri,culture, the mi.nes, con-

At the

sarne time, theg
must turther strengthen and reoolutionize the process of teaching and education uark, bA the best possible eombination ol tlte three organic compo'

struction, etc.

nen:ts of our school: Iessons, usork in
prod"uction and' physical, and miTitary
training of the pupi.Is. The plan tor
7978 includes ta,rgets f or the health
sector, uhich will, leail, to greater

strengthening of prophilactic measures,
hAgiene and, sanitation and usill improue the health seroices, especial'l,y i,n the
countrgside, on the bosis of th,e di,rectiues of the 7th Congress of the PartA.

According to the tatgets set for the
year 7978, all the goung actiue population ushi,ch is c'reateil in the cities
and, in toork centres is assured, o! employment. Neaertheless, the Council ot
Mi,wisters kas set targets, especial,Iy for
certain d,istricts, f or a more comect
d,istrubution and ernployment of labour
pouer according to the needs of the
d,ifterent branches of the econo,rng, anil
also to auoid, as far as possible, draini,ng labour poroer from the countryside
to meet the neeils of the state economic enterprises, bg strengthenLng their
collaboration uLth the mass organization on this i.ssue.
The draft state budget for the gear
1978 ,has been draun up on the bosis
of the targets lor the d,euelopment of
tke eeonomy and culture. The builget
incorne is projected to be 7 billion 800
million leks, an increase of 72 per cent
ouer the year 7977, wherbas erpeniliture uill be 7 billion 700 million leks.
The surplus of income otser erpend,iture uill, be 100 mi.llion leks. The bulk
of the e*.penditure, about 63.2 per cent,
is to be allocated to the tinnncing of
the deuelopment of the people's eco-

nomy. 22.7 per cent of the total builget erpend,iture usill be used lm the
s o ci,al,- cultur al
e ct or s.
Expenditure lor the defence of the
cauntrg uill take 70.7 per cent of the
total erpendi,ture, ushile erpenditure
for the admi,nistrati,ue apparatus of the
state - 7.3 per cent,'.
Then, Petro Doile spoke about some
problems and tasks for the successful
fulfil"ment of the plan for 1978.
In conclusion, he satd:
..Our homeland, remai,ns firm as granite, marchirtg steadilg forward, on the
road of the construction of socialism,
on rohich 1re are gloriouslg led by our
heroi,c Partg of Labour and our'beloued, lead,er, comrad.e Enoer Horha. The
strong unity wlr,ich links our Partg and
our people makes our Homeland inuincibl,e in its aduance to still greater
uictories in the future. The teachings
of tke Pat'ty and o! cornrade Enuer
Horha uill aluags inspire us to fulfil
our tasks in all d,irections eoer better,
to make our Homeland, still more poroerful anil prosperous.
During tke gear 1978, too, our people will continue to strengthen their
s

readiness, tsigilance

anil

mobilization

in order to cope raith ang situation
and difticulty that the i.mperialist and
reuisionist enemies uill endeauour to
create tor us, theA roi,ll carrg out the
tasks for the lulfilment of the plan
successfullg in all branches anil sectors
of the economg and in all its indices,
ushile turther strengthening the defence of the Homeland. The correct reooluttonary, Marrist-Lentni,st line of the
Partg, its principled, unAielding struggle

i,n defence of Marci,sm-Lenhism, the
reuolution and socialism, th.e uise anil
d,etermined, leadership of our glqrious
Party usith conxrade Enuer Hotha at
the head, is as alusays, a guarantee of
this.o
ln connection with, the realizati,on of
the plan and the state budget for the

year

the draft state-plan and
for the year 7978, on, be-

7977 and

d,ratt-budget

halt of the respecti,t:e cornrnlssiotl of
the People's Assembly, the Chairman
of thi,s commission, the deputA Hamit
Taga, also d,eliuered a teport.

Many contributions u:ere rnaile

for Lioe-stock, and, t.hus better
groroing needs of the poputhe
Julfil
lation for aEricultural prod,ucts and,
supplA rau materials to light indu-

ment

stry.

to

of the econonlA and, culture fo,r
year
7978 as uell as the bill on
the
the state bud,get tor the gear 7978.
The 8th sessi.on ol the 8th legislature
of the People's AssembllS also consiilered and unarurnouslg approtsed a bill
on the protection of the land, which
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With this, the proceedings of the 8th

of the 8th legi,slature of the
People's Assemblg of the PSR oI ALbania auere brought to a close. As usual,
this session of the National Assemblg
session

u:as characterized by

a

healthg spirit

u;as presented by the Miruister of Agri-

o! criticism and selfcriticism and by

culture, Themie Thomai, on behal! ol
the Council, of Mi,nisters of the PSR of
Albania. The law enuisages a number
of important measures tor th,e most
rational, utilization ol the land,, a thing

reuolutionarg fonfidence and optimism
o,bout the future.

to strengthen d,isci,pline, applg scientiflc rules in the utilization of the land
in order to take from it oDer mote

Taking part in the Proceed'ings ol
the session uere the First Secretary of
the Central Committee of the Partg,
comrade Enuer Hoxha, the Chairman
of the Presidium ol the People's AssembLg, Haxhi Lleshi, the Chairman ot
the Councit o,f Mini,sters, Mehmet
Shehu, and other leaders of the Party
and state, who were greeted witlt long
appl,ause uhen theg entered the cham-

bread grain, industrial crops and, fora-

ber.

lor the PSR of Albania,
u:hich has a llmited area of arable
l,and per head of ytopulation. Through
ind,ispensable

tIFE
!g
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ge crops

the discussion of the tuo reports. Then,
the d,eputies unanimouslg ad,opted the
bi.ll on the state plan tor the d,eoelop-

these n'Leasures

it uill

become posstble

The excellent exomple
The *Tractor,, plant in Tirana is one
of the largest economic enterprises of
the Peopl,e's Socialist Republic of Albania. lts col,Iectioe, though goung, because the plant r,tself is goung too, is
one of the aduanced collectioes in the
fulfilment of the targets of the plart
and an erample ol bold tetsolutionarg

the 7th
of the PLA, it became the
initiator of the nxoDement ..We must
work, fight and l,ioe as under siege*,

initi,atiues. ImmediatelE after
Congress

the main aim of TDhich rDas the mobilization of aLI the creatLue strength ot
the masses of worldng people for the
lulfilment of th,e tasks of the 6th tioegear plan, bA reluing on their oron forces, This initiatiue became a banner
and anencourdgenrent for all the working people of the cowntrg,.who, under
the erample of the adoanced colleckue,
took pl,ed,ges, ushich, in general, theg
tuIIiLLed,

with

success.

This year, alter the 4th Plenum of
the Central Committee of the PL.A',

uhich eramined the fuUi'lment ol the
targets of the plan for the year 7977
and d,efined, the targets ol the plan for
7978, wl'r,ich u)ere approDed also ba the
People's AssemblY, again it usas the
collectiue of the oTractou plant rohich
came out before the Partg and' the peo'
ple with neu pledges for the ooerfulfilment oI tke targets oi the plan an'il
inuited all the working people o! the

countrA

to join in this great

nlooe-

to the First

ln a letter
of the Central Committee of
the PLA, comrade Enuet Horhd, the
usorking people of the plant, after informing him on the ful.Iilment oI the
ptan of total industrial, production for
1977 by 703.2 per cent, that of uork
productiuitg 703 per cent, that o! reduci,ng the cost of production by 3.1
ment.

add'ressed

Secretary

per cent more than th'e target figure,
hanse made manA tueu pled,ges includ'
ing: to produce tke first Albaninn ttactor in 1979, one Aear ahead, ol the schedule; to produce 200 notors oI 75 HP

,,,,.i:,

bt1 1980, to produce

cL

nelo tApe of stan-

dard unitsersal 65 HP. motor for selfpropelled combines and uheel-tractor

s,

which uas not entsisaged i,n the fioe-Aear
plan; to produce a standard 100 HP

motor bg 1980, to set up a prod,uction
Ii,ne of precision casting uith a production capacity twice that of the eristing
line, roitlt their oun forces, thus increasing the range of production, for
the better fullilment of the needs of
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the economg; to set up a neu) factorA
for the producti,on of orggen bg 1980,
and so on. These, together uith a series of other pled,ges in the fields of
increasing the defence capacitg oJ the
Homeland, the further d,eepening of the
techni,cal-scLentific retsolution, the qualilicatiort of the toorking people and
the intenstfication of tke cultural-artistic actioities, hatte further raised tlte
reuolutionarg impetus tuhich characterizes the collectiue of the ,,Ttactor.,
plant.

ln response to their caLL, a neu wat:e
of socialist entul,atiori has burst out

thrnughout the uhole countrg;

it is
by ailuancement of the
targets of the plan, relging on their
oun forces, on the diseouerg anil, utilization of internal reserDes, the ileepening of the technical-sci,entific reuolution and" the encouragement ol the
characteri.zed

creatiue initiatiues of the raorking people. Noro, throughout the countrg, u:ork
is going on for the fulfi.l,ment of these
pledges u:ith horwur.
The neto initiati,rse of the <.Tro,ctor,'
plant and the enthusi,asm with u-thich
the roorking people of the tahole countrg responiled, to their call, are ano-

ther expression of their loue for the
Partg of Labour of Albania and its
Central Committee, uith comrade
Entser Horha at the head, an expressi,on of their determr,nation to march
boldly ahead on the roail charted by
the Partg Ior the construction of socialism and, communism, breaking any
encirclement and blockad,e by the imperialists and th,e reoisionists of oll,
brand,s.

-,

Ihe 8th of Murch in Albonio
joAfullA celebrated the 8th of March, the international day of solidaritg tuith the progressitse tDon'Len ol the uorld,, tuho are
fighting for freedom and social progress. This Aear, this rnarked date
The ALbanian

uroTrLen

found them u:ith their ranks closed,
rnore tightly than euer around the
Partg of Labour of Albania and its
Central Conmtttee, uith comiade
Eruser Horha at th,e head, in the retsolutionary atmosphere u:hich preoails
throughout the uhole countrg for putti,ng i,nto practice the d.ecisi,ons of the
historic 7th Congress of the PLA anil
the tasks of the 6th fioe-gear plan,
the directiues for uhich uere approoed bg the Congress, in the high-tide
of allround preparations lor the 35th
annioersary of the foundi.ng ol their
organization, the Women's Union of
Albani,a, and, its 9th Congress.
In the mang diff erent actiDities which
uere organized, on this occasi,on, the
womeru of Albania saw, once again,

the colosal transformations that haae
been brougllt about i,n Alban;ia anil
especially in the life of the wornen of
Albani,a, d,uring these Last 35 years, as
uell as the brilliant perspectioes which
are being opened up to our countrg,
i,n general, and to them, in particular,
for th,e future. At one ti,me, the u)onlan
i,n Al.bani,a roas the most unfortunate
creature, depri,tsed, of all rights, oppressed and, trampled underfoot by uritten
and, untpritten laws, plunged into the
d,arkness of ill.iteracg and ignorance,
Front, the cradle to the grat-;e, her lot
lDas one of suff eri,ng, her miserable
crust tnoistened uith her tears. Whereas toilag, the toom,en of Albania are
free from any oppressi,on d,nil efrploitati,on, o,re conscious oI their great
worth, of the major role theg plag and

must plag in the reoolution and, in
constructi,on of complete socialist
societg. TheA are uorking with dritse

the

and" enthusi,asnl

on all tronts of uork

and production, shoulder

to

shouliler

with their husbanils and brothers and
enjoy all rights, just as theg d,o.
The call of the General Council of
the Women's Union of Albania on the
occasion of the 8th of March, which
usas studied in all the, basic organizations of the WUA, says among other
things:

uThe road trauersed by the people
anil raomen of Albania in the course

of

these three decades has been ar-

but heroic and glorious, too.
From the most backward country of
Euro,pe, Albania, our Homeland, has
become the countrA u;ith the most aduanced, socio-econornic sAstem, the
countrg of the dictatorship of the proletariat, which, under the leailership of
the Party, has been transformed into
an unconquerable citailel of socialism
on the shores of the AdriatLc. Liuing,
uorking ard, fighting here is a people,
uho, enlighteneil bg the triumphant
doctrlne of Marrism-Leninism, relging
on their ousn efforts, are smashi,ng the
saDage imperialist-reuisionist bTockade
duous,

and encirclement.,,
ln the founclations of Albania, at the
roots of the reuolutionary transformatiorLs and the steel defence of the ho-

meland,, are the blood and, suseat ot
th.e uomen.
All these echiebernents represent the
monumental toork, uhich the hand ot
the Party has engraued in the lite ol
the people, in the IiIe ol the Albanian
u)oman. It is the brilliant uork of our
Partg, it is the merit of its correct

Matrist-Leninist policy that the Albanian u:oman has emerged today in the
arena of the struggle tor socialism in
all her real uorth, for her determination and patriotism, and, has distin-

in life.
The uictories achieDed in all the

guished herself

in work

and,

fields of socialist construction, the happA d,a.Us they enjog, gioe the women
d sense of pride and optimism in the

road of the reuolution and the socialist construction in Albania. Seeing

uhat is happening in the imperialistreuisionist world, where the dollar and
the ruble make the latn, the oLolence
and terror, the social inequalitg and
erploitation, crises and staroation, ancl
toh.ere, among the uorking people, it
is the uomen, millions of them, dho
sufJer most, ouruomen are eDen more
keenly ausare of the uictories of the
'present and the happg future toutards

High rotes of the increose
0nd distribution of 0ur publicotions
ln the struggle to put into practice
the historic decisions of the Tth Congress of the Partg, the collectiue of
th,e Book Enterprise in Tirarw is responding euer better to the i.ncrease of
our poli,tical-social and literarg-artistic
publicatLons, and has steadilg improued its work for the distribution and,
propagation of our books, both insid,e
the country and abroad.
During 7977 ouer 70 million books
roere distributed all ouer the country.
Today, more than four books are published in Albania eDerA Aear for eoerg inhabitant, tlti,s being among the
highest aDerd,ges in the uorld. In oriler
to fornx an idea about the magnLtud,e
of our progress, suttice it to mention

that in the year

1938, there u)as one
book published Jor eoery four persons.
The report of comrade Enuer Horha
to the 7th Congress of the Party was
published in 300,000 copies (not incluiling here the number of copies in fo-

reign

languages),

Special care is shown Jor children's
literature, u:ith the aim that the books
should be of euer greater oalue in the

of children and broadening
their horizons. The children's books

ed,ucation

published during the last tbree gears
an'Lount to 1,653,000 copies. This figure,
alone, is larger than the total number
of books (including school tert-books)
published in Albania during the seuen
gears

from

1938

to

1944.

u:hich our heroic Partg is leading
them, boldly and courageously, with
wisdom and foresight.
Therefore, in anticipation of the \th
of March, the 35th annitsersarg ol the

of their organization, the
Congress of the WUA, the haPPg tuo-

f

ound,ing

men of Albania direct their boundless
l,oue and deep gratitud,e to the Party,
our great m,other, and our beloueil
leader, comrade Entset' Hotha...
The 8th of March is celebrated euery
year in unbreakable unitu, ttsith the

ranks cl,osed around the Party, ruhile
displ.aying

our

sol,idaritg and Ieeling

of proletarian interno,tionalism u:ith all
the progressiue usomen and peoples of
the uorld, usith all those rtsho are
fighting for social and national liberation, Jor democracy and progress.

Further sharpen your olgil,ance anil
militant readiness, should,er to shoulder
uith all, the freeilom-Iouing peoples in
their struggle f or freeilom, ind'epend,ence and, nntLona,l ilignitg, against colonialism and neocoloniali,sm, against
the truo superpowers, US i,mperialism
and Sooiet socialimperiallsnt, agatnst
modern reuisionism and opportunism,
and all international reaction."

The col.lectiue of this enterprise appreciablg ouerfulfilled its export plan
bg further perfecting the forms of the
propagation and distribution o! our publications in foreign countries. This
ouerfulf ilment i.s closelg connected usith
the uerA broad d,istrubution of the materials of the 7th Congress of the Party and other d,ocuments of the PLA in
the uorld,. At present, the distribution

ol Albanian books i,n the world has
increased about hund,red per cent as
agI,inst 7970. Last Aear oDer

197,000

books, of uthr,ch 96,400 uere political
books, such as th.e HistorA of the PLA,
the usorks of comrade Enuer Hotha,
and ather materials lDere sent to the

d,ifferent countrLes of the taorld. 'Ihe
Book Enterprise maintai'ns relations

toith 50 d,iff erent countries of the
uorld, to ushich our political, literarg
and technical-scientific books are sent
sgstematically.

THE
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HGRESS OF THE COMMU

A TESTIMOruY TO ITS REYOI.UIION
TElEGRAM

to the 3" Congress
of the eommunist Porty of ltoly (m-l)
Dear comrade delegates,

wiih pleasule about the holttring of the 3rd
of your tsarty. On this oocasion, on behalt of the
Central Comrn,i$lee ot 6he ts{,A, and expressing the feelings
of the communists, the working class and the entire people
of Albania, we c&nvey to you, and through you, to all the
militants of the oommunist Party of Itaiy (rn-I) &s w€rl
as t,o the Italian prolei,aria,t alrd working pcrrple, our arWe learned

Congress

dent revolutionary greetings.
The years thilt nave passed. since the Znrl Congress of
your Party, have lulry confirmed that the Comrnunist Party

oI l6aly(m-l) has been the most consistent representative
of the revolutionary aspira0ions oI the working class and
the working people in ltaly. It has stood in the front-ranks
of the fighters aga,inst the superpowers, impe,rialis;rn, and
modenn revisio'nism of al] shades and desorilptions, has
carried out intensive revo,lut,ionary activity and, in lhis
way, has enhanced its role and increased its inliuence
a,mong the masses of working people of the oountry,
The 3rd Coragross of yotrr Party is being heltl in a
situation when the olass struggtre of the proletariat, as
well as the antiim,4ierialist strugglo of the peoples o the
worlil is mounting, when the. general crisis of the capitaUst and revisionist system is becoming deeper aud rnore
severe amd the rovolulion presents itself as a currenit task.

US-lecl imperialism and Soviet socialimperialism, the reac-

tionary bourgeoisie antl their lackeys, are striving with
every means to undermine the revo,lutiomary organization
of ihe working olass arrd the masses, to sutrxrress their
legitimate revo,lt, and strangle the revolution. In this ilireotion, they are aided and abett.etl by the rnod,ern revisionists of all hues, who, in one form or another, ;try to
split the prole,tariat and the peoples, to negate the historical neeessity of he proletarian revolution and to sabotage the ,liberation struggles of the peoples. In these circurnstances, the struggle of the sister Comrnunist Party of
Italy(m-l), in defonce of the irnmorta,I principles of Mar-

xism-Leninism and for the further streng,hening of Marxist-Leninist unity on the basis of the teachings of Marx,
dngels, Lenin and Stalin, has found the tull supporO of
r,he revolutio,nary Itatian proletariat as well as of all the
genuine Iighters for socialism and oommurrism in the
worId.

Dear oomracles,

Our rari;y, the working class and the working people
ol so,cialrst Albrania, follow the struggle of the lta,rian proletariat, working people and oI you:r revolutiomary Party
against capitalist oppression and exploitation, for their
rights and for the cause of the revoluuion and sooia,lism
in Italy, with interest and syrnpathy. We exp,ress our
satislaction that the tios and coltlaboration betweem our
two Parties are developing a'nd growing sttead.ily s0ronger
on thc basis of the Ma,rxist-Lenini:st principles and proleta,rian intenrationalism.
W,e u,ish your 3rd Congress complete suooes and expross
our coniidernce that it winl mark a new rise in the struggle
of the Communist Party of Italy(m-l) in defemce of interests of the Italian proletariat and working people, in the

struggle against capitalist opprossion and exptroitration,
against imperialism and socialimperia.lism, against arll the
enemies of the revolution and socialism.
Long live the Communist Party of Italy(m-l) !
Long live the proletarian friendship botween the PLA
antl the CP of Italy (m-l) !
Long live proletarian interna;tionalism!
Glony to Marxism-Leninism!
ON BEHALF OF THE CENTEAL COMMITTEE
OF THE FAR,TY OF LABOUR OF ALBANIA

the First

Secrotany,

ENVER HOXHA
Tirana,

1-19?8

T{6I PARTY OF ITATY

( {}

ARY I.IilE
(From finol politicol document
endorsed by the 3" Congress!
From the 21st to the 24th of January

this year, th,e 3rd National Congress
of the Communist Party of Italy(m-])
was held in Florence, a city of great
anti-fascist and revolutionary traditions. Comrade Fosco Dinuci presented

the report on the activity of the Central Committee of the Party. More than
100 contributions were made to the
discussion of the report.
The message of greetings sent by
oomrade Enver Hoxha on behalf

of the
Central Cornmittee of the Party of Labour of .A,Ibania and the messages of
the other sister parties were listened
to and app,Iauded with revolutionary

in a lotty internationalist
spirit at the Congress.
At the end of the proceedings of
the Congress, the Central Committee
met and etrected the Political Bureau
and the Secretariat. Comrade Fosco
enthusiasm

Dinuci was elected General Secretary.
The 3rd Congress of the Communist
Party of Italy (m-I) approved its Consti-

tution and a call addressed to the
Italian workers. It demonstrated the vitality of the Panty, and its strong

ideological, political and organizational

unity.

The Congress unanimously

the final Po-litical

endorsed

Document, which

other things:
<The 3rd National Congress of the
Comr punist P,arty of Italy {m-I) was
cgnve4qd at an important mornent of
the class struggle in Italy and on the
says - among.j

international plane; it took up fo.r
consideration all the questions con-

nected with the tasks of the Party,
as the conscious organized vanguard
detachment of the pro,Ietariat.
After pointing out that the content
of our epoch, as tl-re epoch of imperiarlism and proletarian revolutions, in

which the contradiction between the
proletariat and the bcurgeoisie, as a
contradiction which remains fundarnental for the entire historical period

of capitalism, has become even more
acute, the Document stresses that the

entire imperialist system is tending towards hegemonism, towarcls war, to-

wards opprerssion. Its aim is to deny any
form of democracy and nationaL independence, to transform the existing
bourgeois democratic regimes by bring-

ing into play, through various forms,
processes for the development of fascism in the state, and by making preparations for open fascist coups d'6tat.

.

For the working class and the

mass,es

of the people, says the Document, the
abolition of private ownership of the
means of production, the eli.mination
of the capitalist relations of production which are suppressing the development of the productive forces, presents itself as a very urgent demand.
OnIy socialism, which does away with
private appropriation and the exploitation of rnan by man, can free the
productive forces and allorv them to
develop to the maximum.
Speaking about the grave consequences of the crisis which has hit the
entire capitalist world, about the continuous worsening of the living condi-

tions of the broad masses of working
people, the document ernphasizes that

private or state monopoly capitalism
is the chief enemy of the working
class and of the masses of the people.
Besides the exploitation by the rnonopoly bourgeoisie and the reactionary
classes rvithin the country, the exploitation by foreign monopolies, by multinational companies and, in particular,
by American ir:nperialism, is a heavy
burden on th,e Italian proletariat and

people. As a constituent part of the
irnperialist cartel of the European Common Market, which is closely linked
with American capitalism, Ita'lian capitalism is taking par.t and has a hand
in the plunder of the r"aw materials

and the exploitation of the peoples
of Africa, Latin America, and Asia.
With a view to securing superprofits
from the exploitation of other peoples
and nations, Italian imperialism has
corngletely sold out the national independence

of the country.

The monopoly bourgeoisie, continues
the Document, is striving to cop,e with

the sharpening of c.lass contradictions
by strengthening its military and police apparatus of oppression and trying to deceive the masses by means
of empty promises.
While maintaining the panliamentary
forms. the process of the dwelopment
of fascism in the state is being carried
foru'ard with the support of the revisionist heads of the Italian .Communist" Party and all the bourgeois parties.

The Italian ..Cornmunist" Party, con-

38.2(39),1978
is dominated by
the revisionist bureaucracy and has
integrateC itself into the capitalist
tinues the Document,
system.

After pointing out that the various
Italian bourgeois parties are tools in
the hands of the bourgeoisie and operate to strengthen the bourgeois rule
over the masses, the Document stresses

that the Party of the proletariat, of
which there is only one, because it
is a single class u,ith a sing]"e ideology and historic will, has risen to
opposition

to

them.

In ordei' to guide the masses towards
the proletarian revolution and the esta-

blishment of the dictatorship oI the
proletariat, the leading role of the
r,vorking class and its IlIarxist-Leninist
party is of decisive importance. ConIronted with the revisionist degeneration, and responding to the needs of
the class struggJ.e in Ita).y and on an
international,plane, the Communist
Party of Italy (m-I) has carried forward its proletarian revolutionary llne,
has coped '"vith the savage bourgeois
repression and came to its 3rd Congress r.r,ith a very positive baiancesheet, while being conscious that it
must overcome still mole difficulties
i-rnC obstacles. The Party has only one
line, the proletarian revolutionary Iine. It rejects the coexistence of two
1ines, both in thecr-v and practice, because the proletariat has only one line
in calrying out the revolution.
Speaking about thc lnle oI the wor']ring class and its unity, the Document
stresses that the struggle to unite the
working class is fundpmental, because
in the conditions of Italy, the direct
strategic objective is the proletarian
revolution, which constitutes a problem

taken up tor solution.
The Document stresses bhat the democratic f reeCorns must be defended
against fascist aims and the development of fascism in the state. By linking the struggle for the defence of
democracy with the perspective of the
revolution, the working class is the
most consistent anti-f ascist and antiirnperialist force, which is aiming its
blows against capitalism, in order to
destroy the very roots from which
fascism and imperiaLism arise.
The anti-fascist struggle is closely
Iinked with the anti-irnperialist struggle. The links between the internal
reaction and the foreign centres of
provocation rvith their ominous net-

works and different plots gre notorious. American imperialism, in particular, is carrying out provocative activities in ItaLy, interfering in every

ALBANIA
sphere of the political

life of the country, and utilizing the NATO bases as
a means of blackmail. The American

and NATO bases must be driven from

Italy. They are a constant so.urce of

provocation and the treat of war. They

are the most flagrant violation of the
national independence of the country.
Likewise, the naval fleets of the two
superpowers, the USA and the USSR,

must be driven from the Mediterranean.

The Mediterranean zone, continues
the Document, has been transformed
into a theatre of military rnanoeuvres,
interference and aggression in the intenplay of the tu,o superpowers for hegemony. The situation in the Middle
East is simplv the most obvious expression of the dangers of war. The
situation

ln the

Balkans is fr,ought with

danger.

After describing support for the peo-

ple's struggl,es as a revolutionary duty
of the proletariat and of its Party, the
Docurnent stresses that,

of

course, the

struggle against imperialist war does
not imply the implementation of a pacifist policy, but it is, part and parcel

of the class struggtre. To fight for the
victory of the revolution in our own
country is the greatest contribution to
the struggle against the warmongering
imperialists, because the elimination
of all wars is possille onlv by overthrorvinq imoerialism on a wni']d scale

While strensthening the confidence crf
the masses in the revorlutionary perspective, we must combat any socialchauvinist propaganda, accordinq to
which, in case of war, the working
class must support its own bourgeoisie,
submit to one or the other superpower, or because of the danger of the
war, caoitulate to the imperialists. It
would be betrayal to subordinate the
interests of the working class to the
interests of its onoressors and exploiters, to call on the working class and
the masses of the people to give up
their struggle for the revolution.
The trvo supertpowens, American imperialism and Russian socialimperialism. says the Document. are the qreatest oppressors and exploiters in the
world. Collaborators in their anti-popular and counterrevolucionary policy, thev are in ever greater rivalry in
their struqqle for hegemony and for
grabhinq spheres of influence, thus
constituting the greatest danger of the
outbreak of new wars. and a new
imperialist world war. The revisionist
standpoint which presents the balance
between the two powers as the only
guarantee

for

peace, preaching inacti-

TODAY

vity and acceptanoe of the status

quo,

must be combatted. Equally dangerous
is the revisionist tendency which advocates reliance on one superpower in
order to fight the other, moreover by
uniting with internal reaction. Both
one and the other attitude negate the
role of the proletariat and constitute
renunciation of the revolution, of the
struggle which can really put an end
to wars by destroying capitalism which
engenders them.

After pointing out that the

streng-

thening of proletarian internationalism
is the most reliable guarantee against war, and for determined struggle
against the two supe,rpowers, the Document ernp-hasizes the pressing need to
strengthen and deepen the unity and
cotrlaboration among the Marxist-Leninist parties, in the struggle Against
imperialism and socialimperialism, against the policy of hegemony and war
of the two superpowers, against Khrushchevite revisionism. Any theory which
conceals the clash between classes,
stresses the Political Document, is profoundly wrong. Certain theories such
as that of the ..three wortrds', cannot
possibly be the strategic line of a
Marxist-Leninist party. The theory of

..three v,orlds', is a

revisionist

theory,

The consolidation of the dictatorship
of the proletariat, and the construction
of socialism in Albania, says the Document, are an example for the struggle of the proletariat and o,ppressed
peoples. The Party of Labour of Albania, the People's Socialist Republic of
Albania, and the Albanian people, stand
firmJy on the side of the world pro-

letariat and the revolutionary peoples.
The Marxist-Leninist analysis made at
the 7th Congress of the Party of Labour of Albania in the report presented
by comrade Enver Hoxha is of fundamental impo,rtance. It is the duty of
the Marxist-Leninists to actively sup-

port these positions, to d,efend them
from the attacks of modern revisionists and opportunists of every
stamp.

On the basis of the teachings of
Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin, carry-

ing on from the Party of Gramsci,
the Communist Party of Italy (M-L),
with its militant involvement in Italy
and on an international scale, str€sses
the Document in conclusion, is tempering itself more a,nd more es a vanguerd
detachm.ent of the working ctrass for
the proletarian revolution, for the dictatorship of the proletariat, for socialism, for communism.

IHE
ANTI-MARXIST COT{TETI
OF

*SEIF-ADMI}IISTRATIYE SOCIATIS
by OMER HASHORVA
Ihe entire lheory ond proctice of uselt-odministrotiye sociolispr, both in form ond
in contenl, is o folsificotion ond open negotion of the Morxist-leninist theory of
scienlific sociolism, o distortion of the lrue ideos ol Morx ond lenin obouI sociolism which revives the old onorchist ideos ond theorie s ol Proudhon ond Bokunin,
of the ulUorker's Oppositionu ond other opporlunisls, present!ng lhese old onti Moxist ond onti-sociolist ideos os usomelhing new in the workers' moyementu

AT THE ?TH CONGRESS OF THE PLA, COMRADE ENVER HOXHA
srEEssED THAT yucoslAv BEvrsroNrsM, wHrcH rs oNE oF THE cnrn-r
CUBRENTS OF MODERN BEVISIONISM, BEMAINS A CONSTANT NANCTN",
JUST AS BEFORE, BECAUSE IT OFFERS R,EADY-MAEE ANTI-MARXIST
AND ANTI-SOCIALIST CONCEPTS AND PR,ACTICES TO ALL REVISIONISTS,

OPPORTUNISTS AND OTHER RENEGADES OF EVERY I(IND, WHO
EMBAR,K ON THE EOAD OF BETRAYING MARXISM-LENINISM, THE REVOLUTION AND SOCIALISM. FIRST THE KHRUSIICHEVITES AND TOGLIAT.
Trsrs aND THEN orHER REvrsroNrsrs aND oppoRTuNrsrs neV-u
DRAWN AND ARE STILL DT.AWING THEIR INSPIBATION FROM YUGOSI,AV
REVISIONISM. YUGOSLAV REVISIONISM SIILL REMAINS, ALSO, A T'EVOUBITE WEAPON IN THE HANDS OF THE INTEBNATIONAL IMPERIALIST BOURGEOISIE IN THE STRUGGLE AGAINST TTIE REVOLUTION,

SOCIALISM AND THE LIBERATION MOVEMENTS,

while concentrating its in order to expose its anti-Marxist
first of all against Soviet and anti-socialist theo::ies and practiKhrushchevite revisionism, as the main ces, and this it will continue in the
and most dangerous trend of modern future. In particular, the Party and
r'evisionisrn, at the same time, our Par- comrade Enver Hoxha have exposed
ty has continued its principled strug- and wiII continue to expose the demagle against Yugoslav revisionism, too, gogy of the Yugoslav revisionists in
with the so-called ..self-ad, connection
ministrative
Therefore,

struggle

socialism,,, rvhich is being

advertized rvith increasing vigour both
by the Yugoslav revisionists themselves, as lvell as by the other modern
revisionists and opportunists in order
to disorganize the Marxist-Lenjnist forces and the genuine revoluticinary forces

of the world.

Yugoslav revisionisn was prepared
as a special political and ideological
agency of US and Br.itish imperialism back in the period of th'e Second World War. After the war, masquerading as ..socialists> and <.eorrltaunists", the Yugoslav revisionists as-

of the ..Trojan horse',
..fifth
and the
colurnn" in the ranks
of the socialist countries and the insumed the role

ternational communist movement in

,,
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order to undermine and destroy social-

ism and the dictatorship of the proIetariat from within, by means of sabotage, espionage, and plots. However
thanks to the vigilance and the firm,
principled struggtre r,',.aged by J. V.
Stalin and the Inform Bureau, by the
PLA and comrade Enver Hoxha, the
Yugoslav revisionists were publicly exposed and unmasked as traitors +"o
Nlarxism-Lenlnism and social.ism, as
an :rgency of imperialism.
Af ter this, continuing their role as
the political and ideological agency of
imperialism, in conformitl, with the
new conditions,' the Yugoslav revisionists formulated and brought out a
whole system of anti-Marxist revisionist views, as a means of diversion
against Marxlsm-Leninism, socialism
and th,e revolution. To this ,end. in order to fight and discredit true socialism, the Yugoslav revisionists began to advertize the construction in
their country of their <<specific socialism* which, dressed up in Marxist
phraseology, they opposed to scientific
socialism.

The

essence

of aII the

theorizing

about ..specific socialismo is the anti-

Marxist idea that there cannot be
just one socialism, but that in different countries and periods there can
be various ..kinds- of socialism. Deliberately misusing the corr,ect MarxistLeninist thesis of applying MarxismLeninism in a creative manner to the
specific conditions of each country and
distorting this thesis, the Yugoslav revisionists allege rhat there ale no universal laws for the construction of socialism common to all countries, that
each country may build socialism according to its own desires and so on.

In fact, Marxism-Leninism

teaches

us that there is only one socialism. At

all times and in every place, it is
built on the basis of universal 1aws

and princlp)es, which are always the
sarne and common to all countries,
regardless of the specific conditions 6f
,each ,country. Such fundamental issues

as ensuring the leading role of the
Marxist-Leninist party, the defence
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and oonsrant str,engthening oI the dictatorship oI the protetarrat, the hegemonic role or tne worKing c1ass, the
liquidatron oI captrallsI ownershrp and

neC-state nanagement

the establisirment of soctahst ownership over the means of production, the
burlding of socla-tlsm on the basis oi
the consisrcnt lvaBing or the class
struggle, lhe str,engthening of the alliance or the working class and the
cooperaIivist peasantl'y, the organization and management of the economy
in a planned and centralized way on
the basis of the princrple oI democratic centralism, etc., are laws and prin-

tably to the developmenl of bureaucracy oi the socialist state. It is preclsely this *kind of socialismo, bo
which they have attached the label
of *self-adminlstrative socialism*, that

ciples indlspensable for aIi countries
which embark -on the road to socialism, are laws oI a universal character which recognise no national boundaries. Naturally, despite the unity of
principal features and laws, i.n the

of

socialism in dilferent
countri,es, lt must be born in mind tha-t
the form, methods and rates of construction of socialism may differ io
conformity with the concnete conditions of each country, but ahvays acting on the basis of these laws and neconstruction

ver negating them, as the Yugoslav
revisionists are doing in fact.
At the beginning of the 50's, Yugoslav revisionists, concretizing their antiMarxist idea of ..specific socialism",
declared to the world that they were
renouncing the ..state socialist system>
which they had been implem,enting up
till that time, because they had allegedly discovered a new kind of <.socialism,', the socaltred <<system of selfadministrative socialism>. In fact, the
essence of the ..se1f-administrative socialism- of the Yugoslav revisionists
is the idea that altreged1y socialism
cannot be built by conoentrating the
means of production in the hands of
the socialist state, cr.eating the state
property as the property of the entire
people and as the highest form of
socialist property, but by fragm,enting
the socialist state property into the
property of separate grouprs of workers, who allegedly administer it, directly themselves, while at th,e same
time, giving up centralized and plan-

under

of the economy,

the pretext that such a thing

inhlbits and restricts the democracy ot
the masses and allegedly leads inevi-

the Yugoslav revisionists present

as

*the best way to express the true soclalist relations of production',, as <<the
highest form of socialist ownershipand as -direct democracy in production>,, etc. '1'he Yugoslav revisionists
allege that this is the only kind of socialism

truly

based

on the

authentic

ideas and teachings of Marx and I"enin,
while they label as <<Stalinist dogmatic socialism>, as <<state bureaucratle

socialism,', and so on, that socialism
which is genuinely based and builc
on the foundation of the Marxist-Leninist doctrine, on what Marx, Engels,
Lenin and Stalin really taught.
Th,e entire theory and practice of
..self-adrninistrative socialism", both in
form and in content, is a falsification
and open negation of the MarxistLeninisb theory of scientific socialism,
a distortion of the true ideas of Marx
and Lenin about socialism whi,ch revives the g1d anarchist ideas and theo-

ries of Proudhon and Bakunin, of the
..Workers' Opposition- and other opportunists, presenting these old altiMarxist and anti-socialist ideas as <.something new in the workers' movement".

Marx and Lenin consistently defended the idea that the socialist state, the
di,ctatorship of the pr,oletariat, mu,st
concentrate all the main means of prJdu,ction in itrs own ha,nds, transforming
them into state property, into the property of the entire people, which js
the highest form of socialist property,
which it manages and administers on
behalf and in the interests of all the
rvorking people in a centralized and
planned manner. They cornbatt,ed the
Proudhonist views on ..the workers'
self-administration- and the ..workers'
factories*. condemning them as anar-
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chist ideas. In the Manifesto of the
Communist Party, Marx and Engels,
emphasized that ..The proletariat wili
use its political supremacy to wrest,
by degrees, all capital from the bour-

2 (39),
n,egation of the Ieading role of the
communist party in the building of

socialism,

its transformation into

a

geoisie,

mere ..ideo)ogical" and ..orientatingl
factor>, with the argurnent that allegedly leadership by the party is in-

production

eompatible

to centralize all instruments of
in the hands of the state,
that is, of the proletariat organized as
a ruling class. . .'> (K. Marx - F. Engels,
Selected Works, vol. I, 1975 ed. p. 42).
Similarly, Lenin waged a stern strug-

with the truly decisive
role of the producer masses, who,
according to the Yugoslav revisionists,

must exercise their political influence
directly and not through the commun-

against the anarcho-syndiealist
views of the anti-party group, the

ist party, because otherrvise the role
of the party becomes a obureaucratic

..'Workers' Oppositiop-, which were ex-

despotism-, which opposes the build-

gtre

pressed

in the first

years

of

Soviet

power. This group, like the Yugoslav
revisionists today, supported the idea
of handing over factories to the workers, and of production being organized
and dir.ected not by the Soviet state
under the leadership of the Bolshevik
Party, but by a so-called .<congress of
producers>, as a representative of individual groups of working people. In

criticizing these views, V. I. Lenin

stressed that *from the theoretical
standpoint, sueh views are fundam,entally wrong, being in complete oppo-

sition to Marxism and communism(V. I. Lenin, Co1lected Works, vol. 32,

p.

sociaJ.ism.

These views are in op,en and flagrant

to the teachings of Marxism-Leninism, for, as experience
shows, it is impossible to build genuine socialism without the Ieading
role of the Marxist-I-eninist party.
V. tr. Lenin stressed, -If the unity,
strength, and the influen,ce of the revolutionary vanguard of tl-re proletariat is weakened in the slightest, this
wavering can result in nothing but the
restoration of the po"ver and property of capltalists and J'rt 6o*ngr5" (V.
I. Lenin, Collected Works, vol. 32,
opposition

pp.2B5-286).

Leadership

283).

Thus, the theoretical arguments in
support of *self-administrative socialism" are not Marxist. Cn th'e contrary, they constitute a variant of the
ideas of syndicalists and anarchists
raised to an official line and a dominant ideology in a country where the
revisionists are in power, as is the
case with Yugoslavia. And in fact, the
Yugoslav revisionists are the greatest
champions of anarchism in the world
today.

In overt opposition to

ing of

Marxism-Le-

ninism, the theor,eticians of <self-administrative socialism> pr,each that in
this kind ,of ..socialism* the role of
the communist party must be merely
ideological. The Party must not be the
leadership in the economy, the state
and the organizations of the masses
and neither rnust it be involved in

the q,uestion of cadres. The Yugoslav
revisionists try to support their open

hy the Marxist-Leninist

party do,es not hinder the decisive role
of the working class. On the contrary,
it is only under the leadership of the
Marxist-Leninist party that the working class can become a conscious or-

a decisive force, both
in the revolution and in the construction of socialism. On the other hanC,
as comrade Enver Hoxha stresses,

ganized force,

the Marxist-Leninist party means to
leave the working class without its
Ieading staff, to totally disarm the
rvorking class ln the . interests of the
bourgeolsie, to betray the working
class', (Enver Hoxha, Works, voI. 14,
p. 262). Life itself has confirmed that
it is not the ensuring of the Ieading
role of the communist party in the
state, in the economy, in the organizations of the masses, but the undermining and weakening of this role that
Ieads inevitably to the development of
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of

the

party, the dictatorship of the proletariat, and the whole socialist order.
The negative experience of Yugoslavia
itsetrf, the Soviet Union, and the other
former socialist countries confirms this
completely. Tito himself has admitted that ..th,e LCY has been reduced
to an amorphous, apolitical organizationo. As a result of this, it has followed a policy disastrous to the life
of the peoples of Yugoslavia. On the
other hand, the positive experience ol
the socialist construction of our country shows clearly that the pr,eservation
and continued strengthening of the
leading role of the party in all dir,ections and fields has been and remains the main factor in the success-

ful

construction of socialism in AIbania. It is true that the masses pla5z
the decisive role in the revolution and
the construction of socialism, but al-

in every instance, under the
leadership of the Marxist-l-eninist party.
ways,

Likewise, the preachings of the
Yugoslav revisionists that allegedly
..socialism and the state, socialism and
state ownership, are incornpatible notions", in which ..the dominant role of
the state in the management of the
economy is only for a short 1lrns>, for
a ..transitional", phase, which depends
on ..the interests of the momento, such

as the narrow economic bases or the
ma jor economic difficulties, with the
elimination of which the neoessity for
the leading and organizing role of the
socialist state in the economy is also
eliminated, are thoroughly anti-Marxist. Marx and l,enin tea-ch us and the
experience of the socialist construction
confirms, not only that the socialist
state rnust be maintained and cons.'
tantJy strengthened throughout the

whole historical period of the transition from capitalism to communism,
but also that its role as the organizer
and manager of the state property in
a centralized and planned manner
must be strengthened, too. Any deviation from this fundamental principle
leads to anarchist and liberal positions,
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to the destruction of the dictatorship
of the proletariat and degeneration of
the socialist society,
During the entire period of the existence of the classes and of the class
struggle. when elements of ..bourgeois
right without the bourgeoisie,' are pre-

served and operate in the field of
payment for work, the state ownership,
as the ownership of the entire people, is the highest and leading form
of the social ownership. This is precisely what makes possible and real

the equal rights of the

masses

of

the

working people over the means of production, as well as the appropriation
of the products, on the basis of the
quantity and quality of the work done
by each member of the socialist society. This equality also makes possib1e the establishment of genuinely socialist relations in production among
the wonking people. On the other hand,
the concentration of the rneans of production in the hands of the proletarian

state,

that is, in the hands of

the

working class organized as the ruling
class, enables the latter to act as a
hegernonic class in the entire life of
the country and in a1l directi.ons and
fields of soci,ety. On the contrary, the
fragmentation of the social property
and the creation of group property,
along with negation of the leading role of the state, leads, as has occurred
in Yugoslavia, to splitting the working
class into particular groups opposed to
one another, among which competition
develops, in which ,each group seeks
to defend its own interests at the expense of the inter,ests of the whole society and the other groups of working
people. Under these conditions, the
r,vorking class in Yugoslavia no longer
a'cts as a united class in the context of
the entire country, but has long since
Iost its role as the leading and directing class in the present-day Yugoslav
society. By losing its party and state
power, the working class has been
transformed from a treading class in
pow,er into a class that is oppressed
and exploited by the new bourgeoisie,
which has concentrated all state po-

wer in its own hand and uses it as
a weapon against the working class
and the working masses.
In fact, the anti-state ideology of the
Yugoslav revisionists is intended, on the
one hand, to arouse confusion and di-

sorientation in the ranks of the true
Marxist-Leninists and revolutionaries
in oonnection with the key lrobtrem of
the Marxist-Leninist doctrine which is
the question of the state of the dictatorship of the proletariat, and, on the
other hand, to conceal th,e degeneration
of the League of the Communists of
Yugoslavia into a buorgeois party, as
well as the capitalist and exploiting
real character of the pr,esent YugosIav state, which, has not withered
away, as the Yugoslav revisionists
claim, ,but has been constantly strengthened as a weapon in the hands of
the new Yugoslav bourgeoisie for the
oppression and the exploitation of the
working masses and the peoples of

Yugoslavia. The aim of the Yugoslav revisionists, says comrade Enver Hoxha,
is to disguise their anti-socialist and

anti-Marxist ..rightisto

standpoints,

through ..leftist" slogans, such as tho-

se of workers'

self-administration

which they need in order to disguise
the development of a special type of
'capitalism.

**

*

But what sort of relations does the
so-ca11ed ..system of self-administrative socialism" represent in fact?
Today the Yugoslav economy, included within the ..system of selfadministration>>, appears as a collection of separate enterprises, independent of one another, which have been
given complete freedom of action.
These enterprises have the right to
decide for themselves the volum,e and
structure of their production, to invest
capital wherever they like, to buy and
sell rneans of production, to engage

workers and to dismiss them when
they are no longer required, to present
their products in an independent man-
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ner on the foreign and home market,;,
with complete freedom to set their prices according to supply and demand
on the ,market. As well as this, each
enterprise produces those things in
those quantities which are profitable
to it, regardless of what product the
society needs. The main PurPose of
production is profit, while the pay rates in different enterprises vary on the
basis of the profit that each enterprise makes, and there is no universal
standard to assess the PaY of all
workers according to the quantity and
quality of the work done, which is the
only correct principle for the distribution of the product to each individual in socialism. Thus, the relations
of production which emerge on the basis of the existence of group property,
are in essence, capitalist relations, relations of oppression and exploitation,
although they are Presented bY the
Yugoslav revisionists as allegedly socialist relationships.
<.The economic relationships of every
society," says F. Engels, ..present themselves, first of atl, as interests> (K.
Marx - F. Engels, Selected Works,
vol. I, 1958 ed., p.590). Thus, if we
proceed in the evaluation of th,e relations in production which exist in
Yugoslavia from the basis of the class
criterion, that is, in whose interests
thi,s property is used and v/hom it
ser\res, then it emerges that the pro-

perty altregedly self administered by
the separate groups of working peoptre is a disguised form of capitalist
property, and the relations of production based on it are also of a eapitalist nature. This truth is clearly expressed in the appropriation of incomeJ one aspect of which is the ratio
between the workers' PaY and that
of managerial staff of the enterprises
under self-administration a ratio
which, as Tito himself admits, is one
to twenty and even up to one to fortY,
in Yugoslavia. This means that regardtress of the fact that the whole group
of the working people is recognized
as owning the ,enterprise, in fact the
real own'er is only the small group
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of its

managerial staff, becausg just
like the capitalist owners in the other
bourgeois countries, they appropriate
the unpaid Labour of the working peopIe, not only in the form of very high
salaries, but also

in the form of

sup-

plementary bonuses and the nurnerous
privileges they enjoy. Thus, for exampIe, the managerial and engineeringtechnical staff in the self-administered
enterprises take more than 90 per cent

ot the

bonuses distributed by the enterprises, use the means of produc-

tion as they Iike in their own interests, and ensure Iarge honorari,es
from foreign firms, with which the
self-administered enterprises cooperate.
The dir.ectors of self-administered enterprises have even deposited part of
the large capital. sums they acquire in
various foreign banks. It is precisely
these directors, together with the ca-

dres of the other treading organs of
the republics and the Federation, who
r.eceive even higher salaries and enjoy
even greater bonuses and privileges,
who constitute that neu' bourgeois
class which lives on the unpaid labour
of the working people and makes the
law in Yugoslavia. Under these conditions, the relations betw,een this new
bourgeois class of bureaucrats and
technocrats, on the one hand, and the

ed, ..is a term which gives the oppor-

tunity for distorted interpretations. It
can be understood as the negation of
the dictatorship and the unified managernent. It can be understood as a
postponement of normal democracy or
as a departure from it. (V. L Lenin,
Collected Works, vo]. 32, p. B0). And
the Yugoslav revisionists understand

of production,' in precisely this way and use it for such
purpposes. On the other hand, it is
absurd to negate the socialist state
while aIIegedly accepting the dictatorship of the proletariat in the form
of .direct democracy,', as the Yugos<.democracy

lav revisionists do. The socialist state
and the dictatorship of the proletariat
are identical notions. Therefore, to negate one and to accept the other, in
fact, rneans to be against the dictatorship of the proletariat. Marx,
Engels, Lenin and Stalin ,always spoke about the state of the dictatorship
of the proletariat, about the working
class organized as a ruling class, that
is, organized in the state of the dictatorship of the proletariat. It is absurd to postulate that the working
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the workers have no
legal right either to choose or to demand the replacement of the director
of the enterprise. Formally, "the
workers' council', is proclairned as the
council,,, while

ori"gan which representrs and defend,s
the interests of the working people
and which enjoys a series of compe-

tences regarding the management and

organization of production, but in fact
the lundamental problerrls of self-administered enterprises, for example,

the distribution of income, bonuses, the
setting of wage rates, the engagement

and dismissal of workers, etc. are de-

cided by the director alone. <<The
is a completely formal organ, which the Yugoslav revisionists need oniy in ord,er to trumpet
wor.kers' council*,

that in the

..se1f-admini:strative sys-

tem- the working class allegedly en-

joys real ..democracy,t, whereas, in
fact, the ..workers' councilo defends
and sanctions not the interests of the

will of the director,
because the representativ,es on these
..counciIs,', being corrupted materially,
workers, but the

politically, and ideologically, have been
transformed into members of the stra-

tum of the ..workers' aristocracyo and

class can secure the broadest and most
complete democracy without the state of the dictatorship of the proletariat,
Lenin stressed, that democracy, is a

..workers' bureaucracy-, which is employ,ed by the revisionist state power
as an ideological and political agency

rnasses of working people, on the other,

form o.[ state, therefore even

to

are relations of oppression and

list democracy cannot exist

ex-

ploitation, capitalist relations.
The Yugoslav revisionists endeavour
to present ..the self-administrative so-

cialism" as the <<acrne of the direct
d,emocracy of th,e producers-, which
allegedly places ..man in the centre oI
its attention',, and as the ..true forrn
of the dictatorship of the proletariat".
Criticizing the views on the ..democracy of Droduction" defended by
Bukharin, Lenin stressed ihat this concept is theoretically ,erroneous, because, in the final analysis, any democracy serves production and is determined by production. Therefore,
Lenin considered the attempt to separate ..democracy of production" from
any other democracy to be absur.d.
..Democracy of production," he stress-

socia-

except by
means of the state of the dictatorship
of the proletariat. Negation of the sta-

te of the dictatorship of the protretariat is negation of the dictatorship of
the proletariat, and hence o,f democracy for the masses of working
people.

In fact, although .<direct democracy" for the working people is proclaimed, the constitution of Yugoslavia itself, as weII as the law ..on
the united work", of the year 1976,
proclaims in 1aw that the leader of
the enterprise and its activity is nct
the working class, but the director,
who is absolutely free and independent
discharging his functions. The director has fu11 authority to annul the

in

'decisio,ns

of the so-called

<.workers'

deoeive and coufuse

the working

c1ass.

The fact that the directors of the
of the other c,entral
organs secure incomes that allow them
to lead a life of bourgeois luxury, the
fact that, owing to competition, enterprises close down and workers ane
thrown out on the streets, the fact
that the workers are urged to chase
profits, and so on, clearly indicate not
the democratic character of the *selfadministrative socialist systemo but
the lack of democracy, the existence
of relations of oppression and exploitation which stem from the very basis
of this so-called ..socialist- system,
which, in fact, is capitalist.
In Yugoslavia private ownershiP
over the rneans of production exists,
not only in its disguised form, as <<proenterprises and
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perty administered by groups of
workers", but even in its usual form
and on a large scale. Private property is recognized and defend,ed by 1aw.
Thus, the Yugoslav revisionists have
issued a special law on the encouragement of private enterprises, which
recognizes the right of ..every citizen
to found enterprises,' and <<to employ
Iabour-. Many among these owners,
who are legally entitled to employ up
to five woLkers, in fact, employ mo-

r.e than that, and secure incomes
amounting to several million dinars.
Thus, in Yugoslavia the private capi.
talist sector has become very wjdespr.ead. Its development is encouraged
by the state and is even d.efended
juridically by the Yugoslav constitution, in which it is expressly stated
that ."private employers have the satne economic and social position, the
same rights and obligations as the
working peoptre in the economic and
social organizations.

is complete).y
by small private property,
which covers about 90 per cent of
Yugoslav agriculture
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however, the Yugoslav revisionists
openly rejected the Leninist road oI
coltrectivization, Iabelling lt as a forrn

of crime are flourishing,

of

corne bourgeois, have made themselves

..expr,opriationo

and

..impoverish-

multi-millionaires.

system',. Nowadays, in the Yugoslar'
countryside there are a lew agricul-

portionate development of the various
republ,ics and branches of the economy, the continuous ris,e in prices and
the Ial.1 in the standard of living of

tural cooperatives of the capitalist type, which have a purely commercial
character, because their whole function
is reduced to the collective use of
agricuitural machinery and the collec[ive sale of agricuitural products.
*

*r(
In order to disguise the reestablishtrrent of capitalism in Yugoslavia, the
Yugoslav revisionists present <<the
workers' self-administration- as a <<new
road" to the construction of the true

the arable land. The right to buy and
sell land is recognized, and wage 1abour is used extensively in agriculture. This situation in the Yugoslav
capitalist agriculture is a result of the
dnti-Marxist course which the Yugoslav revisionists follow towards the
countryside. At first, under the pressure of the masses and in order to
dupe them, the Yugoslav revisionists
took some preliminary steps for the
collectivization of their countryside, a1though, in fact, those had a thoroughly
demagogic character. The Yugoslav
countryside has never known even the
beginnings of any socialist reform,

socialist society. In reality, as comrade Enver Hoxha emphasized at the

the socalled <<zadruga" were
a fraud. In fact, right frcrn the start,
the hotrdings of the rich peasants, the
kulaks, were not touched, under the
pretext that *the kulak is useful for
socialism" and that the accumulations
kulak economies were alIegedly indispensable for the construction of the so-called ..selt-administrative socialism', in Yugoslavia. Later,
nrade by the

especialiy

theft, speculation, fraud, etc., by meanj
of which many cadres, who have be-

ment" of the peasants. Thus, even the
ferl, *zadrugia', set up were destroyed
on the pretext that they had not proved their superiority over the indiviciual forms and that allegedly their
esiablishment was a result of the
<<pr'essul'e oi the Stalinist bureaucratic

dominated

because

TODAY

7th Congress, ..Titoite'se1f-administration' has proved to be an ectrectic
bourgeois doctrine which has led tc
permanent political and ideo).ogical
confusion, to weak and disproportionate economic developrnent, to great
social difierentiation, to squabbtres
arnong nationalities, and the degeneration of spiritual life in Yugoslavia',
(Enver Hoxha, Report to the 7th Congress ol the PLA, p. 223),
The present-day reality shows that
an economic-social syster,n with all the
features of capitalism prevails in
Yugoslavia where anarchy and alllound stagnation reign in productiorl
and in the whole of soclal life. In
the Yugoslav capitalist state, today,
democratic centralism and the rotre of
unified treadership by the state have
been completely eliminated. A pronounced sectional, local, and individual anarchist spirit prevails everywhere. In this capitalist state all sorts

In the economic
and social life of Yugoslavia today
those same consequences and phenomena which are characteristic of every

capitalist country are appearing, sucn
as the anarchic and spontaneous, development of production, the dispro-

the working

masses,

and fierce com-

petition among enterprises, which resuits in the shutting down every year
of more than 500 of the weaker enterprises. Industry has been concentrated mainly in Slovenia and Croatia
and in part of Serbia. The income per
head of population in these republics

is two and a half tirnes higher than
in Kosova, Macedonia, and Montenegro, Kosova remalns one of the most
baokward regions of Yugosiavia, with
a very low standard of living and
pronounced backwardness in its economic and cultural development.
One of the phenomena typical of
th,e reestablishment of capitalism in
Yugoslavia is that of the crises, which
are continually hitting the Yugoslav
economy, just as in the other capitalist
and revisionist countries. Thus, during
the past 15 years, the Yugoslav economy has been hit three times by
economic-financial crises, in the years
1961-1962, 1968-1969 and again over the

Iast few years. The crises of the capitalist world are felt with their fult
force in Yugoslavla, too, because the
economy of that country has become
a constituent part of the world capitalist economic system and, consequently, it is obliged to experience
all the commercial and financial troubles of the capitalist world and submit
to all the business fluctuations that
the big monopolies impose on their
weaker partners. The Yugoslav revisionists themselves are obliged to admii
from their own mo'uths: <<our econo-
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mic and social system contains in it-

self chronic instability of

reproduc-

tion,r.

As a result of the anti-Marxist and
anti-socialist policy pursued by the
Yugoslav revisionists, the capital of
the monopolies of the USA, F.G.R.,
France, Britain, Italy, etc., has penetrated extensively into Yugoslavia.
Up to date, Yugoslavia has received
11 billion dollars in loans, which constitute the economic basis of Yugoslav
revisionism. These large loans show
that Yugoslavia does not have an independent economy of its own. They
are also a clear and indisputable indication to refute the absurdities of
opportunists who pretend that Yugoslavia is allegedly building socialism
relying on its own efforts. The Yugoslav r.evisionists, themselves, have
encourag,ed the penetration of foreign
capital by issuing laws which faciIitate foreign capital investments, aiboIishing the state monopoly on foreign
trade, and so on. In this manner, the
Yugoslav ,economy has been made
completely depend,ent on foreign rnonopoli,es, which have captured the key
positions in the Yugoslav economy
and exploit its national riches and
the labour pow,er, thus securing large
profits. The numerous credits received
from the USA, which the Yugoslav
revisionists try to present as though

they serve the construction of sociallsm have a markedly enslaving character. Ifowever, to pretend that imperialism might help in the construction of socialism is an absurdity, just
as ..the developrnent of Yugoslavia on
the basis of self-reliance* is an even
greater absurdity, when it has received more than 7 billion dollars in credits of an out-and-out enslaving cha-

racter from the US.A, alone.
An index of the state of the Yugoslav economy is the balance of payments for the year 1976, which it
closed with a loss of 18 billion dinars.
The various enterprises see continual
price rises as the only way out of
this situation. Thus, in the years 1965-1970 the prices of mass consumption
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up by 35 per cent, while
in the period from 1971 to 1973 th,ey
went up a further 61 per cent, and
this rapid rise has continued in the
recent past. During the first B months

goods went

of the year 1977, food prices rose 18.4
per cent, while charges for services
in'creased 13 per cent in the f irst 6
months of that year. Thus th,e people's
cost of living increased 14.6 per cent
in the first B months of 1977.
The phenomenon of unemployment
is also one of the typical manif estations of the Yugoslav capitalist order.
B,eing unable to conceal this phenomenon, the Yugoslav revisionists
themselves are obliged to adrnit that
there is mass unemployment in Yugoslavia, amounting to about one million people out of work. But, at the
same tirne, in self-justification, they
bring forward *theoretical argumentso
that allegedly this unemployment results from the <.modernization" of
production and the <<increas'e of th:.
productivity of labour,'. Such theories
are contrary to the theory and prac-

tice of the construction of genuine
socialism, because one of the superiorities of the socialist order over the
capitalist order is the fact that the
former abolishes un'employment, this
grave an inevitabtre ulcer of the capita ist order, once and for all. However, the unemployment in Yugoslavia
has its source in the capitalist system
which exists there, which cannot
survive in Yugoslavia or anywhere
else without the army of the unemployed, which the bourgeoisie needs
as a means to exploit the labour force
to the maximum by distributing it
and the means of production on the
basis of the action of the law of value,
wherever the greatest profit is to be
made. The Yugoslav bourgeoisie also
uses the army of the unemployed as
a rneans of pressure on those workers
who do have jobs.
Linked with the unemployment in
Yugoslavia there is another phenomenon, also

with grave social conse-

the mass emigration
of the creative living forces. The Yu-

quences, namely,
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goslav revisioni,sts have even given this
ugly capitalist phenomenon legal sanc-

tion by approving the law on

the

right of Yugoslav cltizens to emigrate.
As a result, about 1 milli.on 300 thousand workers, technicians and specialists have had to leave their families and their homeland to sell the
strength of their muscles and brains
to the German, Ft-ench, Belgian, Austrian and othelcapitalists. The characteristic thing is that 54.5 per cent of
the emigrant workers are young, under
thirty years of age. This selling of

in human beings,
is one of the ugliest aspects of the
reality of the capitalist society in Yu-

workers, this traffic

goslavia today.
The degeneration of Yugoslavia into
a capitalist country has also brought
as a consequence also the sharpening
of the class contradictions between
the workers and the n,ew Yugoslav
bourgeoisie. On many occasions, the
workers of the Yugoslav enterprises,
the students and youth have risen in
strikes and protests against oppression
and exploitation, for the improvement

of working and living

conditions,

against the personal enrichment and

corruption of the directors of the
self administered entreprises,

and

so

on. The participants in these movements have expressed not only economic demands but also political protests, calling for ..the abolition of
economic and social differeneeso, ..the
elimination of private enterprises., the

wiping out 61 ..political and moral
corruption- and so on.
Our Party predicted iong ago that
revisionism would g.ive rise in Yugoslavia to feelings of great state chau-

vinism within the Yugoslav Federation and towards other nations, because capitalism oppresses the peoples,

explolts them and rules them by the
The anarchist federalism itself
"r,hip.
and the so caltred <<new structure"

which the Yugoslav revislonists have
established incites conflicts between
nationalities and between r.epublics.
And the truth is that in Yugoslavia,
which is a federation made up ot
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six republics and a number of natiolities, dr-re to the reestablishment of
capitalism and the action of its savage
laws, the national question has long
been a very acute problem and has
brought a,bout a deep crisis. As comrade Enver Hoxha has stressed, the politi,ca1 scene in Yugoslavla is domi-

nated

by the ..Great Serbo and

the

..Great Croat" clans, between which

a

bitter struggie for power and hegemony is going on. This struggl'e has
become more and more acute and on
many occasions has flared up openly.
This is what happened in 1967 when
Tito managed to eliminate the representative of the ..Great Serbs,,, Ran_

their basis in the anti-Marxist ideology and policy of the Yugoslav leadership, in the very nature of the
capitalist social order which has been
established in Yugoslavia and the action of the savage lau,s of this order.
Therefore, they cannot be resolved
either with reforms or with demagogy, as the Yugoslav revisionists are
trying to resolve them. Their reform:
for the creation of the socalled ..collective presidency>, etc., are intended

to

create

the impression of the reenational equality

stablishment of

among the peoples of Yugoslavia, while
their promises to assist the backward
republic have altered nothing in the

kovich. This is also what happened
during the years 1971 to 1973, when
Tito again crushed the efforts of othec
pro-Serbian leaders of republics to
gain hegemony, etc.
Faced with the profound general
national crisis, the Yugoslav Ieadership is using both violence and demagogy. It has tried to present thc
battles for power between various
bourgeois nationalist group as opposition to the interests of the working
class and socialism in Yugoslavia, with
the aim of avoiding any revolutionar;y
outburst of the working class and the
working masses and to win them over,

Yugoslav reality. It is absurd to think
that the bourgeoisie of Croatia, Serbia, etc., with strong and consolidatel

in order to use them as a tool
of its own hegemonic interests. Tc

voidable fellow-travellers of the eoonomic and social order that exists in

this end, this leadership has made an
alleEed <<selfcriticismo, pledging, on
behalf of ..socia1ism", that it will eliminate any ..distortion" and will close
the ..roads," to all negative manifestations and phenomena. For the same
demagogi,c purposes, the Yugoslav revisionists employ slogans of an allegel
return to the positions of the dictatocship of the proletariat and the strengthening of the positions of the working
class, of the struggle against the ..cIall
differentiation,', ..national inequality.,
against nationalism, chauvinism, sepa-

ratism, etc.
However, the severe contradiction,
and clashes over the national question in Yugoslavia are neither accidental nor temporary. They have

economic, polltical, ideological, and
military positions, can ever voluntarily reconclle themselves to the establishment of national and social equality or to contribute voluntarily to the
development of the backward regions
and republics.
The tendencies of the different bourgeois groups to break away from the
centre of the federation, the struggle

and open conflicts for power among
the most porverful groups of the Yugoslav revisionist bourgeoisie, are una-
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chauvinist policy followed by the Yugoslav revisionists, the national feuds

and national oppression, the unequal
development of the various peoples of
the Yugoslav Federation, and other
facts, ctrearly demonstrate the falsity
of the views of various revisionists
and opportunists who are trying to
pr.esent Yugoslavia as a modr:I of the
solution of the national question,
all'egedly on the basis of the Marxist-Leninist principles.

**

*

The present situation in Yugoslavia
completely confirms the correctness ot
the predictions of the Party of Labour
of Albania, u,hich long ago foresaw
where the anti-Marxist and anti-socia-

list line of the Yugoslav revisionist
leadership would tread Yugoslavia. As
comrade Enver Hoxha said at the ?th
Congress of the PLA, standing loyal
to the interests of the revolution and
socialism and the teachings of Marxism-Leninism, <<our Party will fight
in the future, as it has always done,
to expose the deceptive nature of the
Yugoslav variety of revisionism and
the danger it presents" (Enver Hoxha,
Report to the ?th Congress of the
PLA, p. 224).

Yugoslavia, because they originate from

its capitalist nature. The LCY and its
revisionist leadership are themselve;
the representatives and defenders of
the interests of the new bourgeois class,

They themselves are the bearers and
transmitters of nationalism and chauvinism, of the enmity among nations

and to blame for the

backwardness
of some of them. Therefore, the national
question in Yugoslavia cannot be solved
by means of reforms and promises

within the frarnework of the capitalist
order. The national problem, as Marxism-Leninism teaches us, can be solved only in th,e conditions of genuin,e
socialism and only on the basis of
the Marxist-Leninist principles on the
national question. The hegemonic anrj

I

TI{E CIASS ESSEI{CE
OF T}!E INFLATIOil

ffi T}IE CAPIIATIST
AITD REYISffi}TIS"I ORTD
by DHIMTTER MANDRO and LULZIM FIANA

Ihe couse of inflotion stems directly from the oction of the obieclive economic
lows of the copitolist mode of production, which hos led to the stoge of copitolism in decoy, to the militorizotion of the economy, ond to the increosing porositism of the bureoucrotic stote oppototus

The shanpening of the contradictions
of the capitalist mode of production,
especially of its fundamental contradictions, has led to the further deepening of the general crisis of the capita,list-revisionist system, to repeated
heavy, economic, political and social
shocks, to the shaking of all its structur'es and super,stru,ctures, alliances
and blocs. The 70's can be characterized as years of the even more powerful outbreak and deepening of this

crisis, which has driven irnperialism
further into decayl Describing this processes, at th,e '/th Congr,ess of the

PLA

arnong other things, comrade
Enver Hoxha stressed: ..World capital-

ism, which is heading

remorselessly

and dec.line, just as
Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin predicted with suoh genius, has now
reached the stage of imperialism in
DHIMITER MANDRO, LULZIM HA.
iVA
- economists
bowands ,crises

decay". (Enver Hoxha, Report to the
7th Congress of the PLA, P. 172).

the capitalist

ecoan'd

revisionist wortrd, and as such, expres-

ses definite class interests. Today it
has bscome the most suitable means in
the hands of the monopoly bourgeoisie
to find a temporary way-out trorn the

1.

A direct expression of this objeotive process of the decay and stagnation of capitalist production and reproduction, along with aU the other
phenomena

Inllation represents a definite
nomic category of

of the

economic crisis

which has the entire capitalist-revisionist system in its grip today, is inflation. Today, it has become general
rnalaise of all the capitalist countries,
affecting not only the less developed
ones, the revisionist countries, and, in
the first place, the two imperialist superpowers, the USA and the Soviet

Union. .{nd this is not al1 - it has also
become their permanent fellow-travel1er and is developing everywhere at
very high, galloping rates.

crisis at the exPense of the working masses at home and the PeoPIe of
the developing countries. We find a
scientific analysis of thi,s econo'mic category of capitalism only in MarxistLeninist political economy, which has
defined the content, essence, causes
and consequences of inflation.
Though inf,lation is a phenornenon
which acts wlthin the sphere of circu-

lation, its roots lie in ihe capitalist
in the contradictions constantly gnawing away at
capitalist production and reproduction.
The primary role of production over
all the other phases of reproduction,
including circulation, is known. The
relations of production,
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content, the character of production,
determines the character of exchanges,
distribution and consurnption. At the
sarne time, the Latter influence production, just as they influence one
another.

of this

It is precisely from the angle
rreciprocal dialectical interde-

that the ,phenomenon of inflation in the capitalist economy of
commodity prod,uction must be seen
pendence

and treated.
In the capitalist economy, monetary

circutration is based on banknotes
which are not convertible into goId, as
weII as on the production of commo-

dities which are intended not for the
fulfilment of the needs and demands
of the masses of working people, but,
prirnarily and above all, to ensure maximum profits for the capitalist owners. In essence, inflation, too, is a
means

for the monopolies to

achieve
aim through intensification of the

this
robbery of the broad masses of the
wonking people, The disonders in the
law of morretary circulation, which
stem ,mainly from the issuing of excess banknotes by the bourgeois state
in order to cover the budget deficit,
lead to the general increase of the
prices of mass consumer goods, with
the exception of one specific commo'
dity - labour power,
Marx divided all kinds of commodities in capitalist society into two
large groups: ordinary commodities,
which are the property of the capitalists, and the specific commodity, labour pow.er, which is the only commodity that the worker owns in capitalist
society. Marx also proved scientifically
that the prices of the first group commodities may fluctuate above or below
their value, while the price of the
commodity labour power, may .reach
its val.ue in the ideal case; usually,
the price of labour power fluctuates
below its value.
At a time of inflation, in particular,
the prices of all commodities in the
possession

in various

of the

capitalists increase

proportions, while the price

o,f the specific commodity, labour power, in the most favourable instance,
may show a slight increase, and this
only as a result of the extension of the
determined struggtre of the proletariat
against the economic and political do-

mination of the imperialist bourgeoisie, At a time of i.n{labion, the monopoly bourgeoisie appropriates not only
the surplus valug but also part of the
value of the ,commodity ).abour power,
because the real wages of the worklng
people in capitalism are continualiy
reduced, due to the fact that minimum wage begins to rise later than
rhe rlse i.n prices as well as to the
Iact that any increase in it, when it
occurs, is always smaller than the increase of prices. In this rnanner, by
acting as a dlsguised tax, infiation
further reduces wages below the value
of the commodiby, Iabour power. This
supplementary incorne, which the capitalist state secures through this sort of
disguised tax, by utilizing its authority as the state of the bourgeois dicta-

torship, is redistributed in various
forms in the interests of the monopolies and, in the first place, of those
which are engaged in production for
war purposes.
Thus, inflation, as a typical economic category of the capitalist rnode of
production, is in the first place, an
expression of redistribution of national
income and national wealth in the interests

of a handful of

monopolists

and to the detrirnent of the masses
of the working people, which is realized through the existence of an excessive amount of paper money that
is not convertibtre into gold, in the
channels of monetary circulation,
rvhich leads to the devaluation of paper money and to the increase of
goods. This definition of the essence
of inflation also explains the three
main features of inflation, which are:
the redistribution of national income
in the interests of the big monopolies
and to the detri,ment of the broad
masses of working people; the existence of an excessive amount of paper money in the channels of monetary circulation; the actual devaluation of paper rnoney and increase of
prices of goods on the marrket. These
features are organically linked with
one another. Any identification of inflation with only one of these features or any atternpt to eliminate the
first feature, as the bourgeois and revisionist ideologists do, is ,deviation
from the correct Marxist-Leninist po-
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to the negation of
the class essence of inflation and to
its treatment as merely a technical
question of the mechanism of monetary circulation.
Inflation occurs in the capitalist
economy when the quantity of banknotes issued is larger than the- real
currency reserves and the amount of
goods in circulation. But inflation may
occur even without the issue of a new
amount of banknotes, when a disproportion is created between the amount
of banknotes in circulation and the
amount required for this circulation.
1'his is linked dlrectly with the heavy
expenditure for military purposes, because, in the final analysis, the increase of this expenditur.e and the miIitarization of the economy in general, represent the feduction of production of material goods for the masses of working people, hence, also of
the circulation of these goods, and
the production, instead, of goods
which serve the maintenance of a
standing army and the bourgeois mlIitary arsenal.
The cause of inflation stems directly
from the action of the objective economic laws of the capitalist mode of
production, which has led to the stage
of capitalism in decay, to the militarization of the economy, and to the
increasing parasitism of the bureaucrasitions and leads

tlc state apparatus.

The militarization of the

economY,

acts of aggression, and allround economic, political, ideological and military expansion, constitute the essential
features of imperialism. The maintenanoe of big armies, the creation of
military bases, the intensification of

scientific research work for the discovery and use of mass extermination
rveapons, the employment of the entir,e military arsenal whenever its positions are endangered by the revolutionary movement of the masses of
working people, the provoking of unrest and the kindling of hotbeds of
war, stem from the very nature of
imperialism, and without them it cannot exist. It is self-evident that this
treads, and cannot fail to lead, to the
increase of military expenditures at
very high rates. Whereas in the year
1961 expenditure for military purpo-
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ses in the world was about 120 billion
dollars, ten years later, in 1971, this
sum had reached about 200 billion
dollars, and today is estlmated to be

above 300 billion dollars.
The butrk of this expenditure

is

by

the two supenporJrers, which represent
the main bastions of present-day reaction. In order to make a reality of
their hegemonic and ,expansionist ambitions, Moscow and Washington are
involved in a frantic arnms race, ha-

ve militarized their economy, have
built up and extended
their war industry, maintain armies
millions strong, and so on. At pr,esent, the USA is spending over 104,3
billion dollars per year for war purposes, the largest sum recorded in the
200 years of the history of this state,
While the Soviet revisionists are

continuously

spending more than 100 billion dollars
same purpose. Cbviously, the-

for the

se colosal sums allocated f or military
pur:poses have a ruinous effect on the

finances of these countries, increasing
the budgetary deficit. At the same tirne, they also expose the falsity and

cynicism of the declaration by the
of Moscow and Washington and
their mouthpi,eces about ".reducing tenheads

sion>>, <<disarmament", etc.

military expenditures, a major role in the creation
of the grave situation of inflation, is
attributable to the expenditure for the
maintenance of the inflated bureaucratic apparatus. The more capitalism
decays, the greater becomes the number of persons divorced from the sphere of the production of material goods,
who live by ..ssup.t clipping> engaging in the services' sector and in the
Besides the colossal

bureau.cratic state apparatus. In order
to form a clea.r idea about this, suf-

fice it to mention that in the USA,
the number of the bureaucratic admi-

nistrative and police personel has increased more than 2.5 times over as

In the countries
where the revisionist cliques are in
po\r/er, also the bureaucratic state apagainst 20 years ago.

paratus has ben gr.eatly inflated, enormously increasing the number of people engaged in non-productive services at the expense of the productive
sphere. In the Soviet Union, for
example,

in

1974

the personnel engag-

ed in the non-productive sectors totalled 21.7 per oent of the active population of this country, as against
15.4 per cent in 1960. This growth of
the bureaucratic state apparatus and
of people engaged in non-productive
services, has been accompanied with
a great increase in the shave of the
national income that goes to pay them.
And it can be taken for granted that
the5, 1"""1rr" very fat salaries. From
data publi,shed in the American press,
it ernerges that it costs over 100 billion dollars per cent just for the maintenance of the federal civil administra-

tion of the USA. On their part, in
1973 as against 1972, the Soviet revisionists increased their expenditure for
the state administration bv over 50
million roubles.
These colossal sums outlaid for miIitary purposes and for the maintenance of the swollen bureaucratic apparatus have inevitably led to increased budgetary deficits. In order to cope
urith the colossal increases of budgetary deficits, the bourgeois state pursues the well-known policy of increasing taxes and levies. Today, in the
capitalist and revisionist world, the
rncrease of taxes and levies has assumed unprecedented proportions. In
the USA local taxes alone inicreased

by nearly 2.7 told in 1975 in comwith 1960, while in the Soviet

parison

Union direct taxes on the population
\vere one billion rubles more

in

1974

than one year earlier, and made up
about 9 per cent of the income of the
state budget.
However, despite

the large amount
of monetary rneans mobilized by the
bourgeois and revisionist states through

taxes and levies, they still cannot cope with the needs of the apparatus of
viol.enee and the bur.eaucracy. This is
also linked with the fact that any further increase of taxes in the present
conditions would lead to a further upsurge of revolts by the masses of
working people and endanger the po-

sitions of the monopolies. Therefore,
the capitalist and revisionist states,
are enormously increasing the state indebtedness in order to cover their great
needs for monetary means. And, since
they cannot cover their large expenditure even in this way, these states
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r.esort to the inf lationary issuing of
banknotes, the increase of ..the concealed taxes', on the broad masses of
worklng people.

Through the whole capitalist and re-

visionist world, high levels of inflation have been used, especially in the
period since the 1960's.

2.

Inflation is an o1d phenomenon

of

the capitalist world, which some times
has developed at different rates in

groups of states or in the entire capitalist system, and at other t:mes has
flared up strongly. After the Second
World War, this problem, typ:cal of

imperialism, began to develoP more
rapidly, The distinguishing feature of
inflation today is that, as a constituent part of the economic-financial
crisis, it has become bound uP with,
and inteldependent on, all the other
phenomena of the crisis, with all the
chaos of capitalist production and reproduction. In this process of interdependence, the destructive action of inflation becomes deeper and deeper, so
that today it has assumed worldwide
proportions and is acting with an intensity and severity for which it is difficult to find a parallel.
In characterizlng this process. comrade Enver Hoxha said on October 3
19?4: *See what is happening in the
urorld! A grave economic-financial crisis has swept all the capitalist countries. Inflation is wreaking havoc and
has reached ominous proportions*. Suf-

fice it to mention that the rates of inflation in the period 1974-1975 rvere
3-5 times l-righer than the average rates over the whole period

1955-1972.

This quantitatirre change in the rates of inflation, together with the
objective factors which have their
source in the very nature of the bourgeois-revisionist order, in the combination of lnflation with the powerful
outburst of all the phenomena of the
clisis of the capitalist-r,evisionist structule and super-structure, have led and
are leading to that new phenomenon
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of inflation of our days called galloping inflation, which has disorganized
the whole process of capitalist reproduction, both within individual countries and within the framework of the
entire capitalist revisionist world. It
has deepened the disproportion in the
development of the different branches
of capitalist production, has disorganized trade and the monetary system,

of gas and oil with which the
latter supply them. This, together with
the syst,ematic plunder Moscow ,exercises over them and the application
of capitalist reforms in the management of the economy, have further incr'eased the instability of the economy
and finance of the East European
countries, parallel with the growing
political and ideological tensions in

has an especially drastic effect on the
sphere of credits, led to the sharpening of the antagonistic contradictions

these countries.
The present crisis has also shar'lpened
the contradiction ,between the metropolises and the form,er colonies to the
extreme. When it comes to the question of relations with these countries,

the imperialist Pou/ers, and
between the latter and the developing

among

countries.

The causes of this old phenomenon
of capitalism, which nowadays has
assum.ed a new appearance and large
proportions, must be sought both in
the powerful action of the old factors of inflation, as well as in the
action of new factors that the cyclical
developm'ent of the economy of the
capitalist and revisionist countries has

brought to the fore in our days.
No small influence on the inflatio-

nary processes and on all the other
phenomena of the crisis in the various
capitalist countries is exerted by the
cyctre of the American economy, due
to the involvernent of the American
capital in the economies of othe'r capitalist oountries, as a result of the
allround economic, political and military expansion of the USA in various
countries and r,egions of the world. In
this context, the crisis of the US dolIar is playing a special role in deepening the present day inflationary processes. Since the American dollar also
serves as an international eurrency, its
inflationary crisis has an influence on
the developrnent of inflation in the
other countri,es as well as on the
further shanpening of the contradic-

in the world of capital. This is
the allies of the USA have
no desire to pay for the difficulties
of the Am,erican economy, while
Washington is demanding this as ..an
obligation. of the other capitalist
tions

because

countries towards the USA.
Sharp cont'radictions have burst out

within the revisionist elan, too. The
satellite countries are restive about
th,e arbitrary actions of the Soviet
revisionists over the increase in the

prices

all the imperialist powers get together, ..1ergst. contradictions between
themselves and demand that the developing countries pay for the present inflationary phenomena and, in
general, for the entire economic-financial crisis, som,etime by presenting the
countries producing primary materials
as to blame for the situation and at
other times by threatening them open-

Iy with the use of violence. The capltalist monopolies ar,e trying to saddle
the developing countries with the burden of inflation and all the other phenomena of the economic, financial and
currency crisis, by continually deepening the differences in price between
the primary materials they purchase
and the industrial goods they sell, to
their own advantage. In this context,
they are stepping up their efforts to
undermine the just struggle waged by
the peoples of the developing countries
in order to take complete possession of their national assets. However,
the peoples of these countries are growing ever more aware that their own
independent socio-economic development and the elimination of the plund,er by foreign capitalist nmnopolies
can b'e achieved only through deter-

mined struggle against the predatory
imperialist oppressor powers, in the
first place, against the two superpowers - the USA and th,e Soviet
Union.

Like all the other phenomena of
the crisis, inflation is a burden on
the standard of living of the masses
of working people, first of all, bringing about their further impoverishrnent and ruin. ..All the- capitalist and
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revisionist states,. stressed comrade
Enver Hoxha at the 7th Congress of
the PLA, *try to saddLe the masses
of working people with th,e consequences of the crisis. And in fact, in order
to keep their profits intact, the bourgeoisie, the monopolists and all exploiters everywhere, have stepped up
the oppression and exploitation of the
proletariat and the working people,
reducing their means of livelihood and
curtailing their rights- (Enver Hoxha,
Report to the 7th Congress of the PLA,
p. 163).
The putting of a large amount of
money into circulation by the bourgeois-r,evisionist state, in order to cover its big expenditure for military
purposes and for the decaying ,bureaucratic apparatus, is accompanied with
masslve price increases. It is a fact
that inflation today has led to the rapid increase of prices right across the
board, and especially for mass consum,er goods. The figures on the increase

in the ,cost of living ar.e clear evidenof this. In November 1976 as against
1970, the rise in the cost of living
was: in the USA about 1.5 times, in
Britain 2.3 times, in the GFR 1.4 times, in Franoe 1.7 tirnes, etc. A similar
situation prevails in the revisionist
oe

countries, also, and this shows that inflation is developing with great rapidity there, too. The consurner feels this
inflation not only in the chronic scarcity of many articles in the market,
and frequently even of traditional
goods, but also in the increase of prices. Thus, in 1975 the level of prices
for the main artictres of mass consumptlon marked the following increase
comparison with the Year 1968: in

in

Hungary 17.7 per cent, in Poland 16.1
per cent, in Yugoslavia 29.4 per cent
and so on. And these are only th€
d.eclared increases of prloes. In fact
they are rnuch higher,
In this situation of ,crisis, into which
the capitalist-r'evisionist world has
sunk, it now takes 2-3 times as much
money to ensure the rneans of livelihood as it did ten years ago. The
increase of unemployment is an added
burden on the bud,get of the worker's
family. As a result of inflation, this
chronic disease of the capitalist mode
of production has assumed still gr'eater
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proportions. The bankruptcy

of

facto-

ries and plants, which are becoming
more frequent due to the failures of
financial institutions, due to inflation,
has furth,er increased the number of
unemployed, which today amounts to
more than 100 million.
What the masses of working people

a handful of monopolists gain.
Throughout this period, as a r.esult of
the increase of prioes, the monopolies
secure very high rates of profit and
returns on their invested capital, Suffice it to mention that, according to
data from the American press, in 1g76
the profits of ,\m,erican coorpolrations,
increased by 28 per cent in comparison
Iose,

with the year

1975. Especially great
are the profits of the war monopolies,

many of which doubtred their profits
in 1975 as against the previous
year.

Hence the increase of prices on the
basis of inllation is one of the main
ways for the monopolies to secure
.lncreased profits and returns on their
invested capital. In these conditions, it
becornes even clearer that inflation
cannot be eliminated as long as the capltalist order exists. To preserve ca-

pitalist relations intact, to avoid infringing the profits oI the monopolies,
on the contrary, to increase them, and
at the same time to pretend that infla-

within the fraof capitalisrn, this is absurdi-

tion can be eliminated

mework

ty. *The efforts- which the monopoly
bourgeoisie is allegedly making to etiminate inflation are only demagogy,
to throw dust in the eyes of the masses of working people, frauds which
the lackeys of the bourgeoisie propogate in order to confuse the minds of
the working class and of the broad
working masses.
The masses of working people have
risen in fierce ,class struggle against
the worsening of their situation by
inflation. .The distinguishing f,eature

cf this struggle," said comrade
Enver Hoxha at the 7th Congress of
the PLA, <<is the broadened seope of
the demands of the working people
which are more and more going
beyond the bounds of economic demands. The strikes, pr.otests, and demonstrations of the working people

in the United States of

Am.e-ri-
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ca, Britain, France, the Soviet Union,
Poland, Italy, Germany, Spain, etc,
which often end up in bloody clashes
with the bourgeoisie and its apparatus
of oppression, are striking at th,e very
foundantions of the bourgeois and revisionist rutre" (Enver Hoxha, Report to

the 7th Congress of the PLA, p. 159).
In these class confrontations and battles, the proletariat is steadity strengthening its political consciousness,
str,engthening its conviction that the
escape from the yohe of capital can
be achieved only with the revolution
and through the revolution. This is
precisely why the tendency for a section of the rvo,rking class to break
way from the undermining influence
of social-democracy and the revisionists is becoming stronger and why the
new Marxist-Leninist parties and their
influence within the ranks of the
n-orking class are growing.
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ner, that is, up to that level at which

lt

does

not harm the profits of

the

bourgeoisie in the slightest. Thus, the
bourgeois and r.evisionist ideologists ac-

cept that it is possible to live with
inflation.
The present-day bourgeols theoreticians, just like their predecessors, try
to identify the ess,ence of inflation
with its appearance, passing, ove| in
sllence precisely what is fundamental
and stems from the very nature and

content of the capitalist social order
which is based on private ownership
of the means oI producbion. One ot
the variants of the bourgeois theories
on infLation is that of tne identificatron of intlation with the increase of
prices. 'I'hus, among other things, sotne bourgeois ideologists raise tne problem that inflation is an indication of
the r-ise of the general price level,
both in the cases when it develops at
slow rates and in th,e cases when it
develops rampantly, as is occurring
concretely at present. Thus, they
identify inflation with only one of
its features, with the increase of
prlces.

However, Marxism-Leninism teaches

The reality is that inflation,

Iike
ai1 the other phenomena of the crisis in
the capitalist order, has an objective
character and stems from its very na-

ture as an or.der of oppression and
exploitation. Therefore, th,ese phenomena cannot be done away with, or even
Iimited, within the framework of this
social ord,er. The measures the bourgeoisie takes from time to tirrre against
inflation are only a means for the
defence of its own interests, to saddle the masses oi working p!^ople with

the consequences of inflation.
To this end, the monopoly bourgeoisie and the capitalist financial oligarchy are continually bringing out different theories, intended preciseiy to
justify this policy of theirs. What is
most striking in the efforts of the monopoly and governrnent cir.cles of the
capitalist and revisionlst countri,es, as
well as among their ideologists and
apologists, is that they do not come
out openly against inflation, but endeavour to cover up its class essence
and seek to find ..prescriptions- so that
it rvi1l develop in a ..control1ed" man-

us that we have inflationary price rises only when these are caused by

the existence of excess banknotes in
the channels of monetary circulation.
If there is an increase of prices as
a resuLt of a reduction of the value
of gold or of demand exceeding supply in the period of booming capitalist production, this increase of prices
has no connection ',vhatsoever with
inflation. The eflort to indentify every increase of prices with inflation
is done deliberately in order to show
that, in the cyclical development of
capitalist production, the transition
from the phase of boom to the phase
of the crisis is alledegly a consequence of the anomaly of monetary circulation. The aim here is to negate
the objetive laws of this process and
to cover up the antagonistic contradictions of the capitalist mode of production.

The anti-scientific character of the
bourgeois and revisionist theories is
evident also in their definition of the

causes of inflation. According to the
bourgeois and revisionist ideologists.
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the main cause of inflation rnust be
souglr[ in the increase of the workers'

wages. This *theory* known trnder the
name of the .<wage-price inflation spiral,, rs intended to prove that alleged-

Iy raising the wages of labour leads
inevitably to inoreased prices for
goods, ancl that this process

is repeated

over and over again, leading
..rnfl,ationary sPiraI".

to

the

The aim of his Pseudo-theory is to
clamp down the iust struggle of the
proletariat and the other masses of
working people in the capitalist and
revisionist countries for higher wages
in the conditions when they are being
unscrupulously plundered by the monopo1les. This pseudo-theory has its
beginnings in the "theory of factors",
which iVlarx smashecl with precise
scientific arguments a century ago' The
supporters and propagators of this
theory begin from the erroneous premise that the wages of labour, as one
,

of the etrements of costs, determines
the level of commodity prices. Marx
proved that such a thing is untrue,
because the value of goods is determin-

ed by the socially necessary time required tor their production, and not
by the costs of Production, which
means that when the other conditions
remain unchanged, alteration of the
wages of labour leads to alteration in
rhe pnofits of the capitaiists, but never to changes in vaIue, hence of price. Karl Marx emPhasizes: ". .. the
setting apart of this newly created value and its dispersal in the various
forms of income: wages, Profit and
rent, does not in any waY alter the
limits of the value itself, of the sum
of value which is divided among these various categories; just as a change
o-t the ratio between these separate
parts cannot change their sum, of this
given amount of value. The number
100 remains the same, whether it is
divided into 50*50 or into 20+70+10
or inbo 40*30*30. (Karl Marx, 'Capital-, vol. III, book 3, P. 323)'
Hence, the ..theorYo of ..the wageprice inflationary spiral" cannot prove
theoretically that the increase of the
wages of labour leads to inflation. In
fact, it inverts the cause and effect
relationships which exist in the real
economic phenomena of capitalist so-
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ciety. It is the inflationary increase
of prices, which, in fact, causes the
revolt of the masses of wor-king people and their demands for increased
wages, and not the reverse. Practice
is the best proof of this. In all cases, the increase of prices occurs before and in very much greater Proportions than the small wage increas,es,
rvhich the bourgeoisie is forced to concede due to the rising pressure of the
proletariat. In fanning this reactionary
pseudo-theory, the aim of the bourgeois and revisionist apologists of capital is to justify the worsening of the

standard of living of the masses of
working people through the implementation of the now notorious <wage
freeze,, policy, under the Pretext of
the fight against inflation.
The apologists of the bourgeoisie, in
their efforts to cover up the real causes of inflation, have created other
theories, too, for examPle KeYnes'
.prescriptiono, accordinpl to which, in
order to get out of the economic crises and to eliminate unemployment it

is essential to make state investments'
which wlll increase the demand for
labour Power, and that this can be
achieved by means of monetary circu-

lation, by putting more banknotes into

circulation, hence of inflation' This
theory has become widespread esp'ecia11y in the last 10-15 years' Thus,
Lhe British economist, A. Phillips, poses the question more or less like this:
either inflation and a relatively good
employment of the labour Power, or
unemployment and stability of prices.

It is not difficult to understand that
in this case we have to do with a
variant of the pseudo-theory of the
..wage-price inflationary spiralo, the
aim of rvhich is to sanction the profits
of the monopolies, to cover up the es-

sence of inflation and Present the
working masses, who suffer so much
from inftation, as to blame for it. The
existence and the increase of un'employment are determined, as Lenin
emphasized, by the fact that aapitalist production <<... could not exist if
there were no surplus ptrpulation (that
is, population in excess of the average demand of capitalism for workers),
ready at any time to suPPlY workers
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for any branch of industry or enterprise- (V. I. Lenin, Collected Works,
vol. II, pp. 195-196). The nurnber
unemployed does not depend on the

level of inflation but, as Marx has
pointed out, on the ..absolute magni-

tude of the proletariat and the productive capacity of its labour> (K. Marx,

I, book 3, pp. 115-116).
In fact, inflation is the product of the
decay of capitalism, of its increasing
*Capita1. vol.

aggressiveness and parasitism. To seek

to make causal connections between
inflation and unemploYment, wages
and prices, as the bourgeois and re-

to distort the objective reallty groundlessly,
to present it upsidedown. The reality
shor,vs that even in the conditions of
vislonist ideologists do, means

galloping inflation, unemployment, far
from being reduced, has norv reached

its highest level since the

Second

World War.
Amongst the endless number of
bourgeois pseudo-theories and trends
on inflation there is also that ..about
collective conventions of wages". The
supporters of this ..theory" present the
bourgeoisie as altreged1y suffering 1osses from inflation and blame this
chronic disease of the capltalist mode
of production on the working class
and the masses of working people, thus

making further efforts to split them,
According to this pseudo-theory, the
cause of inflation is that the workers
of some branches exploit all the pos-

sibilities of the market in order to
secure the Iargest share of the income! The character of this pseudo-theory as an apology for capitalism ls
quite obvious. fn fact, lt is the capitalists who gain, whlle the working

class suffers more, in periods of rampant inflation. Therefore the efforts
of the bourgeoisie to divide the proletariat, by dishing up such pseudotheories, cannot succeed. The powerful
development of the struggle of the
proletariat and of the masses of working people in recent times, shows that
this struggle is more and more br'eak-

ing free from the alien

influences

which hinder it in the realization of

its

aims.

The restoration of capitalism in the
former socialist countries, the action of

the objective economic laws of

capi-

talism in the economies of these countries, accounts for the fact that, ln the

field of economic theory, too, the modern revisionists are dishing up and
defending bor-rrgeois theses, notwithstanding that sometimes they try to
garb them with Marxist attire and at
other times put themselves in the role of *criti,cs- of capitalism, but even

this is done only for purposes of

de-

magogy.

hr their efforts to divert the attention of the masses of r,vorking p,eople
from the fact that the inflation, which
is afflicting the whole Soviet economv, has its source in the military
spending by the new czars of the
Kremlin, the revisionist id,eologists, in
dealing with the causes of inflation,
deny the fact that the main cause
should be sought in the growth of military expendlture. According to them,
it is the technical-sciontific revolution,
the influences of which appear only
at first sight to be in the form of
military expenditure, which allegedly
is playing the role of ..first fiddle- in
the inftationary process today. This is
downright absurdity, which praetice
refutes with many concrete facts.
In the course of their transformation
into apologists for capital, Soviet revisionists have reached the polnt that
they present and de{end the standpoint
that the causes of the present-day in-

flation in the capitalist world must
be sought, allegedly, in the increase
of prices for raw materials and energy. By linking the causes of the present lnflation ..with the dynamics of
costs" and considering this index only
in th'e metropolises, they show that
they have departed compl,etely from
materialist dialecti,cs. If rve accept that
there is an increase of the value of

the material elernents of costs of production, then, on the basis of the
Marxist-Leninist theory, this rise of
prices, consequent on the increase of
value, is not an infiationary factor.
Ho..uvever in the concrete case, we have
to d.o not with increase of the value

of raw

materials,

but with the

legi-

timate measures of the peoples of these ,countries which produce these mato reduce to some degree the

terials,

plunder by the metropolises.

Thus,
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this is a case only of the redistribution

of profits among the metropolises and
the producers of raw materials' And,
since the metropolises do not agree to
their profits being affected, they resort

to their well-known method of raising prices, so that what theY used

to grab through buying raw materials
at very 1ow prices, they now make
up through selling goods at very high
prices at horne and abroad. Moreover, at fhis juncture, the Soviet revisionist themselves seized the opportunity to raise the prices of the primary materials they sell to the vassal
countries of Eastern Europe, in order
to secure high profits.
In their rotre as champions of the
bourgeoisie, the Soviet revisionists have gone so far as to adopt the bourgeois theory of ..the factors of production'>, thus presenting the working
masses as th'e culPrits for the Present-day inflation. For instance, after
raising the thesis that the causes of
the present inflation must be sought
in the ..dynamics of production costso
they stress that "the increase of the

nominal wages of labour exceeds the
increase of prices", therefore the inflation is acceptable. Thus, it can be

seen that, according to them, in the
conditions of capitalism, not only does

the law of the relative and absolue
improverishment of the proletariat no
longer operate, but the proletariat is
..to blarne', for the inflation, this
chronic disease of the capitalist mode
of production. This is the clearest demonstration of the bourgeois class
stand of the Soviet revisionists, of their
defence of the interests of monopoLy
capital.

The efforts of the bourgeois and revisionist ideologists to cover up the true
causes and the essence of inflation,

as rv,ell as the efforts of the bour-

geoisie itself to extricate capitali,st
production from the crisis by means of
rno.netary mechanism, have failed an'd
rvill continue to faiI. The only way
to escape fro'm the economic-financial
crisis, which result from the antagonistic contradictions of the capitalist
rnod.e of production, is through re-

volutionary overthrow of this socioeconomic

sy.stem.

o
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EVER STRONGER CRISIS AND SHOCKS
IN THE CAPITALIST CURRENCY SYSTEM
.ZERI I POPULLIT,'

- Organ of the CC of

The distinctive feature of
the situation o,f the capitaIist-revisionist world today is
not just the cyclical outbreaks

of

econornic crisis

production,

but

of

overalso ,the si-

multaneous inteiraction of different kind,s of crises, one of

which is the currency crisis.

The capitalist monetary sys-

tem has now suffered
s,evere disturbances

such

that there

is nothing left of the observation of the forrner re-

gulations dietated by the USA
to tthe other partners in the

of th,e y,ear 1944
at Bretton Woods. The socalled official pri,ce of gold
has no.t been observed fot
many years now, even in the
agr.eem.ent

transactions ,among centra
of the capiitalist countries. Instead of ,the <<orga-

banks

nized" rules that were applied

previously in currency exchanges, now they have been

left completely to the ..'rnercy- of rthe market, to supply
and demand fo,r this or that
currency so tha,t the various
capitalist-revisionist countries
and firms can meet their international payments. Even

the International
Fund is left

Mone'tary

powe;nless

in

the

field of cumency control except that of observing with
concern the consequences of
the blows that the spontaneous development of this

il"te pLA

monetary system is delivering. The e'ffects of inflation,
the unequa,I economic and
political development of the
different capitalist-revisionist
countries, and so on, make
the , monetary crisis appear
sometimes to b,e *dying
down', and at other times
to assume deeper and broader
proportions.

In spite of the

demagogy

about the ..normal" develop-

ment of the economy of the
revisionist countries, the So-

viet Union and the vassal
countries of Eastern Euro.pe,
the facts show that their capitalist eeonomy too is firmly in the grip of this crisis.
Th'e deficits in trade balances

of

these countries which

have been s.teadily increasing, espeeially since 1974, are
phenomena of the crisis. as
are the increases in pnices,
unemployment, and taxes, the
increase of debts to western

The deficit
of balanee of 'trade of the
Soviet Union and the other
revisionist countries of Easrnonopolies, etc.

tern Europe with the western
countries, from 4 bil,Iion 100
miUion dol,lars ln 19?3, r,eache'd 11 bi,llion dollars in
1975, and became even more
pronouneed in th,e period
7916-7977. The economic ins-

titutions of the

revisionist

countries are increa,singl,y en-

countering the prob,lems of
international dependence and
spontaneous currency fl,uctua-

tions. With the

increased

trade deficits of the revisionist countries, their debts to
the capitalist countries have
also increased. Norv, in the
GDR the average debt per
head of population is calcuIaied to be 230 dollars, in
Bulgaria 180 dollars, in Poland over 175 dollarrs, in Hungary over 170 dollars, and so
on. According to estimates
mad,e by the banks of the capitalist countries, the avai-

lable gold and

convertible
of the revisionist countries are quite
insufficient to ba,lance these
deb'ts, therefore they are en-

cu,rrency reserves

countering ever greater diffi-

culties

in paying off the

ins-

talments of the credits which
they have receivod from the

USA and the countries

Western Europe.
Besides the factors
unequal development

of

of
of

the
the
capitalist and revisionist
countries, fhe deepening of
the p,resent orisis of the ea-

pitalist monetary syistern
is once again h{tting
hard at the American dollar,
is due, fundamentarltry, to the
deficit in the ;balance of
w,hich

trade and payments.

The evolution of the

fo-

reign trade of the USA during

the last ten years indicates
that its economic rnight is
dec,lining in relation to the
world market. In 1976, Arnerican foreign trade
dropped

to

11.3

exchanges

per cent

of

world trade as against 13.6
per cent in 1967. In 1971, the
USA had a deficit in its trade
ba,lance f or the fir,st time.
This lncreased in 1972, reaching the figure of 6 birllion
400 mi,llion dollars. Trhe two

devalutions

that the

do1lar

suffered during 1971-1973 did
not bring about the im,provernents expected in the balance
of US foreign trade. In 1976,

the deficit in the US foreign
trade balance amounted to 5
billion 900 million dorilars, and
according to preliminary figures from the western press,
last year this deficit increased to about 28 billion dollars,
especially in exchanges widh

oil exporting countries,

Ja-

bhe capitalisb worLd based on

the Amer-ican currency, and
has turbher deepened ille B€neraJ. crisis hom which t,he
capi,raLrst system is sufreflng.
It has inllicted varioLrs 1osses on the capitalist countries with large reserves of
this devalued curr'ency, and
this has caused great concern

aLrnong

them. The situa-

tion is such that some of
these countries have b,een
forced to'propose plans to divest the Ame;rican dollar of
its ,role as uhe basic currency
of the capitalisb international
monetary syirtem. In the wake
of the sharpening of in-

terimperialist contradictions
with the countries of the Eulopean Cornmon Market, especially the Federal Ger,rnan
Republic, rvhich has openly
complained about the drain

on its

defenoe

cu.rrency reserves in

of the Arnerican do-

in the monetary

pan, and others.

l1ar

The faIl of the value of
the do lar h,as disturb,ed the
ruhole monetary system of.

forced to take some measures

markets,
the Carter administration was

in the first days of

January

1978, to r,educe the decline in
the purchasing power of this
currency ln the monetarY
markets by .releasing-, as the
Ameri,cans put it, 25 billion
dol.Lars in foreign currencJ/.

Bub these are only some inef-

fective ..injections*. Such in-

tervention by CentraL Bank
of the USA is more for psychological aims, especially to
..pacify,' the counbries of the
OPEC, some of which, at the
meeting in Caracas last Decernber, demanded a considerable lncr.ease of oiJ. prices
to compensate for the great
deoline in the purchasing

power of the A,merican doiIar, with which these countries carry out their transactions. The monetary crisis.

in the
ist and revisionist socio-eoonomic systern itself
however, has it's roots
caplta

and therefore, cannot be sol-

ved with the ..good" will
of the Canter adminirstration or other Ieaders of the
capitalist and revisionist
worId.

I
IIURTHER ARMING OF THE WEST GERNIAN BUNDESWEHR
"LUFTETARI,,

- Organ of the Ministrg of

The revanchists of Bonn
are rapidly increasing their
military expenditure. In the
Federal ibudget of W,est Germany, the war budget for
this year marked an increase
of 1B.B per cent. Bearing in

People's

Def ence

minC the fact that last
year it reached a total of
about 36 million marks, it
can be seen ctrearly how great
is the increase of military ex-

penditure for this year. In
the various reports of the

Gerrman and foreign bourgeois

it is admitted that these
colossal sums will be spent
mainly to increase the prod,uction of tanks, fighter airpress

craft, and various warships.
TI-re West German revanchists

56o2
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are also making other colossal military expenditure
which is not reported at all
or is hidden under valious
iabels. If these other tens of
billions of marks, which go
precisely lor war purposes,
are counted, too, then it turn,s
o ut that the
'reaI military
expenditure of West Germany ls in excess of the colossa1 sum of 54 billion marks.
The continuous arming of the
Bundeswehr has gone hand

in hand with the rapid rniIitarization of the capitalist
economy of West Germany.
Local military productlon is
growing with great rapidity.
All branches of the economy
of this country, in one u,ay
or another, are connected
rvith ensuring supplies, various rneans, arms and other
equipment for the military
machine.

The 22 largest Wes,t German

among which
<Krupp Thysseno, ..Flicko,
monopoJ.ies,

..Siemensrr, ..Bayerrr, ..BIOhmr>,

..Messerschml11-,

and so on,
have received numerous orders for the production of
various military material for
the Bundeswehr, the value of
r.vhich amounts to more than
100 billion marks. The Mes-

missiles, such as <ltYlilsn>, etc.
The other West German military monopolY ..Dornier" has

begun the production of a
new type of fighter aircraft,
the ..A]pha-jet', and will
supply the BunCeswehr r,vith
175 fighters of this type, according to a definite program.
Accordlng to the West German bourgeois press, the pro-

duction of these

aircraft

alone will cost the West Gerrnan, tax-payers not less than
19 billion marks. At the same

time, another broad program

of th,e Bundeswehr is under
way for the production of

new ..Leopard-2o, tanks with
r,vhich it will be equipped
during ,the next two years.

Under this program, 1,800
such tanks (one such tank
costs 2.5 millions marks) as
.,ve11

as 50,000 armoured vehicles of the most varied
kinds wiU be produced. Si-

rni1ar1y, 40 different weapons
systems and 115 other projects
in the field of armament are

being elaborateci

at the

pre-

sen,t time.

In their

unrestrained arm-

..Tornado" jet fighter-bomber
aircraft as well as 212 mili-

ing, the revanchists of Bonn
have the support of the US
imperialists, who are sparing
nothing to supply them r,',ith
the most modern military materials. Repeated agreements
have been conclud,ed about
equipping the Bundeswehr
w,i,th new .{merican-made ar-

tary helicopters of the ..Vo105* type, equipped with
.HOT-, antitank missiles.
This sa,me concern u,iII also

maments. Meanwhile, a clear
expression of the West Gerrnan revanchists' appetite for
expansion is the first-rate

supply the West German ar-

role they are seeking to play
in the aggressive NATO pact,

serschmitt-BeIko-B1ohm" con-

cern has received an order
for the production of 322

my with various types

of
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lvhich, as is known, is an instrunent in the hands of US
imperialism for the realization
of its hegemonic policY, in

rivalry with Soviet socialimperialism. It is now welll<nown that the Bundesrvehr
is the back;bone of NATO if
only for the fact that 60 Per
cent of the militarY f orces
in this aggressive pact are
West German.

By

ceaselessly incleasjng

i.ts military expenditure, bY
further militarizing the economy, by putting it comPletely on a war footing, West
German imperialism has become a powerful sup'port for
reactionary and diatatorial regimes of the f ascist tyPe. In

the context of this counterrevolutionary collaboration,
Bonn is supplying these regrmes with various militarY
materials, thus developing a
great trade in arms. Various
West German military firms
such aS ..Krupp", ..B1ohm Und
VOSS", ..AEG", ..ReinflOgzOi-

Lauo, and others

like these,
have concluded numeroui
agreernents with the racist
regime of South .Africa to
sup,ply it u"ith the most rnodern weapons. This revan-

chist-racist collaboration has
also been extended to the
training of Sout'h African mi-

tritary experts in special
schools in West Germany.
On the other hand, the
West German revanc'hists are
among the chief suppliers of

arms for the racist regjme

of Rhodezia, the dictatorial
and fascist regimes on the
Letin .Arneri :an conl nent,
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etc. Their collaboration with
the dictatorial regime of Brazi\ in the field of the deveIopment of nuclear energy is
notorious. This arms trade

is to the advantage of

West

German monopolies, which
are making large profits from

it. Just one simple f act is
complete proof of this: the
profits made by the military
monopolies of West Germany
are 3.5 tirnes greater than the

average inco,me of other
firms which are not engaged
in military production.
This tense atmosphere of

feverish militarization of West
German imperialism is made
even more complete with the
growth of fascism in the life
of West Gertnany. Today, in
the Federal German Republic,

oId and new nazis are organizing themselves into various
groups and parties, which not
only have the support of the

bourgeoisie but also enjoy
their direct financial aid. The
fascist organizations are deve-

loping their activities openly
and their calls for ..a great
Germany- are the expression
of the appetite of the revan-
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chist monopoly circles for
this crazy dream. West German revanchism

constitutes

a real danger to the freedonr

and independence of the
peoples of Europe and the
whole world, therefore, the
task emerges for all the
freedom-loving peoples that,

with the exposure of
the two superpowers, US irnperialism and Soviet socialirnperialism, they must enhance their vigilance and also
expose West German revanc'hism, and its unbriddled ambitions for expansion.
paralle1

I
THE GAME OF *EUROPEAN SECURITY''
AIIID THE UNALTERED AGGRESSIVE AND HEGEMONIC AIIVIS
OF THE TWO SUPEBPOWERS
*BASHKIMI,>

the
- Central organ of

After an adjournrnent of

se-

veral weeks, the Belgrade
Conference on so-cal,Ied Eu-

Democrati,c

Front of Albania

irnperialists and socialimperiaIists who can see what this

in January. ,A,s on
other such oocasions the im-

effect is and what this ..European security> they are
eu,logising so lavishly consists of, because as for the

perialist-revisionist propagan-

peoples,

ropean security resumed its
prooeedings

da and the various venal
journalists in its service, utilized the proceedings of this
conference to raise a great
ado abou't the ..beneficial
changes that have taken place in Europe> as a result of
the Helsinki Conference, changes 'that Belgrade Conferen-

ce is to make even

more

lasting.

Of

course,

it is on.y

the

and are still c aiming but,
on the contrary, the dangers
have increased, and the thr,eatt

to the freedom and ind,ependence of the European peoples have become greater due

they are becoming
ever more disillusioned at

to the intensification of

the results of these pantomime conferences, in which the
two superpowers are the main
actors. It is an indisputable
fact that since the signing of
the final act in Helsinki, that
is, two and a half years ago,
up till today, the tension in
Europe has not been r,educed
and peace has not become
more secure as they promised

policy of the two superpowers.

the

expansionist and,hegemonic

T,he concrete expression of
this can be seen in the continual increases in the war
budgets

of Washington and

Moscow, the reinforcement of
their troops and military bases

in Europe, the intensification
of manoeuvres by the agressive b,locs NATO and 6he
Warsaw Treaty, which are
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manlpulated by them, the in-

crease in the inoursions of
their naval fleets dn the Mediterranean, the No,rth Sea,
etc. Last year, the USA, the
Soviet Union and their ..a1Iies" in NATO and the War-

saw Treaty, spent over 300
billion dollars to arm themselves and to strengthen their
wa,r machines further. At the
meeting of ,the NAIIO council, whioh was held last December in Brussels, concrete
decisions were taken on ano-

will

be nearly 130 illion dollars, an inorease of 10 billion dollars as against the
current budget. The Soviet
socialirnperialists

wiII

spend

an equatrly coJ.ossal sum this
year for military purrposes,
too.

In the face of such a situa-

it is becorning ever more
clear to t,he peoples of Europe and the whole world
that the aim of such conferences as that of Belgrade,
tion,

or the other

negotiation:

ther 3 per cent increase of
military expenditure by the

which are conducted iby the

rnember countries.

Soviet socialimperialists, and
the ado raised at them abou,t
<<peace>>, ..securitytt and ..diSarmament", is not peace, but
the bluntlng of the vigilance
of the peoples to make it
easier for the imperialist superpow,ens to lay down the
law in Europe and elsewhere.

At the beginning of

this
year, figures on the new mili,tary budgets of thes,e two
countries were published both
in Moscow and in 'Washing-

ton. It is forecast that, in the
next financia'l year, the rniLitary expenditure of the US-A

,A,merican imperialists and the

T O D AY

Europe can never be secure

when the freed'om and indipendence of the peoples of
whole regions round about it
are increasingly in jeopardy,
when the situation in the
Middle East is fraught with
dangers, when the two superlpowers have created new
hottbeds of war in Africa
and elsewhere, and 60 on. In
these conditions, it is becoming ,ever clea,rer to the peoples of Eu,rope and the whole

world that the way to defend

their freedom and independence, the way to peace and
genuine European and inter-

national security, is that of
resolute opposition to the hegemonic anrd enslaving poiicies of US imperia,lism and
Soviet socialimperia,lisrn, in
order to foi,l a1l their manoeuvres and efforts to achieve wortrd domination.

I
THE STRUGGLE
OF THE NICABAGUAN PEOPLE IS INVINCIBLE
.ZERI I POPT]LLITFor several days our

press

has been publishing news and
information about the fierce
and heroic struggle that the

Nicaraguan working people
are waging against the terror
and oppression by the dictatorial regime of Somosa. The
fascist police and the special
presidential guard have resorted to the force of arms

in order to

prevent the stri-

ker.s and demonstrators frorn
expressing their anger and
demanding the overthrow of

the dictatorial state power.
Tens of people have been
killed or wounded. In Managua and other cities of the
country, hundreds of people
have been arresied and hun-

dreds of others have been

beaten and tortur,ed. A state
of emergency has been declared in the country. Tanks
are patrolling the streets. Nevertheless, nothing has been

able to halt the anger of
the masses of the people. On
the contrary, the patriotic forces all over the country have
undertaken courageous actions against the police and
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army forces of the dictatorial regrme.
A simriar situation exists in
aimost all the other countries
of Latin America where dic-

larorral military fascist regimes are in pow,er as in Equa-

dor, Bolivia, Brasil,

Chrie,

Uruguay, eLc. Everywhere in
these countries, the masses of

workers and peasants, often
together with their families,
have taken part in strikes or
protest demonstrations against

the arbitrary violence and
injustice of the bloodthirsty
regimes in power, against
their barbarous exploitation
by the insatiable, bloodrsr.lcking owning class. The pro-

pitalist and revisionist bourgeoisie is ruling, their brothers have been kilIed just
as barbarousl.y at tne gates
of faccories, plants and comblnes of the capitalists simply because they have demanded irespect ior therr
rights, often those which have
been *sanctioned> in contracts
and expressed in the ..constitutions', of the respective
countries. Cthers, more and
more of them each day, are
being thrown mercilessly out
on the streets by the vora-

cious capitalist owners, under

the pr.etext of the tempora-

remuneration, its right

ry closing of enterprises or
..,bankruptcy-. The owners
are not in the least concerned
about how these hundreds
and thousands of workers,
who are thrown out on the
street, and their families, are
going to keep body and soul
together. This is one of the
attrocious crimes that the
bourgeoisie has perpetrated
for centuries and is still perpetrating today against the
proletariat, against the w.orking people of town and
countryside, in order to protect its profits, in order to
continue to suck the blood
and exploit the sweat of the
cornmon peoptre. In his time,
Karl Marx pointed out that
the bourgeoisie is characterized, among other things, by
its furious savagery against
the proletariat whenever it
dares to rise as a class in
itself, with its own interests
and demands, against the

other countries where the ca-

bourgeoisie.
And sti11 today,

Ietarians, the working

masses

of Latin Ameri,ca and the
rvhole world, cannot forget
the abominable crime committed a few months ago by
the fascist killers of Equador when in cold b1ood, they
murdered 120 workers from
among the 1,500 workers and

who had occupied
the ..Aztra> sugar refinery
as a protest against the monopoly owners in order to
defend their right to work
peasants

and wages.
The struggle and blood of
the ..Aztra- workers and
those of Nicaragua and the
current struggle and clashes
of the wonking masses of
Equador, are part and parcel
of the gigantic struggle the
world proletariat is waging
in order to win and to defend

its right to

to life, to
to democratic freedoms. In the
',,,,ork,

in the ca-
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pitalist countries, the barbarous oppression and persecution of the proletariat, the
shooting down of strikers and
of the masses who protest in
defence of their own rights.
are an expression of the unaltered anti-popular, anti-national, and antl-human nature
of the same bourgeoisie, of

a handful of

executioners

who remain in power thanks
to the allround politi,cal, econornic and military aid of international imperialism, in the
first plaoe of American im-

perialism and Soviet socialimperialism, of world reaction fascists aLnd neo-fascists.

Like the reactionary bourgeoisie

of Equador or

lran,

Bolivia or Poland, Indonesia
or Britain, the reactionary

bourgeoisie of Nicaragua is no
exception to the characterization which Marx made of
the bourgeoisie in general. In
Niearagua and in any other
capitalist eountry today, the
picture is the same: for the
proletariat, for the masses of
working people, there is only unemployment, starvation,

injustice of every kind, imprison;ment and even fascist

murder, whereas for the
ruling capitalist and revisionist bourgeoisie, for the financial oligarchy, for the monopolists. the feudal owners,
the faseist generals, for the
reoresentatives of the national and international automobile, sugar, and

oil

polies, of the fruit,

monocoffee,

and rubber plantation owners.

for the owners of the

eopper.
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diamond, and uranium, mi-

nes, and so o[, there are
profits and superprofits, bi1lions upon billions of doIlars,
stained with the sweat and
blood of the workers.
However, the proletariat,
the grave-digger of the world

of

.capitaI,

the revolutionary

masses of working people,
are invincible. Led by their
genuine Marxlst-Leninist par-

ties, they will triumph over
the vlolence, oppression and
exploitation, over fascism and
the military dictatorships. This

TODAY

is bound to happen in

Ni-

caragua also.

Neither the police terror,
the savage violence, nor the
use of weapons by the dictatorial regime of Somosa,
can conquer the valiant peo-

ple of

Nicaragua.

t
FUBTHF]R RUINATION OF THE COUNTRYSIDE
*BASHKIMI*

the grave crisis that has
the en tr.re capitalist
and revisionist world, has
deeply atiected the agricuitule of these countries. In
the revlsionist countries this
crisis is reflected in the decline in agricultural and livestock production, in an
ever growing nurn:ber of rura1 population leaving the
countryside, in the contlnual
reduction of investments in
this sector, and so on. All
these factors have brought
the capitalist agri,culture of
these countries to a state of
stagnation, to an irnpasse.
The countryside and the
agriculture of the revisionist
countries are encountering
ever increasing difficulties,
which have resulted among
olher things, in the continuous impoverishment of the
peasantry and of agricultural

tures of the crisis. It

workers, Ieading to their ruin.

nists, Gierek himself, i's obligEd to admit this grave situation. In a recent speech, while
speaking of the grave situa-

ibeset

The decllne of the agricul-

tural and livestock production
is one of the distinctive fea-

has

srvept aI1 the revisionist counl

tries, such as the Soviet
Union, Poland, East Germany,
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and
Bulgaria. For example, in the
Soviet Union, in 1977, the
sharp fall in grain production

u'as 18.B milllon tons below
the expected figure, creating
serious shor-tages. The revisionist press in Hungary, admitting the numerous failures of

tion of the entire Polish economy, he also dwelt on the

Iaiiures in agriculture, jn
which production has faIIen
by 3.5 per cent. Prodeiction
has declined in Poland .in Potatoes, which are one of the
staple food-stutfs. Gierek
himself openly admitted: *UP
till now .it has been imPossible to eliminate the difficul-

the capitalist agriculture in
that country, gives figures

ties of the market and the
many shortages of agricultu,ra1 products". In East Germany, last year, the Produc-

thaL speak clearly of a major
decline in agricultural production. The production of

for ,livestock was lower than
at any other period of its

grain,

espec.ially

of

maiz:,

last year rvas lorver than that

of the year

1976.

recorded also

oil

in

A drop

is

sugar-beet,

producing crops, etc. Still
more pronounced is the fal1
of production in Poland. The

chief of the Polish revisio-

tion of graln crops and fodder
existen,ce, Production of Lives-

tock products, too, such

as

meat, mi1k, butter, and so on,

has declined. For

instance,

as the East German magaztne oStatistiche Praxis" reports, in the Spring of 1977

'
beef production fell bY 10
per cent, while that of miik
6,3 per cent, as against the

same period

of

1976.

The departure of an

ever
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growing number of peasants
from the countryside. and the

large areas of J.and left trncultivated, and so on are
sy,mptoms of the grave crisi:

which has the

agriculture

and Iivestock raising of the
revisionist countries in its
grip. The Hungarian revisionist news agency, MTI, has
reported recently that the
areas of land sown to bread
grain last year rvas four per
cent smaller than had been
envisaged. The area of land
sown to maize was reduced
to 120 thousands hectares,
while that sorvn to oil producing crops in 1977 was over
2 per cent smaller than in
1976. A similar situation prevalls in the agriculture of the
Soviet Union, Poland, East
Germany,

etc. This has

a

large influence on the decli-

ne in agricultural and livestock production, is remorselessly deepening the ruil of
agriculture in these countries
and making the prospects
for it even more gloomy.
The ruling classes in the revisionist countries ar,e enforc-

ing ever more stringent meain order to saddle the
working masses with the consequences ofthis situation. The
most varied ways and means
are b,eing used to this end.
One of them is to in,crease prioes. The increase of prices for
such products has tred to the
enrichment oI the bourgeois
classes, the kulaks and the
speculators, who are ruthIessly exploiting the broad
masses of working people of
town and country, and imsures
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poverishing them more and
more,

The crisis which has swePt
the agriculture of the revisio-

nist

count'rles

is part of

the

crisis which has the entire
economy of these countries in

its grip, part of the

crisis

into which the whole capitalist world has sunk. It has
its roots deep in the Poiitical system which prevails in
these countries, in the abandonrnent of the countrYside
and its collectivization by the
revisionist cliques, thus, Ieaving the field fr,ee for the capitalist mode of Production
in the countryside, too. According to the revisionist
pr,ess itself, in the capitalist
Soviet Union, 28 per cent of
the total agricultural production comes from private
owners.

I
A WEAPON OF AMEEICAN IMPERIALIST ESPIONAGE
"ZERI I POPULLIT*
Nearly twenty years have

the
administration of
passed since

American
pr,esident

It is si,rnply a weapon in

the

arsenal of American Imperialism in order to interfere in

tecl States of America and the

the internal affairs of other
countries, to carry out espionage and sabotage to the detriment of the interests of
the peoptres of the countries
in which it operates.
In the mid 60's, volunteers
of the so-called ..Peace
Corps'r, who, according to
the American propaganda
'were supposed to spread the

Central Intelligence Agency.

.<flgveloprnent, understanding

Kennedl' created the so-called
..Peace Corps.. Life proved
eventually that although all

kinds of labels about

..pea_
cerr, ..Charityn, ..develOpmentn,

were attached to the <.Peaee
Corps", it was nothing but
e government organization
created, in fact, by the Sta-

te

D,epartment

of the

Uni-

and human vaLues,r, reached
their highest lwel, amou,nting

to 80,000 people in scores of
different countries of the
wor1d. These ..vo1unteers"
were to be found in all fields
of the life of these countries,
where under the guise of
nurses, doctors, professors of

various subjects, technicians
and agronomists, teachers of
foreign languages, physical
culture and sports, experts
in science and technique, peoptre competent in trade and
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American intelligence service
engaged in undermining and
espionage activitY. BY rneans

a new offensive
for the revival of this notorious <<corps>. The Carter
government intends to add
up to 5,000 new members a

plomatic status and other Pri-

of the ..Peace CorPso -"vhich
at present amounts to 6,000
agents deployed in 62 coun-

business, these agents

of

the

of economic and Political
pressure, the American government tried to secure divileges for the .'Peace CorPs",
in order to set it above the
Iaw in the countries in which

its agents were established.
With the passage of time, the
peoples of Asia, Africa and
Latin ,\merica, where the activities of the ..Peace CorPs"
were mostlY

concentrated,
in Protest

raised their voiees

against such esPionage activity. In these conditions, for

a time there was a decline
in the number of menrrbers
of the ..Peace CorPso active
in other countries, but this
does not mean that American imperialism reduced
ceased

its

or

esPionage activity,

and ideological and military
aggression.

Other previously existing
instruments, such as AID (Assistanee for International De-

veloprnent), the ImPort-Export Bank, the *Food for Pea-

ce Program", ..the Allianee
for DeveloPment-, the Diplomatic Corps, the manY journalists, who act in the service of th,e American C.I.A.,
the various missionaries of
religion dispersed all ro'und
the world, undertook to do
what the ..Peaee CorPs" was

unable to achieve, because it
had become 'discredited in the

of the Peo;Ple. Now, a
good many years later, the
Carter administration has

eyes

undertaken

year to the existing structure

tries of Africa, Asia and Latin America. Such an increase will also lead to increased expenditure for this

weapon of U.S. imperialism's
secret service. Now the Car-

ter administration has Put
more than B0 million dollars
at the disposal of the ..Peace
Corps", funds ,extracted bY
the exploitation of ,the broad
masses of the American Peop1e.

The activity of the ..Peace
is not limited to out-

Corpso

side the USA only. Inside
the country, the so-called
..Corpsmentr have proved
themselves to be assiduous
lackeys of the American government. They hold important posts in the Federal administration. The maiority of
those who are eonsidered as
..pensioned off", that is,
agents who had been exposed
abroad. are active inside the

USA and are oeeunving lead-

inq posts in various institutions which deal with ..international DevelrrPrnent AID",
in the institutes of Afro-Ameriean studies and in the instituties rr,'hieh deal with Latin America. Apart from those
..vo1unteers" rvho are still
involved in espionage in the
serviee of the CIA" disguisertr
as members of the <'Peace

T O D AY

who are
being trained for Posting
abroad in the future, the

Corpso and those

American government also
maintains a reserve ready for
any eventuality, to be used
in those zones in which the
predatory interests of American imperialism may be endagered, regardless

of

whe-

ther they are sent as spying
journalists, as ..members" of
the ..Peace Corps", as ..diplomats", as contigents of the
<<green

berets", etc. The Ame-

rican magazine, oUS News
and Wortrd RePort", admits
that in Los Angeles the government of the USA is keeP-

ing 900 former members of
the ..Peace Corps" readY to
go into service in anY emergency situation; which, of
course means the organization of coups d'6tat,' Political
disturbances, espionage, etc'

But besides these, there

are

a further 4,000 former ..Peace
Corps" agents in the region

of WashinEton, who belong
to this reserve and who are
now employed in the Federal administration of the USA.

The chief of Staff on

the

White House, Craft, the assistant atorney-general of the
USA, Baker, and the diroctor
of the ..Immigration and naturalization Services" unit,
started their car'eers as active members of the "Peace
Corps" and have caxried out
tasks in the service of the
USA in manY countries of
the world. Two fbrmer corPsmen have been elected to the
House of the RePresentatives
of the American Congress.
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But this is not all. According
to the magazine ..US News
and World Reporto, there are
alcout 90 corpsmen working in
the commissions of the Ameri-

can Congress and in posts
u'here they can influence Iegislation.
The notorious activity of the
.rPeace Corps" inside and out*

side the country, is closely

linked with the aggressive
policy which Arnerican im-

perialism

the

is pursuing.

While

..Peace Corps- is busily
engaged in its undermining

actlvities in scores of countries of the world, the aggressive naval fleets are port-

ing around these countries,
and pressure is being exerted for the establishment of
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Corps', g.oes exploitation and

by American rnonopoly capital, interference in
plunder

internal affairs and sabotage.
A11 this complex activity of
American imperialism, in its
rivalry with Soviet socialimperialism, demonstrates once
again, that the general line
of these enemies of the peo-

military bases, and extension
and modernization of the
existing ones.

political and economic expan-

..Peace

sion and ideological aggression.

acting with the support of
the people, are launching
ceaseles attacks on rnilitary

have been undertaken by the
patriotic forces in other reSions of Zimbabwe, Azauia,
and Namibia. The development of events shows that
the freedom-loving peopJ.es o,f

Along with the

ples is military

aggression,

I
DETERMINED TO ERADICATE RACISM
FROM THE AFBICAN CONTINENT
NZERI

I

POPULLIT>

The savage racist rule and
the neo-coJ.onialist interests of

the imperialist powers

are

with the aspirations of the African peoples.
For centuries on end it has
been the aspiration of these
incompat.ible

peoples

to eradicate racism,

and old and new colonialism,

to live in genuine freedom and independence. In
South Africa and Rhodesia, as well as in Namibia,
r'vhich is itlegally occupied

by the South African racists,
the armed struggle of the oppressed peoples of Azania,
Zimbabwe, and Namibia has
been going on for many
years. At the present time,
this struggle has swept extensive regions of Azania,
Zimbabwe, and Namibia, in
which many units of patriots,

and potrice posts, army barracks and other objects of the
racist South African and Rhodesian troops, kiIllng and
r,vounding hundreds of so1diers and capturing arms and

other war materiel. A communique of the patriotic forces of Zimbabwe, issued in
the beginning of this Janua-

ry, reported a big armed operation of the patriots of Zimbabwe, which was carried out
at the end of last December,
against a large military air

base of the Rhodesian troops
in Grand Reef near Umtali,
as.the result of which the

enemy suffered considerable
casualties and losses. RecentIy armed attacks of this kind

Zimbabwe, Namibia, and Aza-

nia have raised their patriotic consciousness and have intensified their actions, gojng
over to broad frontal attacks
against the racist Iorces in
almost all the regions of
South Africa and Rhodesia.
The armed struggle of the
oppressed peoples of Africa
has shaken the South African
and Rhodesian regimes and

has upset their patrons, the
imperialist powers. In order
to quell the flames of this
war, top American and British officials have been engag-

ed recently in

successive
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trips to South Africa and
Rnoctesia, and j.n rneetings
and talKs with the racist
heads of Lhe eactionary re8imes oi these countries. Meett

ings arnd confer'ences for the
..political settlement" ol the
problems of South Africa
have been organized, at which

the representatives of the im-

perialist powers, including
Young, Owen, and others,
have concocted all sorts of

manoeuvres against liberation
movements in Southern Afri-

ca, It ls in this context that
..the lnitiatives,' and ..proposals" of the imPerialist-ra-

cist alliance, allegedly for the
political solution of the Probtrems o.t South Africa, under

the label of ..the handing
over of power to the black
ma jority,', must be seen.

These plans are nothing but
attemps to perPetuate the de-

tested racist domination and
to legitimize the Presence of
the lmperialist Por,vers in this
reglon of the worId.

In their efforts for neo-colonialist expansion in the
sour[nern regions of Africa, the
Soviet socialimPerialists, who,
as is known, are j.n fierce rivarry wiih the US imperia-

lists for every region of the
world whlch seems to them
to present solTr€ €corlo,fiIic and
strategic importance, are far
from inactive elther. Under
false slogans

of

..supPort for

the peoples of Southern Africa*) in fact, the chiefs of
Kremlin are trYing to take
control of the liberation movements of the PeoPles of
this zone, in order to realize
their hegemonlc ambitions.
However, the aggressive and

predatory nature of the imperialist powers and, in the

first place, of the two superpowers, the USA and the
Sovieb Union, is beco'ming
more and more clear to the
oppressed peoples of Africa,
who have tested the worth
of the ..interes't and concern>>
of these enemies of their

TODAY

il'eedom and indePendence on
tneir own ,backs. 'Ihe intervenrion oi the imPeriaiist

in the internal affairs
ol various African countries

powerrs

has always been accomPanied
with grave consequences. This

is borne out bY the current
events in the south, east and
north o.t Alrica, just as in
the other regions of the
r,vorId, in which the direct
or indirect interferen'ce of
the two superpowers and of
their hangers-on has Provoked various conflicts, which
have cost the PeoPles manY
victims. Lif e is more and
more teaching the African
peoples that the fate of the

freedom and indePendence of
their countries lies in their
own hands. TheY themselves,
through their determined Iiberation struggle, will break

the racist and neo-colonialist
shackles, and attain their
age-old asPirations to live in
genuine freedom and independence.

I

Noto, working

in this sector

Artisan artistic LDork has assumed unprecedented deuelopment in socialist Albania
there are thousands of people, especial,Ig uomen anil goung lDomen, uho with their,
able hands, produce fine articles that are in gteot d.emand" on the world markets.)
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